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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Social Accounting and audit is a flexible framework allowing an organisation to build on existing
documentation and reporting systems and develop a system whereby it can account for its social,
environmental and economic performance and impact, then draw up an action plan to prove, improve
and be overall accountable to its key stakeholders-prove, improve, account (SAN, 2011).
Highland Home Carers was invited by Co-operative Development Scotland (CDS) in 2007 to enrol in
a pilot initiative led by Social Audit Network (SAN). This is the ninth set of Social Accounts
Highland Home Carers has produced, on each occasion it has been a home-grown product. Following
initial success, the company realised Social Accounting was a valuable method of measuring quality
of services provided and gauging the company’s impact on its main stakeholders. It also enabled
Highland Home Carers to receive vital feedback on performance and areas requiring improvement.
Information gathered within the Social Accounts assists Highland Home Carers to improve practice
thus benefitting Individuals and Partners.
The Social Accounts team for period July 2015-June 2016 consists of Tanya Coffey (Social Accounts
Co-ordinator), Ralf Ross and John Stewart (Social Accounts team members), Jocelyn Mitchell and
Jurgita Skleinike (supporting roles). Approved Social Accounts 2014/2015 and Audit Summary can
be seen on the website www.highland-home-carers.co.uk the printed Audit Summary version can be
provided on request from the office.
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SECTION 2: BACKGROUND INFORMATION, KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS, FINANCE AND ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE, OVERVIEW OF
SERVICES
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
History and structure
Highland Home Carers was founded in 1994 by Chairperson and Non-Executive Director, Nick
Boyle, it became a limited Company in April 2001. It is currently the largest independent provider of
Care at Home in the Highlands and delivers 24hour care/support to 25 individuals with complex
needs. The Company started life in Nick’s living room in Inverness and after an initial move to an
office in Lotland Street, established itself on the first floor of the current premises in Stadium Road,
Inverness in 2006. A satellite office was established in Invergordon in 2013 and Highland Home
Carers transformed the former showroom/warehouse on the ground floor of 3 Stadium Road into an
operational hub in early 2015.
Further Background
In April 2003 Nick recruited Stephen Pennington, who was then working as a social worker within the
Highland Council, to gradually assume many of his responsibilities and ensure Highland Home Carers
became a more professional organisation. Stephen initially commenced as General Manager then
assumed the role of Managing Director as Nick reduced his workload. At the Scottish Care Awards
ceremony in June 2016, Stephen was awarded the Lifetime Achievement Award. His story follows:
Background Stephen Pennington
After obtaining a Sociology degree, Stephen undertook research work in Universities, which brought
him to Scotland in 1977. He has worked in Social Care and Social Work for 35 years, initially
enabling hearing impaired people across the Highlands and Islands to tell their stories, which directly
led to the cancellation of the policy of sending very young children away from home to specialist
schools in Edinburgh and Aberdeen. After a year as a Social Worker with deaf people in Birmingham,
he completed his training and returned to work in Aberdeen before settling in the Highland. Having
qualified after the Barclay report had been published, he was and continues to be, greatly influenced
by the thinking that social care should be rooted in community. So being the Social Worker with the
responsibility for the Ullapool area was a great early opportunity to practice this philosophy; and in
the last couple of years, Stephen has used Highland Home Carers as the vehicle to assist several
communities in the Highlands to develop their own Care at Home provision.
Much of Stephen’s Social Work career in Highland was spent in the fields of learning disability and
as a mental health officer, which he returned to after a year in India visiting people and places that he
had known when he lived there as a child. It gave him particular pleasure that Highland Home Carers
assumed responsibility in 2011 for the tenants of Lomond Gardens and The Leachkin, people whom
he had been told in Craig Phadrig hospital could never live in the community – and how wrong has
that been!
The key to Nick persuading Stephen to join Highland Home Carers was to explain his vision of
wanting to secure the future of the company as an independent Highland Company for its employees
and people of the Highlands. The notion of employee-ownership and the chance to build this
cooperative model was too attractive….and the rest is history.
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Ownership Background
In July 2004, a deal was concluded to borrow the finance and purchase the company from Nick,
thereby transferring the ownership of the company into the hands of the employees (now referred to
as Partners). A Board was established to oversee the business and this now comprises the |Managing
Director, the Director of Finance & Administration, the Director of Operations, 3 elected Employee
Directors, and 2 Non-Executive Directors. The Board is responsible for setting the policy and
strategic direction of the company, as well as ensuring that its’ financial basis is strong.
An Employee Benefit Trust was established in order to benefit all Partners through holding the trust
property and assist the company to develop as a successful employee owned business with a
partnership culture. There are trustees who are to give professional advice. There is a Share Incentive
Plan which handles the allocation of shares to partners every year. The Employee Benefit Trust
accepted increased responsibilities regarding the ownership of the company following a refinancing
deal in December 2012.
Our commitment to employee ownership
Highland Home Carers is totally committed to the concept of Employee Ownership in the care sector
for many reasons and will continue to develop the following principles:
•

•
•
•
•

The quality of care is only as good as the quality and commitment of the people providing it.
We believe when an individual staff have investment in what they do they are most likely to
want to do it to their best ability.
We hold the view that employee ownership can improve staff recruitment and retention rates
in a sector that can struggle.
Financially once all debts are paid any earned profit will remain in the company and not go to
external investors
Employee ownership has prevented a larger company taking over the business which has
better prevented care delivery issues
Those who work hard benefit and determine the future of the employee owned company

Our communication
Highland Home Carers has its own website (www.highland-home-carers.co.uk) which provides
general information about the company for the public and partners and has a Social Accounts portion
where people can access any information necessary at the end of the Social Accounting period. There
is also a closed Facebook page where information can be passed onto and between Partners.
Highland Home Carers also produce a monthly newsletter in which every Partner is encouraged to
contribute.
There is also an emergency out-of-hours telephone line and the office open 7 days to accommodate
any emergencies and needs for both partners and individuals and their families.
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
During the year, Highland Home Carers continued to grow and develop services into new localities
around the region. The primary model for such developments was one of Partnership with already
established community groups, utilising the Self-Directed Support legislation to enable teams of care
workers to be established. The 2014 Act introduced a new way of allowing people who were assessed
as requiring care to be allocated personal budgets and choose an organisation to manage it on their
behalf. This is Option 2, known as Individual Service Funds, and Highland Home Carers have agreed
to broker these funds to the benefit of the individuals and the communities. It was decided that the
Social Accounts Team should give a primary focus in this set of Accounts to the impact that these
community services were having.
Boleskine Community Care had already been in operation since October 2014 and had been the pilot
area for delivering care in this new way. Accordingly, there was the most to be gained from
considering how it had progressed. The success of this service had been acknowledged at the Scottish
Care Awards in June 2015.
Strathdearn Care had commenced operation at the end of May 2015 following a recruitment of a small
group of local people to deliver care in Moy and Tomatin. Therefore, at the start of this year of Social
Accounts they had only just begun delivering care.
Cromarty Care Project was established in the first instance to enable people from that community to
return home with care when they had otherwise been stuck in hospital. The community group and
Highland Home Carers jointly assisted the first person to settle home in February 2016.
Black Isle Cares was a charity established following the closure of the only care home in the area
(other than a small one in Cromarty) amid concerns as to how older people would be able to manage
in future. Given the population, geographical spread and amount of unmet need, this was always
likely to be the most challenging in developing a new way of delivering care and took approximately
6 months from initial discussions to delivering care to the first individual in April 2016.
Pultneytown People’s Project (PPP) in Wick are highly praised and innovative community enterprise
who were already delivering child care services and housing support among many other opportunities
for local people. NHS Highland was keen to increase the local provider market for care at home and
PPP indicated their willingness to become involved. Since the process of registration and approval can
take up to 6 months, Highland Home Carers worked with them on training and initial delivery of care
from April 20116 until they could operate independently in July 2016. The service ran as a traditional
one rather than utilising SDS.
Individual ISF Packages: the numbers of people whom Highland Home Carers supported to develop
their own team or personal support grew both numerically and in geographical spread during the year.
There are now individuals in Ullapool, Gairloch, Easter Ross, Dingwall, Inverness, Carrbridge and
Aviemore who have Individual Service Funds. The Social Accounting Team have also visited some of
these individuals to report on their outcomes.
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HIGHLAND HOME CARERS SERVICES
Other services provided as a leading care provider in the Highlands include:
Care at Home: This remains Highland Home Carers core business and is primarily undertaken under a
spot purchase contract with NHS Highland. The bulk of the work is personal care for older and
disabled people, but can include some domestic tasks, meal preparation etc. A limited amount of such
work is acquired privately by Individuals or their families.
Self-Directed Support: Under this legislation, some people are given Direct Payments and use it to
purchase services, specified by themselves, from Highland Home Carers. However, the use of
Individual Service Funds under Option 2 of the legislation, has been the most significant growth area
for Highland Home Carers, since much of the work of the community teams has been founded on this
approach. The individual budgets are paid to Highland Home Carers to manage on their behalf.
Support Work: Highland Home Carers has a contract with NHS Highland to deliver “social support”
where individuals are assessed as needing someone to assist them access community and leisure
pursuits which adds to their health & well-being.
Housing Support: The Supporting People funding became available in 2003 with strict criteria as to
what it could be accessed to provide to enable people to live in their own home including budgeting,
staying safe, assistance with tasks of daily living. Subsequently renamed, it has been a block funded
contract for many years and the hours it delivers are allocated to specific individuals.
Independent Living Services: There are a few individuals who would have to go into a care home if
they did not receive 24-hour care & support in their own homes. Highland Home Carers provides an
individually designed and costed package for each of them.
Complex Care: In March 2011, Highland Home Carers took over the service that had been established
in Inverness by another provider for 16 Individuals who had been resettled from Craig Phadrig
hospital. This included the transfer under TUPE of the staff team. All these individuals have 1:1 care
24 hours a day. We subsequently added another 2 houses (4 individuals) in Fortrose to the same
contract.
Respite Care: Family Carers can obtain home-based respite by purchasing a sitting/caring/activitybased service from Highland Home Carers.
With the support of the Highland Home Carers Board, the Training Team, who had previously
worked in partnership with the North Highland College on the delivery of SVQ training went through
the rigorous application to be approved as an SQA Centre and were successful in December 2015.
This means that we can now set our own targets to ensure that all our staff achieve the necessary
qualification levels for registration with the Scottish Social Services Council from 2017.
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Highland Home Carers was approached by Evelyn Newman,
Nutrition & Dietics Adviser for NHS Highland to enquire if
we could consider providing placement for 2 Undergraduate
student dieticians. Following a series of planning meetings,
Highland Home Carers hosted Andrea Cox and Catriona
Begg for 5 weeks during September/October 2015. This was
the first time in Britain that Dietics students have undertaken
part of their learning within a Care at Home agency. In
April/May 2016 we provided a similar opportunity for a
Dietics Honours Student, Chloe Young, to undertake her
research into the drinking habits of individuals being cared
for in their own homes as part of her dissertation.
During the year, we hosted and provided desk space for 2
Scottish Care Development workers who are working to
improve the volume and quality of Care at Home service
across Highland.

Dietics students on placement with
Highland Home Carers 2015

Highland Home Carers continues to play a leading role in the Care at Home Improvement Group
which is transforming the delivery of Social Care services across Highland. This is an example of care
providers collaborating to ensure the best solution can be found for addressing individuals need.

Individual Achievements
Highland Council Quality Care Awards November 2015
Esther Harding attended the Highland Council Quality Care Awards with Jennifer Campbell from the
SDS team and Fiona Fraser from East Urban and Rural Social Work Team where we were shortlisted
for work done in setting up the Boleskine service.

Attending Quality Care Awards Esther Harding, Fiona Fraser,
Jennifer Campbell
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Stephen Pennington Award
Highland Home Carers Managing Director achieved a lifetime achievement award at this years
Employee Ownership Conference in Birmingham, here as a company Highland Home Carers also
became runners up for the Innovation of the year award.

Corrinne Nicolson, Esther Harding,
Stephen Pennington

Stephen Pennington, Esther Harding
recieveing lifetime achievement award at
Employee Ownership Conference

Carolanne Mainland, Corrinne
Nicolson, Esther Harding, Julie
Russell

Inverness Clients Summer Party August 2015
Over 40 individuals attended the summer party which was held at the Crown Court Hotel on 6th
August.
Entertainment was provided. The feedback was very positive.
Puffin Hydrotherapy Pool Fund Raiser
Fiona Rodger, one of our clients in Alness raised essential funding for the Puffin Hydrotherapy Pool
in Dingwall. Together with her carers Alison MacDonald and Alma Wright they raised £264.01.
Fiona was the first wheelchair home, she received a gold medal and a silver quaich,
Run For Colour A local event in Inverness is the Run For Colour race
where runners have coloured chalk thrown at them during a running event,
these individuals raise money for and support the Highland Hospice and we
had some partners involved in this during the specified period.
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Hair Shave Fundraiser
In memory of Brenda one of Highland Home Carers long year Partners,
Cecelia Macmillan shaved off her hair very bravely and in the process
raised an astonishing £750 which was donated to Maggie’s Highland

The Leachkin and Lomond Christmas Party 2015
On 16th December 2015 individuals from The Leachkin and Lomond
Gardens attended a Christmas party run and assisted by Partners, this
was held in Kingsview Christian Centre on the 16 th December 2015.

Ceclia Macmillan hair
shave event

Client Christmas Party
The annual Christmas party for individuals was held on 10th December 2015 at
Fairways and involved many Partners working together to make it an enjoyable
event that was enjoyed by all individuals who attended.
Jocelyn Mitchell Involvement Officer at Inverness Christmas
Party with a service user

Invergordon Individuals
Parties held
This year there have been a
variety of parties held by
Partners for individuals all of
which have been a huge
success. There was an
especially popular party held
in January 2016 for Burn’s
night.

Staff dancing at Invergordon Burns Party
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OUR FINANCE AND STAFF AND ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Our finance
Highland Home Carers continued to pay down the loans secured from Big Issue Invest (BII) & Co-operative &
Community Finance to buy the company. We remain on target to have them cleared by the end of 2017. We
negotiated with Big Issue Invest to lend an additional £70k at the end of 2014 to cover the costs of the building
works on the downstairs office space in Inverness. The length of this was extended to 2019, but there is a clause
that allows us to repay early, and we fully expect to have it covered within the same time-scale as the others.
During 2015/16 the company recovered from the losses made in 2014/15 that were the result of increased
investment in its infrastructure. This was supported by a higher rate paid for our Care at Home work from NHS
(Highland), however this increase in our sales was offset somewhat by the payment of bonuses in the year that
were the same as the profit-making year of 2013/14, £300/full time staff member, and the need to increase the
hourly rate of carers to be over the living wage. The issue of payment of bonuses or a higher valuation for shares
is currently under discussion within the company as clearly higher bonus means less profit and therefore lower
share valuation.
Based on our management accounts our turnover this year was just less than £7 million at £6,998,370. This is
less than budgeted due mainly to lower than predicted private sales and several vacancies at our Leachkin and
Lomond Complex Needs Support units that resulted in lower sales.

Staff and Organisational Structure
Our staff and organisational structure is a fluid and ever changing document due to Partners leaving or new
Partners starting work with Highland Home Carers. The following page shows the most recent organisational
chart for Highland Home Carers which was produced by Esther Harding based on current figures
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SECTION 3: MISSION, VALUES AND OBJECTIVES
To reach the current Mission, Values and Objectives, the Social Accounts Team held
focus groups and invited all Partners to attend. One was held in the Inverness office,
one in the Invergordon office. Individuals were also asked opinions and we visited a
selection of Individuals in their own homes in North Kessock and Inverness (these
names were selected at random). The Social Accounts Team also reviewed this with
management and held a Social Accounts Team meeting to review all the findings before
producing the final current document.
MISSION STATEMENT
“Highland Home Carers aims to provide flexible, high quality care at home and support services,
enabling people to remain in their own homes by providing assistance to maintain and increase
their independence as much as possible”.
VALUES
•
•
•
•

Providing a sensitive, flexible, professional service
Being an open and approachable company
Encouraging a culture of shared ownership within the company
Respecting rights and promoting equality

CORE OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Objective 1. To enable Individuals (Service Users) to continue to stay in their own homes with
our support by…
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Providing a 24-hour personal and domiciliary care and support service
Employing safely recruited, properly trained and trustworthy staff
Doing our utmost to provide services which are designed to achieve the outcomes for those
who require them
Providing activities for those who are socially isolated
Supporting people to retain and increase their independence to their full capacity
Providing an effective out of hours emergency contact
Developing and achieving innovative ways to develop services in wider/rural locations which
enable people to remain living in these areas

Objective 2. To be a fair and good employer and promote inclusion in the work place by…
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Facilitating Partners to become stakeholders after 3 months employment with the company
Providing a high standard of formal and informal training
Providing meaningful supervision for all employees at least every six months with written
feedback
Working to achieve improved conditions for all Partners
Encouraging a culture of supporting each other and providing a family-friendly environment
Making Partners more aware of their financial wellbeing and available use of the Credit
Union
Continually working to embed the culture of employee ownership within the company
Having a supportive, transparent and accountable management structure which recognizes
that every employee owner is important, whatever role they perform within the company
Ensuring open access to information and involvement in decision making, with due regard to
personal and commercial confidentiality
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2.10
2.11

Providing opportunities for Partners to develop and succeed
Communicating openly and honestly throughout the company, using verbal, written and
digital media

Objective 3. To be an environmentally conscious company by…
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Setting environmental objectives, monitoring our environmental performance and aiming for
continuous improvement
Actively engaging and communicating with Partners on the means of achieving these
commitments
Endeavour to purchase from local suppliers who share our concern for the environment and
whenever possible purchase and use recyclable products or products from sustainable sources
Seeking to minimise waste and emissions from our activities and operations and recycle as
much as possible
Maintaining a quality waste management system to reduce our costs of waste disposal and
protect the environment for the future
Promote the bicycle scheme for improved health to Partners and improvement to
environmental pollution in the local areas

Objective 4. To promote and support community initiatives and charitable organisations not
necessarily directly involved with the company…
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Enabling Partners to devote time to charitable organisations
Working with charitable and community groups to develop services for Individuals (Service
Users) who are particularly isolated
Working in Partnership with other charitable and community companies in ensuring that
people throughout the Highlands have access to the full range of resources to meet their needs
Providing training, support and facilities to community and charitable organisations Inc.
family carers
Keeping money in the local area by using local facilities and suppliers where possible
Promoting the Employee Ownership and Co-operative movements

Objective 5. To be a financially viable company by….
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

Carrying out robust risk assessments in all our financial dealings and developing risk
mitigation strategies
Developing robust and prudent strategic plans, budgets and cash flows to predict future
investment and expenditure and reporting these to the board
Seeking appropriate financial advice when required
Maintaining good relationships with financial partners
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SECTION 4: STAKEHOLDERS
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
Stakeholder analysis is an important part of the social accounts process. Each year we review all our
stakeholders and present them in a mind map. This section presents a full description of our
stakeholders and shows the selection of stakeholders for consultation this year.
a) INDIVIDUALS (SERVICE USERS)
Highland Home Carers is now the biggest care provider in the Highlands with a total number of 531
Individuals (Service Users) in this social accounting period.
Individuals (Service users) are at the heart of Highland Home Carers and we work closely with
Individuals (Service Users) and their families to provide care tailored to their individual needs. Care
plans are reviewed every 6 months to meet changing needs. Key care/support workers alert office
Partners if there are any changes that need updating. The involvement officer offers a telephone/visit
service on a regular basis.
Highland Home Carers provides intensive support to people with profound learning
disabilities/complex health needs. These are housing clusters with intensive 24-hour community
support. There are two services in Inverness which have 15 tenants.
We now as a company provide many Self-Directed Support services, these are operated in the areas of
Fortrose, Boleskine, Cromarty, Black Isle, Bettyhill, Strathdearn, Badenoch and Strathspey, Ullapool,
Gairloch, North Kessock and Dingwall. The current numbers of Individuals (Service Users) are 49 but
this is continually increasing as new projects are opened up.
Highland Home Carers prides itself on providing care and support without compromise throughout
the Highlands.
b) PARTNERS
Employee-ownership is embedded in the culture of the organisation. After the probation period of 3
months employees become partners (there is no distinction between the number of hours worked) and
are entitled to free shares as decided by the Trustees. As an Employee Owned company the partners
are a major stakeholder group. For the accounting period, Highland Home Carers employed 472
Partners. Highland Home Carers has a supportive, transparent and accountable management structure
which recognises that every employee owner is important, whatever role they perform within the
company. Highland Home Carers provides different contracts so many partners can work flexible
hours around their family needs.
c) PURCHASERS
NHS Highland: On 1st April 2012, NHS Highland (NHSH) and The Highland Council signed a
ground-breaking agreement which saw responsibility for all Adult Social Care transfer into the
responsibility of NHS Highland and responsibility for Children’s Services transfer to the Council.
NHS Highland Contracts Team Monitors the operation and functioning of the contracts under which
Highland Home Carers delivers services purchased by the NHSH. Statistical returns and other
evidence of competency must be provided and at least once a year there is a formal monitoring visit.
This team has led the new zoning within Inverness of Home Care provision.
Self-Directed Support: Approximately 10.3 % of total contract sales are purchased directly by
individuals or their families. It is anticipated that this will be a growth area as people begin to
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increasingly access Self-Directed Support (SDS). Highland Home Carers has been working in
partnership with NHS Highland to set up SDS routes which are now working well and will be the
focus of this years accounts, this includes Individual Service Funds where Highland Home Carers
manages the budget and some of the administrative responsibilities on behalf of the Individual
(Service User).
Lessee: Highland Home Carers now leases part of our office space to Rope Access (Scotland) who
pay us for using this space, this is another source of income to the company.
d) GOVERNANCE
Board of Directors: The Board currently comprises 8 Directors, 3 elected by the employees-Tanya
Kennedy, Kimberley Stewart, Sophie Doyle; 2 Non-Executive Directors, Nick Boyle and Noni
Cobban and 3 Executive Directors, Stephen Pennington, David Brookfield and Esther Harding. The
Board holds primary responsibility for setting the strategic and financial direction of the company.
Trustees of the Employee Benefit Trust (EBT): There are 5 trustees, 3 elected by the employees –
John Stewart, Cecilia MacMillan, Keith Bootle; 2 Trustees appointed by the Board – Catherine
Stewart & Jocelyn Mitchell; one Non-Executive Trustee, Carole Leslie. The EBT retains the
ownership of the company on behalf of the employees and manages the share distribution to the
partners.
e) REGULATORY AND STATUTORY BODIES
Care Inspectorate/ Social Care & Social Work Improvement Scotland (SCSWIS): The Care
Inspectorate, as it is known, is the primary regulatory body for the social care sector. Highland Home
Carers is registered with them to provide a care at home and housing support service. They undertake
unannounced inspections of the company at least once a year and produce a publicly available report
which is available on Care Inspectorate web page. They are also the ultimate body overseeing
complaints and we are required to notify them of any significant failings in service delivery.
Property/Landlords: Highland Home Carers lease our offices at Unit 3 Stadium Road from Nicam
Developments; the office accommodation at Riverside Drive in Invergordon is leased from Morrich
Ltd.
Disclosure Scotland: All new employees are required to be registered with the protection of
Vulnerable Groups (PVG) scheme by 2017.
HMRC: Highland Home Carers is required to provide the Inland Revenue with returns in relation to
our employee payroll and company finances in order that the correct tax liabilities can be calculated.
In addition, there are returns required in relation to our Employee Benefit Trust and share distribution
as well as other employee benefits to see if they are liable to be taxed.
Companies House: Highland Home Carers is a company limited by shares and therefore it is
registered at Companies House and any changes of Director are recorded there.
Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC): Any person working in Social Care will require to be
registered with the SSSC and satisfy certain requirements. At present, only the management layer and
any qualified Social Workers are required to be registered. This is not a requirement if a person is
already registered with the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC).
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Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA): It is intended that the social care workforce will be entirely
registered by 2020. A requirement of registration is that individuals will have gained or will be in the
process of gaining SVQ qualifications. These are regulated by the SQA.
Health & Safety Executive (HSE): Highland Home Carers has a Health and Safety Committee to
oversee this area and ensure relevant reporting, risk assessment and safety of the workforce.
f) FINANCIAL
Royal Bank of Scotland: have been Highland Home Carers’ bankers since day 1 and we have a
current and a savings account with them.
Johnston and Carmichael: are Highland Home Carers’ auditors. They also provide financial advice
to the company, handle some of our dealings with HMRC on behalf of the company and assist the
company and the Trustees of the Employee Benefit Trust with the management of share ownership.
Big Issue Invest and Industrial Common Ownership Finance (ICOF): the investments arm of the
Big Issue Organisation has provided loans to Highland Home Carers.
Alistair Simpson: is a freelance book-keeper who is contracted by Highland Home Carers to produce
the monthly accounts and to oversee our financial databases.
Software: 123 provide our payroll administration and support our Sage payroll database.
g) TRAINING
Community Centres: During the year, Highland Home Carers have used a number of facilities to
host training and meetings. These include Kingsview Christian Centre, Invergordon Social Club,
James Cameron Centre, Dingwall Community Centre and Strathpeffer Community Association Ltd.
Catering:
Crown Deli & Red Poppy, Red Pepper: Catering used by Highland Home Carers for events has
been provided by these companies which are local to Inverness.
Training Providers:
College and Open University: These places provide various training for those who carry out
employee sponsored degree programmes for instance.
Crisis Prevention Institute: This company provides training to Highland Home Carers for MAPPA
training
Edge services: This company provide training to Highland Home Carers for Moving and Handling
In House Training: We provide much of our own training to Partners within Highland Home Carers.
Provided Training:
Red Cross and Merkinch Enterprise: Theses companies provide us with some training for staff
outside Highland Home Carers company.
h) OTHERS
SUPPLIERS
Legal:
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Harper Macleod: Highland Home Carers utilise this major Scottish firm to assist us when we require
commercial legal advice.
Anderson, Shaw and Gilbert: This Inverness firm primarily assists Highland Home Carers with
legal advice in relation to the leasing of property.
Law at Work: This Glasgow and Edinburgh based firm primarily assists Highland Home Carers with
legal advice on human resource and Health and Safety issues.
Vehicles
Lift and Go: This Inverness based company provide a valuable taxi service to those with disabilities
using wheelchair assistance.
Red Cross Bus: This can be hired if we need to transport a number of service users and a driver is
provided, can be used for wheelchair users also.
City Taxis and Pete’s hire: These companies are used for both Partners and Individuals (service
users), not usually for wheelchair users as only a limited number of taxis are available that can carry
wheelchairs safely.
Lombard Vehicle Hire: This company provide Highland Home Carers with vehicles on hire which
Partners can pay for the use of if needed.
Arnold Clark: This company provide us with a lease for an Individual (Service User) vehicle and the
Individual (Service User) pays the bill through Highland Home Carers
LANDLORD
Electricity and Maintenance: our electricity is provided by SSE – Scottish Hydro Electric (The
Leachkin) and Dual Energy Direct (Stadium Road), and maintenance provided by Fraser Lee
Water: Our water provider is Business Stream
GOODS
Macgregors: This family-run Inverness company supplies Highland Home Carers with all the
disposable gloves and aprons which enable our Partners who deliver personal care to operate safely
and hygienically.
Alexandra: This is a company based in Glasgow who provide Highland Home Carers with uniforms.
Claymore Dairies: Provide milk to our office in Inverness
Norscott Vending Services: Stadium Road based company who provide a drinking water dispenser
in Inverness office
OFFICE
SFG (Small Friendly Giant): This company provide IT
Tru Telecom: All the broadband and office telephone systems are provided by Tru telecom except
for two Broadband lines provided by BT.
Dows: Highland Home Carers obtains most of our stationery from this Inverness supplier
Cleaning Services: Are provided by an individual Partner to the Inverness office
Velocity: This Inverness based company cater for our design and printing needs
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Lyrico: provide Highland Home Carers with some of its stationery and supplies
Munro’s Waste Management: this company are our refuse disposal company
Highland Office Equipment: Highland Home Carers lease our photocopiers in each of our main
offices from this company.
For the Right Reasons: Provide us with some external training and printing of leaflets and other
similar goods, they are a local charity based in Grant Street, Inverness
Staff Plan: Provide IT services within a single system in our offices and allows Partners access to the
data from wherever they are based, they also provide software enabling us to run our care planning,
wages and invoice systems.
INSURANCE
Towerhill Insurance: This company are our insurance providers and ensure we are properly covered
for all insurance requirements.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Platform PR: Highland Home Carers has used the services of this Beauly based company to assist us
with placing supportive articles in the local media.
WIDER COMMUNITY
Sponsorship: Highland Home Carers do not have a policy regarding sponsorship but we tend to
provide limited sponsorship to Partners who are raising funds for particular causes or activities that
they are involved in
Other: Highland Home Carers provide various other services to the wider community, some of these
include Scottish Social Services Council, politicians, media, other, Carers and Users group, Hospitals,
GPs, District Nurses, other providers such as The Mackenzie Centre and Woodlands Centre,
solicitors, pharmacies and The Highland Hospice.

STAKEHOLDER MAP AND CONSULTATION
Our stakeholder map can be viewed at (www.highland-home-carers.co.uk ) and identifies Highland
Home Carers’ main stakeholders, those highlighted in yellow show the main stakeholder groups and
highlighted in blue are those consulted with in this years Social Accounts.
We selected Individuals (Service Users) as they are the reason for Highland Home Carers existing.
We also selected some families to find views from Individuals (Service Users) who may not be able to
provide this for themselves. Partners, Directors and Trustees were chosen due to us being an
employee owned company. We looked this year into new areas services were provided by Highland
Home Carers, in relation to this we selected Wider Community views, views from Care at Home,
NHS Highland, Self-Directed Support (Option 2), and Care Inspectorate views.
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Stakeholder Map
*Blue text shows stakeholders
consulted with this year
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SECTION 5
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
Social Accounting Period
These Social Accounts cover the period from 1 st of July 2015 until the 30th of June 2016 in line with
our financial year. This is now the ninth year of Social Accounting.
This year we strived to improve our Social Accounts by reviewing our Mission, Values, Objectives
and Activities and focussing on some of our newer services. We involved Individuals (service users)
and partners in the process. The social accounting process sharpens the definition of what Highland
Home Carers undertakes, accounts for our performance and identifies the perceived impact.
We use Social Accounts as a valuable tool in promoting our company by highlighting the difference
we make and the impact we have on the wider community. This report provides a rich source of
information about Highland Home Carers.
Who did the work on the social accounts?
This year the team consisted of Tanya Coffey as Social Accounts co-ordinator, John Stewart and Ralf
Ross as team members, Jocelyn Mitchell and Jurgita Skleinike were available in supporting roles. We
agreed at the start that the major tasks involved in gathering the information would be jointly
conducted. Tanya Coffey has taken on the role of primary lead for writing up the findings and putting
it all together. The team was looking forward to completing yet another Social Accounts and was very
keen to focus on new services and the wider outcomes connected to these.
Methodology
We carried out a review of our Objectives and of various service areas within Highland Home Carers.
We have collected relevant factual and statistical information, we have accessed data from Highland
Home Carers system. We used a combination of survey monkey, postal questionnaires, private
interviews, review meetings and case studies to gather qualitative information from our Key
Stakeholders. The information we receive through these methods we report using narrative
descriptions and in the form of graphs, pie charts and tables. These enable those interested to see the
results of the consultation and the opinions of those consulted at a glance, where these are not
included in the document we added a hyperlink to the website where documents can be viewed.
We have included comments in this report. We used positive and negative comments to represent a
balanced picture. We believe that in choosing the comments we have been impartial and that all the
comments are representative of the views of that stakeholder group.
Percentages used throughout the report refers to percentage of Key Stakeholder Groups who
responded and not % of Stakeholders in total.
Scope
The questions we asked were geared to finding out about the difference and impact we make as a
major care provider in the Highland area whilst also looking at new services now provided. The New
Guide to Social Accounting and Audit: Prove! Improve! Account! was a very valuable source. Last
year SAT greatly improved the report and for this year it was decided to reduce the size and scope and
to research new areas within the company and give time for last year’s Social Accounts
recommendations to be actioned.
This year we used different case studies to illustrate the impact and difference that Highland Home
Carers makes to Individuals and wider communities. We looked at areas such as Pulteney Town
Wick, Bettyhill, Boleskine, Cromarty, Black Isle, Ullapool, Gairloch, Strathdearn (Moy and Tomatin),
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Inverness, Dingwall and Aviemore. The varied case studies came from Individuals, family members,
Boleskine Community Care, SDS, Partners, Non-executive Board Directors and the Non-Executive
Trustee. We aimed to use another case studies of a partner to the company (Staff Journey) to give a
variety of views on HHC and further proof of things partners can be involved in within the company.
Therefore, the two major stakeholder groups are the Individuals (Service Users) and Partners. It has
been very important to concentrate on their views about current performance and impact mostly in
relation to new areas and ways of working to see the impact these have brought.
We consulted selected stakeholders on our mission statement, objectives and indirectly on values.
We opted not to specifically report on Objective 3 related to being an environmentally conscious
company as we felt this had been well covered in the last period, this document can be viewed online
at www.highlandhomecarers.co.uk (The Social Accounts document dated 2014/2015).
Who has been consulted about what?
1. Individuals (Service Users)
Questionnaire for most Individuals (Service Users):
First to be consulted were the people who receive our service, apart from Lomond Gardens, The
Leachkin, Joss Street and Chanonry residents. Along with the questionnaire we sent a covering letter
including a slip to complete if they wished to attend a focus group or have a private interview
(Appendice 5 and 9). A pre-paid return envelope was also included. The team discussed what
questions would be most suitable for the evaluation and it was agreed that we would aim to see mostly
how the new ways of working were affecting our services. The areas covered are:
-

Remaining at home

-

Consistency of care

-

Differences made by Highland Home Carers

-

Likes/dislikes

-

Impacts as a major provider

-

Differences new working models have made/are making

-

What the company does for the local economy and the environment

We added tables for comments after each section and provided the opportunity to take part in private
interviews at request.

Questionnaire for residents at Lomond Gardens, The Leachkin, Joss Street and Chanonry:
We contacted family members of the tenants of these supported housing services. The tenants
themselves were unable to express their views on the services provided due to the nature of their
disabilities. We used the same questionnaire and asked each family to fill this out on behalf of their
relative.
The questions posed were closed questions (14 in total) with a choice of answers for ease of analysis
although opportunity was also given for written comments after each section. We kept the
questionnaires as short and uncomplicated as possible to ensure maximum response.
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Private interviews
Only a minimal number of Individuals expressed their wish to have a private interview. On the return
of the questionnaires 8 Individuals/families expressed that they would like to have a Social Accounts
Team visit and conduct a private interview. The Social Accounting co-ordinator assisted Individuals
to complete Private Interview questions and noted any comments which can be viewed in the
appendix section under Service User Comments from Questionnaires (Appendice 10).
4 Individuals did this. Individuals were asked five questions and were encouraged to discuss and share
their reasons for interview requests, any comments/queries they wished brought to attention, if
Highland Home Carers were fulfilling their expectations, any suggestions on where service could be
improved and if they wished the information to remain confidential or be passed to management.

2. Partners
The next group to be consulted was the Partners. All Partners were sent a covering letter relating to a
Survey Monkey questionnaire and given the option of a printed copy or assistance with this which
was explained in the cover letter, through the newsletter and through company Facebook page
(Appendices 6, 7 and 8). The Partners questions were based on:
-

Area of the company worked in

-

Section of the company worked in (department)

-

The aspect of employee ownership

-

Value of work partners’ provide

-

Partner morale

-

Progress opportunities

-

Support to the community

-

Newsletter usefulness

-

Impact and differences

-

Current performance

-

New methods of working

-

Local economy

After each section of the questionnaire we provided comment boxes for any additional points.
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SECTION 6: FEEDBACK ON RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LAST PERIOD 2014/2015

Management will be responsible for ongoing monitoring of completed actions/recommendations
shown (see appendice 4 for table of last recommendations).
Objective 1. Individuals (Service users)
•

•

•

Gaps in rotas-senior managers should review regularly:
Regular review by management of rotas now occurs. New runs and bigger packages improve
rota disruption. Ask Individuals (Service Users) about rotas.
Lack of communication from operational team when rotas change:
Communication book now introduced and monitored. Regular meetings by management to
reduce issues. Ask about communication since previous cycle.
Too many carers involved in care:
New runs have improved this. Managers to review rotas monthly.

Objective 2. Partners
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Working conditions (wages and recognition):
Management working on contracts and terms-continuous process. Wage improvements in
new tax year April 2016. Management to find a way for board to explain process of
contracted hours to Partners.
Carers feeling pressurised:
This is a service issue, all Social care services in the same current situation, difficult to
remedy when so many individuals are to be cared for. Management to get cover staff, not
contact carers when off or on holiday, ensure availability sheets up-to-date, implementation of
contracted hours to ease operational pressure.
Gaps on rotas:
Reduced gaps due to runs. Rotas to be better planned for Partners not in runs, rota review
monthly ensuring stability.
Development opportunities:
To be discussed at team meetings and supervisions, available on newsletter and posters placed
in office for any advertised positions, defer until next period.
Lack of information about HI-SCOT credit union:
Regularly advertised on Facebook, inn newsletters and leaflets in the office containing web
address where more information can be found.
Communication:
Partners encouraged to discuss issues at monthly team meetings and supervisions every 6
months (sooner if required). Introduced welfare calls for Partners. Managers providing better
environment to discuss confidential issues. Encouraged Partner contribution to newsletter.
Involvement of partners:
Lead carers introduced encouraging open and honest dialogue in team meetings run monthly
by them and allocated on rotas.
Poor morale amongst partners:
Management looking for solutions, Partners won’t discuss.
Lack of understanding of different sections within the company:
Future aim to make handbook and make copy available in each office and on web page
Supervision and feedback doesn’t meet requirements and expectations:
Mandatory regular meetings with Partners, new forms produced and continual training.
Lack of opportunities to be involved in developing the organisations long term plans:
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Board to update more regularly and find ways to inform Partners – possible new notice board
to be developed in the offices.
•

Share allocation process:
Training ongoing to be passed to all Partners; use of notice board, Facebook, newsletter and
possibly web page to assist. Focus groups were held in spring 2016 to discuss this and the
outcome was to hold further discussion on this matter.

•

Recommendations (2014/15) linked to other objectives:
1. Partner meetings: all geographical areas now hold regular meetings which are on
rota and within smaller work teams. This has been successfully actioned.
2. Individual (Service User) care plans: key workers/assistant managers are in process
of doing reviews with Individuals every 6 months or sooner to review care plans. This
has been successfully actioned.
3. On Call calls: Book created where all calls are now logged and then inputted to staff
plan and a handover done by Partners each day and monitored regularly by managers,
all calls are now logged. This has been successfully actioned.
4. Mentoring: Mentoring still occurs with experienced Partners, lead carers are
assisting here and mentoring and signing off Partners once competent, lead carers
also help support Partners and anyone needing extra time when new are given this as
much as possible. Action for next period is to check this process and how effective it
is.
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SECTION 7: REPORT ON PERFORMANCE AND IMPACT
SECTION 7.1
SERVICE USER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

All figures listed here are out of 220 respondents and so percentages are based on these figures. Total
number of Individuals asked were 589; responses received and analysed were 220, 4 were returned
unanswered, 6 were discarded as overprints, 6 people were deceased, 1 had recently moved into a care
home, another had moved area and 350 were not responded to.
The response rates from Individuals (Service Users) was phenomenal and proves Highland Home
Carers provide care allowing people to remain at home and retain their independence as much as
possible with choice, control and consistency.
Results given relate to Highland Home Carers Mission, Values and Objectives as a whole.
Specifically, questions relate to Objective 1 as a whole, Objective 3 and Objective 4. Further
information can be viewed in appendice 9 (Service User Questionnaire) and appendice 10 (Service
User Comments from Questionnaire).

Q1-Do you feel HHC service
allows you the independence to
remain in your own home?
don't
know, 5,
2%

no, 7,
3%

Q2-Are you happy with care
consistency?

don't
know, 3,
2%

yes, 209,
95%

Q3-Are you satisfied you receive
a private and confidential
service?
don't
know, 6,
3%

no, 2,
1%

yes, 173
96%

no, 10,
5%

yes, 185,
93%

Q4-Do you know that HHC has a
formal comlaints procedure and
policy?
don't
know,
18,
9%

no, 17
9%

yes, 161,
82%
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Q5-Has the received support
allowed you to remain in your
own home and/or area?

don't
know, 5,
2%

no, 3,
2%

Q6-Does the received support
still allow you to make your own
choices?
don't
know,
10,
5%

yes, 193,
96%

no, 7,
3%

yes, 188,
92%

Questions 8 and 9 were comments only, not all people answered this but any received comments have
been listed and analysed and added to appendices which can be viewed at www.highland-homecarers.co.uk (appendice 10).

Q7-Does the received support
enable you to be in control of
your care plan?
don't
know,
16,
8%

no, 15,
7%

no, 53,
25%
yes, 96,
46%

yes,
209,
85%

Q11-Do you understand the
differences HHC makes to
service users in wider/outlying
communities?
no, 62,
29%

don't
know,
50,
24%

Q10-Are you aware of what
differences and impact HHC has
as a major provider in the
Highlands?

yes, 99,
47%

don't
know, 62
29%

Q12-Are we doing well with new
ways of working such as
zones/small teams in outlying
areas and how they run?

no, 62,
35%

yes, 95,
54%

don't
know,
20,
11%
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Q13-Do you understand what
HHC does for its' local
economy?
no, 71,
37%

Q14-Do you understand what
HHC does for the environment?

yes, 49,
24%

yes, 73,
38%
no, 86,
43%

don't
know, 47,
25%

don't
know,
65,
33%

Conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

95% of Individuals feel Highland Home Carers allows them independence to remain at home
93% of Individuals are happy with care consistency
96% of Individuals were satisfied with private and confidential services received
82% of Individuals recognise Highland Home Carers formal complaints policy and procedure
96% of Individuals believe Highland Home Carer support has allowed them to remain in their
own homes and areas
92% of Individuals believe Highland Home Carer support has allowed them to make their
own choices
85% of Individuals believe Highland Home Care support allows them control of their own
care plan
Individuals are collectively unsure of the differences and impact Highland Home Carers make
as a major provider in the Highlands.
Under half Individuals asked understood differences made by Highland Home Carers to
wider/outlying communities
Over 50% of Individuals agree Highland Home Carers are doing well with the work in zones
and small outlying team working ways.

Summary of conclusions:
The conclusions overall show Highland Home Carers are meeting the Mission, Values and Objectives
by high satisfaction percentage rates, high response rates and an outstanding number of positive
comments received compared to negative or neutral comments.
In relation to results, the Social Accounts will bring greater understanding to Individuals (Service
Users) related to impacts as a major provider in Highland region and will show more of what
Highland Home Carers do in remote communities.
Management may need to follow up how the zones and small teams in outlying areas are working for
Individuals (Service Users).
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED:
POSITIVE

NEUTRAL

NEGATIVE

TOTAL
COMMENTS

Q1

20

4

2

26

Q2

21

8

19

48

Q3

7

3

1

11

Q4

5

5

4

14

Q5

9

5

1

15

Q6

6

6

7

19

Q7

11

7

8

26

Q8

153

4

2

160

Q9

132

10

30

172

Q10

12

4

3

19

Q11

10

3

4

17

Q12

14

8

13

35

Q13

6

2

8

16

Q14

4

4

11

19

TOTAL OF EACH
COMMENT TYPE

410

73

113

597

This shows that there was very good response and Individuals (service users) wanted to tell us their
views. The number of positive comments received were much higher than any negatives and there
were very few neutral comments which tells most people had a clear idea of what they wanted us to
know.
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FURTHER SERVICE FEEDBACK

OVERVIEW OF SERVICES
SERVICES
Within our case study areas, we researched care in outlying communities and related to our Mission,
Values and objectives and as a company looked to see how well this was achieved, particularly in line
with objectives 1, 2 and 4. There were areas we tried to get information from but received little to no
feedback such as Inverness, Bettyhill and Dingwall – these areas were too new and did not have
enough feedback at the time of our enquiries.
Within these case studies the aim was not only to research what the services were but to see if they
worked in line with Highland Home Carers Mission, Values and objectives to carry the same high
standards throughout the Highland region even when the separate companies began to manage and
run themselves with less support from Highland Home Carers.
We attempted to gather information from local doctors (GP) and nurses, Partners (staff),
Management, Community, Social Work, Community Involvement Groups/connected charity
organisations in line with many of these being key stakeholders through the Social Accounts process
this period. We found it hard to get numerical/statistical data as there appeared to be no systems with
this readily available. It was also difficult to get medical staff and Social Work staff to meet and
discuss any queries we had. Most information gathered came from those directly connected to the
services, in many of the services people apart from management appeared to have little to no idea of
Highland Home Carers, what we entailed, what we offered Partners or even how we were connected
to the services we had visited to carry out our research. This was a strategic direction of Highland
Home Carers to focus on areas in which we had not previously been based in our work.

BOLESKINE COMMUNITY CARE (BCC)
The local charity was established in 2013 to address the limited care at home provision in Stratherrick
& Foyers. At an open day in early 2014, it was evident that there was a deep-rooted desire to address
the problem within the community at large. Volunteers came forward offering to help establish lunch
clubs, drop-in gatherings, handyperson services, driving etc. These activities promote social
interaction and an early recognition of future problems that might arise for individuals. With the help
of Margaret Davidson, the local Councillor, pressure was applied on NHS Highland to address the
issue of Care at Home.
Highland Home Carers was invited by Jean-P Sieczkarek, Area Manager of NHSH, to a meeting in
Inverfarigaig and a strategy was agreed whereby Highland Home Carers would provide the necessary
infrastructure to enable the local community to deliver their own care at home service. Initially 6
people were recruited locally, appointed to and trained by Highland Home Carers. They were
supplemented by 2 others and one moved elsewhere. From an initial 2 individuals receiving a service,
this has now grown to 14. Julie Russell took on the role of local coordinator and the team meets
fortnightly to allocate the work and share information. Highland Home Carers continues to be the
registered provider and responsible for the service and staff.
More background information can be found at www.boleskine-communitycare.org.uk
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SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
The service has 7 Partners and 14 Individuals. Manager Julie told us ‘yes, we promote and take people
to local groups.’ Partner roles in the area include Care management, Co-ordination, Office staff and
Care/Support staff Julie Russel tells there is ‘Huge difference, providing care where there was none,
also creating local jobs for local people’ and ‘it enables people to remain as independent as possible.’
Management tell us that they are ‘sure it will grow as care is needed and awareness of the service is
promoted and also state ‘this is a staggered community. One of our goals is to reach those at risk of
isolation, weekly events aim to help tackle this.’ Management also tell there is ‘lots of public
knowledge but we always are looking to promote knowledge’
FAMILY VIEWS
There is said to be ‘reliability of friendly, caring staff. Willingness to keep in touch with subjects’
family putting our minds at rest.’ The collaborative partnership is seen as open and approachable;
‘yes, they are very friendly and honest and willing to discuss any problems and address them’, ‘staff
have a respectful and caring attitude’ ‘allowing otherwise house bound people a degree of freedom
and much help in day-to-day tasks’ and ‘the help provided is indispensable’.
SERVICE USER VIEWS
When asked what is known about Highland Home Carers as an organisation we discovered ‘not much
really, they provide Home Care’. Things liked were staff are ‘very helpful and kind’, ‘carers are very
caring and friendly, range of help is excellent, couldn’t be better!’ ‘yes, very, nothing is too much
trouble’. Services support and increase independence (‘yes, I don’t know where I’d be without them’).
Effective out of hours emergency contact is provided. I can go to the tea room’, ‘yes, they provide
transport and support with shopping and social visits’, Daily running is ‘excellent, always reliable’,
‘very efficient, it works well for me’
COMMUNITY VIEWS
The difference made to the community is that ‘it’s nice to know there is care’. There is a boost to local
economy as ‘yes, carers are employed and use local facilities’. Collaboration also makes a ‘positive’
difference and instils ‘confidence’, ‘people don’t have to move, stay at home, happier’; support from
Highland Home Carers has made a difference to the community. The service would be recommended
‘very much so, professional carers have made a difference to people’s lives’
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT GROUPS
The group/project that is run is ‘lunch club and support’ this is used by many service users on a
‘monthly’ basis ‘carers are usually at local events supporting and taking service users who would not
be able to attend’ ‘our people are able to stay home longer’ and by facilitating this, ‘they have made a
positive difference to peoples lives’
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Julie Russell and staff members, one of whom the collaboration has led to remaining in the community

The Tea Room where a lot of staff and
service users meet

There are also summary tables at the end of the section which show the positive and negative findings
from all spoken with in all areas visited.
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STRATHDEARN (MOY/TOMATIN)
The communities of Moy & Tomatin traditionally could rely on care at home supplied by the in-house
NHSH service. There was also a district nurse based locally. However, both these services had
disappeared in recent years and the Community Council and Development Trust were concerned
about the gap that had been left. They met with the people from Boleskine and then decided to
approach Highland Home Carers to see if a similar project could be established in their locality. The
Strathdearn Trust had access to funds from local windfarms and could use that income to pump-prime
the project, paying for staff training and the coordinator post. 7 individuals were recruited locally and
there have been 8 individuals who have received care through the community team. Lee Hamil, who
was one of the staff team, took on the role of coordinating the service.
More information can be found at http://strathdearn.org/
SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
Tomatin used to have a district nurse based in the village but no longer has. Home Care also used to
be provided by Inverness carers but has stopped which is the reason for the collaboration, to enable
care back to the area once more, due to the weather in winter sometimes carers were unable to reach
calls. The number of Partners in the area are 7 and the Service Users 5. Staff roles in the area are
Management, Support, Care, Care Co-ordination. Length of time the service has run has been 1 year,
it began in June 2015. The community in Moy and Tomatin were given money from the windfarm
and it was discussed and decided that it was a desperately needed service and should be used to aid in
getting care services into the area to benefit the local community; ‘our elderly have had no home
carers and it’s made a massive difference to the Service Users and their family’. Promotion with local
groups and organisations is done via ‘Community Council Meetings’ and Overall views on area work
are ‘very positive, families are very happy’ and talk also of local events and groups such as ‘coffee
morning, walking group, church’
COMMUNITY VIEWS
Frank Rodden is the Director of our Community council and is very helpful to the area as a whole.
There is a local lunch club. People attend the church locally, there is also a walking group run by
locals
FAMILY VIEWS
It is told, ‘yes’ a professional, flexible service is provided’ and things liked about services received
are that ‘she is well looked after’, though it is said ‘more staff’ are needed however, ‘We get people
out of hospital and into their own homes’
SERVICE USER VIEWS
Service users told that they ‘got to know Highland Home Carers from hospital’, they receive ‘friendly
services’, ‘friendly and very helpful’ and ‘Yes’ services ‘increase independence’
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Staff member in Strathdearn

Location where services are covered

The summary tables at the end of the section show positive and negative findings from all spoken to.
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CROMARTY CARE PROJECT
A group had been established in Cromarty initially with the intention of raising funds to turn a local
heritage building into a day centre. They obtained charitable status but their focus was overtaken
when a large nursing home closed on the Black Isle and they realised that the immediate requirement
was for care to be delivered in people’s homes. This coincided with NHS Highland having to import
care workers from other localities at significant cost. An approach was made to Highland Home
Carers by the local project and we commenced working with them to recruit a local team and train
them. At least 10 people came forward and the project moved forward quickly with 9 people receiving
care under the Individual Service Fund model.
SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
Service provided is Care at Home, there are supported hours and 1 to 1 hours, Personal care and meal
preparation as well as medication dispensation. The service was set up for local communities keeping
clients at home and being supported by local staff, also due to the care home closing down in the other
area locally. Length of running time has been since February 2016. Number of staff are 10, number of
service users are 9. Staff roles in the area are carers, co-ordinators, distance manager based in
Inverness. Highland Home Carers have informed me of recordings of documents, incidents, continuity
of care as being second to none. Training is also better than NHS from personal feedback and also
from NHS staff’ and ‘local staff in local areas are meeting service users’ needs, also if families
require extra support staff can also meet their requirements at short notice which can also offer
continuity of care for Service Users’. It is also said ‘Training for staff from Highland Home Carers is
excellent from feedback from all staff’ and ‘in some areas this has been an improvement for local
people since collaborative work began’. ‘There has been a big increase in use of services as people
can stay at home in the local areas’ and ‘There is lots of public knowledge in areas, this has proved to
be positive for clients/staff’
COMMUNITY VIEWS
Meals on wheels’ service is available to the area and a local GP who lives in the area is very much an
advocate and participant to setting up Care services in the Cromarty area
SERVICE USER VIEWS
Highland Home Carers are seen by individuals as a ‘privately run company taking the place of NHS
carers’. Individuals are ‘happy with service at present’ but the service doesn’t allow provision of
activities Service Users may otherwise not have, we are told ‘Not really. I live in my kitchen, I can
only move about with the help of my trolley. I have not been out in more than 4 years!’ Team work
and daily running is ‘ok so far’ and when asked if inclined to recommend Highland Home Care
services, it was said ‘Probably as NHS care has been withdrawn, there does not seem to be any
alternative and no doubt several other elderly and infirm are needing care when funding is available’
Summary tables can be viewed at the end of this section showing positive and negative findings from
all spoken to during the research undertaken in these areas.
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BLACK ISLE CARES (BIC)
This local charity was established as a reaction to the closure of the Care Home in Rosemarkie. There
had also been a series of gatherings of local people to review what services were available on the
Black Isle and a bound leaflet produced. A continued gap was the deficit in care at home for people
across the Black Isle. Several providers had small scale provision but issues of recruitment meant that
none, including the NHS in-house service, had managed to develop comprehensive cover. Highland
Home Carers was approached by the trustees of the charity in October 2015 to enquire if we would be
prepared to support them develop a community service across the Black Isle. Adverts were posted by
them and the first cohort was interviewed on 12 th November 2015. There was a lengthy process of
recruitment and training, including appointing a coordinator, before a service was first delivered in
April 2016, commencing by taking an individual who had been stuck in hospital. The service is
committed to using a Self-Directed Support approach and has been faced with huge demands. By the
end of June, they were already delivering 200 hours per week of direct care.
Further information on the services can be gathered from www.blackislecares.co.uk/
SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
As of spring 2016 information gathered from the Highland Senior Citizens Network newsletter and
backed by Service Manager told that:
3. £6,800 was awarded from Caring and Sharing charity which gave a big boost and enabled
the project to be activated
4. The carers’ project was based on Boleskine services and collaborative work done with
Highland Home Carers
5. Upon starting the service began with less complex cases
Areas covered are Fortrose, Munlochy, Tore, Avoch and Culbokie was to begin upon our time of
visiting. Partner roles in the area included Care, Support, Care Management and Co-ordinator, care
ran since April 2016. There has been lots of collaborative work done between the NHS nurses and the
services since the service began which also proves a good multi-agency collaborative work practice as
normal for these areas and the area is getting bigger all the time and this is an amazing achievement as
there was nothing in the area before; this saves what would previously have been a 30 mile travel
distance for care staff to come into the area and in winter will mean people will be more likely to
receive care where employees from other agencies and further afar would have not always been able
to reach in previous times.
GP/NURSE INPUT
These were extremely hard to obtain but feedback was received from Fortrose Medical Practice who
were extremely helpful in their efforts. ‘The main feedback we see is via patients so is third hand.
Certainly, I am aware there seems to be a shortage of home carers as fed back from Social Work
department and this can be more problematic in more remote communities and when more frequent
visits/extensive care is required’ (questions we asked the GP can be seen by viewing appendice 17).
‘It might also be adding that the questions asked are really relevant and important, but to be properly
answered would need to be set up as a research project…’ could this then be a future action in
collaboration with NHS and relevant bodies in order to gain more statistics to back up all of the case
study areas and the effectiveness of these projects in outlying/remote areas?
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FAMILY VIEWS
A flexible service is provided ‘emphatically so’ with staff being ‘dependable, smiling, personal and
exceptional service’. Highland Home Carers are ‘very good, easy contact’, they are ‘doing well, we
are priority 1’ and it was even said though ‘no previous experience of care in the area’ it is
‘unbelievably good’ care provision. Staff are seen to be adequately trained with ‘previous nursing
experience’ which was seen as good by family and it was noted there is ‘no conflict and staff work
well for us alongside the nurses’ showing good multi-agency collaborative work practices enable
service users better in this area.
SERVICE USER VIEWS
Highland Home Carers are a ‘good care provider’, ‘good service and good company’ and Provided
services are shown to meet outcomes service users required. It was further noted that services had
helped people to remain in the area by ‘providing more carers’ and Most believed services allowed
provision of activities that they may otherwise not have had.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT GROUPS
Jenye Monkton assisted in launching a Meals on Wheels service in the area to reach people in remote
areas. This went live in March 2016 and had many customers but relied to begin with on volunteers to
drive and deliver. The collaboration here was with Black Isle Cares and local restaurant who made the
meals, it was decided to provide a freshly cooked meal that could be re-heated upon arrival in the
persons’ home. This was provided 3 lunch times per week at minimal cost to the service user and was
believed to be a highly successful project.
Summary tables showing positive and negative findings from all spoken to in the area are at the end
of the section.
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PULTENEYTOWN PEOPLE’S PROJECT (PPP)

Manager and staff from PPP
NHS Highland have been almost the sole provider operating across the North and West of the region.
Following the success of transforming the Care at Home service in the inner Moray Firth, the
Highland Partnership Improvement Group began to look at how to encourage new providers to
establish themselves in Caithness & Sutherland. PPP had no contracts with NHS Highland, but did
work with the Highland Council to deliver housing support and Child Care. They were keen to
establish a care at home service in Wick and commenced the registration process with the Care
Inspectorate and NHSH Contracts team, each of which would be likely to take 6 months. However,
this was longer than required so Highland Home Carers offered to support them to commence sooner
by recruiting and training their staff. Within 2 months of agreeing this we were delivering care by the
beginning of April, and from July 2016, PPP took over the service in their own right.
More background can be found at www.pppwick.org.uk
GP INPUT
May 2016: ‘we have had 6 referrals, all people ready to come out of hospital, we got them from NHS
because they have been told to give us hours to get us established. None of the clients were delayed
discharge and the local GP or nurses were not involved at all.’
TRAINING
Training has been provided by Highland Home Carers to those not directly employed. We will continue to use
this , training helps to keep young in the area, a Modern Apprentice has been offered and one person doing this
is aged 19 who may have otherwise moved away from the area. On-site training and additional support is
offered in respect of training from Highland Home Carers.

SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
The service has 4 Partners, 5 Individuals. There are 2 new due to join the service soon and as of June 2016, we
are ever growing. Partner roles include Care, Domestic and Support work. ‘From 1 ½ staff 15 years ago, and
£10,000 to 15 years down the line having 51 staff, £1,000,000 and a charity base with a profit continually
reinvested!’ (Katrina- Service Manager), also ‘it is extremely early in our set up process to gather detailed
information on the success of our services’. Initially the service received a Lottery Grant to be able to build the
premises and assist in the setup of the hub system. The service is now a registered charity. Services provided
include Childcare, Training Centre, Café with pensioner meal Thursday as well as being open to the public at
other times, NHS and external training room for hire, a Men’s’ Shed- this has available pool, darts, socialising,
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tea and coffee, news and television for a small fee for those attending, there is also an art group who may sell
some goods to re-create profits to allow them to buy more materials and so keep the group running. The groups
by re-investing the profits allow money to be re-invested to all services within the hub system, the rooms can be
hired for external parties/conferences and any activity charges can be reinvested, rents are also charged and all
of this puts profit back into the services and enables the continuation, effectively the service re-invests money
back to itself. The service for care and support work is growing from 30 to 96 hours per week with a prospect of
lots more hours but more staff are needed before any further growth will be possible. It was suggested in all
outlying areas with similar collaborative that there should be facilitation by Highland Home Carers to meet at
least once every 6 months to share ideas, knowledges and experiences. Previously, there was no care in the area,
there were no facilities and a high need. Services began in 2002 by April 2016 had all collaborated ; Locations
covered include Wick where there are 7000-8000 people, Caithness where there are housing support services,
and more modern services are available in Caithness and Sutherland areas.

Summary tables showing positive and negative findings from all areas can be found at the end of this
section.

PPP cafe

Community notice board

Arts and crafts room for
service users
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INDIVIDUAL SERVICE FUNDS
With the introduction of the Social Care (Self-Directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013, in April 2014,
the opportunity for providers to develop services under Option 2 was created. Highland Home Carers
had already been piloting this new way of working whereby a budget is allocated to an individual,
following assessment, but is paid to the provider or other broker in advance to manage on their behalf.
This gives the person full control and flexibility to use their budget to achieve the identified outcomes,
without the necessity of directly employing staff themselves or having to account to the NHSH for the
spend. The first example of this new way of delivering services was with a young man in Wester Ross
whose family were keen for him to remain at home after finishing with school rather than having to
move to Inverness/Dingwall to access learning disability services. They identified a local man who
was keen to become a support worker and after recruitment, he was given the responsibility of
developing, in discussion with the family, a range of valuable activities to meet the identified
outcomes. The local Social Worker had been very proactive in initiating this approach. The next
example was a gentleman in Badenoch &Strathspey who would otherwise have had to remain in a
care home or hospital. A local team was identified by the family to deliver care/support at home and
this has become a self-managed team. Both these services continue and have proven to be very
successful. Since then Highland Home Carers has assisted 3 other people in Wester Ross, 3 in
Inverness, 1 more in Badenoch & Strathspey and 10 persons in Easter Ross & Mid-Ross to have
services through Individual Service Funds. This is in addition to the community based services
described elsewhere.
ULLAPOOL/GAIRLOCH (INDIVIDUAL SERVICE FUND AREA VISITED)
SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
Whilst in Ullapool we found we were unable to get any assistance from any medical professionals
connected to the Service Users. We met one family member but they were running the candle making
process and so offered little insight at the time of the visit. The service users we did meet and watched
them helping to make candles which was a very rewarding experience and obvious to see the look of
pleasure as they fulfilled this role (due to complex needs there was no option to answer any of the
questions we may have otherwise have asked other service users on our journey).
We received little feedback from enquiries into Gairloch but had a very informative visit to Ullapool.
Ullapool news gives more up-to-date information on projects and occurrences in the area and
Management told us that ‘The service provided for one 19-year-old with complex needs has been
active for 2 years with just this Service User for 8 hours per week, this is now 18 hours per week on
Self Directed Support funds and now there are 2 Service Users’. We were also told regarding this
particular Service User:
1. ‘work experience is provided through collaboration with Blythswood charity and a visit to
the library once per week’
2. ‘The Service User goes swimming’
3. ‘The Service User attends the candle shop’
4. ‘The Service User also attends a college and an attached social group’
These things would not be possible without Highland Home Carers and various collaborations that
have given chance in a remote area and improved lives. Number of staff in the area are 1 and number
of Service Users are 2, Staff roles in the area are Support, Care, Management of complex package,
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Management of all Support staff. Length of time the service has run in the area has been 2 years since
August 2014 and the Service User was a school leaver who needed something to fill the gap.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT GROUPS
The main community group the Service Users were involved in was the candle shop, this is a ‘social
enterprise supporting vulnerable people in a work environment’, more information on this can be
found at www.madeinullapool.com . At the candle shop the Service users participated in making and
selling their own candles with staff to support them. Social Enterprise also provide housing and
support as well as work experience for vulnerable adults and they are a not for profit organisation who
also work collaboratively for the benefit of the Service User as do Highland Home Carers in this
remote area. The Service Users also attend West Highland College and do some art classes in Loch
Inver.
FAMILY VIEWS
The family member we did briefly speak to said he was extremely happy with received support and
was glad Highland Home Carers had decided to bring care into the area as previously there had been
nothing and none of the young complex needs Service Users would have been able to remain locally
or at home with family were it not for these services.

There is a summary table at the end of this section showing positive and negative findings from all
spoken to.
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Kits made by service users
and candles made by two
service users which are then
for resale in the shop

Service users in the area who work in
the candle shop
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CARRBRIDGE (INDIVIDUAL SERVICE FUND AREA VISITED)
In this area, we received no feedback from community Individuals or groups as there were none
associated with the Service User in question. There were a limited number of staff to speak with us
and we had difficulty gaining any feedback from Social Work, GP or Medical Practitioners associated
with the Service User. The Service User had limited ability to have been able to get to any local
events and such although staff encouraged, this was usually left with the wife to manage. The area
Service User was also self-managed by the wife, this management was her decision and if and when
support was needed there was usually direct contact with Stephen Pennington the Managing Director
of Highland Home Carers.
SERVICE INFORMATION (GATHERED FROM SERVICE MANAGER)
Service provided is complex needs care, it was set up to provide for unmet needs and staff roles in the
area are Care, Support, Manager support based in Inverness. The number of staff in the service are 6/7
and the number of service users 1. Aviemore is a small area and is too far from Inverness for care to
come from here. As complex needs it was felt this was the best outcome that could be provided for the
Service User. It involved some external training for staff use of a cophysist machine.
ISSUES NOTED
Many staff still need training ‘especially first aid’ and ‘SVQ situation isn’t happening’.
‘Communication from our umbrella organisation (Highland Home Carers) could be improved, all
goes through one main manager but if this person is unavailable carers have no one to call who can
directly answer questions they may have as few know what the role in this care package entails’ also,
‘There are training and communication and information issues’.
SERVICE USER VIEWS
What is liked about received services is ‘friendliness’, it is said ‘they provide only PAYE and some
training’. We were also told ‘Yes’ services retain and increase independence and an effective out of
hours emergency contact is provided by ‘phoning friends and local carers’. Daily running and team
work is ‘good, it runs itself’.
FAMILY VIEWS
It’s believed a professional, sensitive, flexible service is provided. Things liked about services are
‘payroll is good-Fiona is missed’. Improvements could be ‘to give more training-moving and handling
for this particular case is very complicated’ and staff ‘definitely’ respect rights and promote service
user equality.
At the end of this section is a summary table showing positive and negative findings from all areas
visited.
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SOCIAL WORK VIEWS ON COLLABERATIVE WORK TO ENABLE CARE TO BE
OFFERED IN ALL REMOTE AREAS
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

HAS PROVISION HELPED BOOST LOCAL ECONOMY?
‘Yes. Finance department at Raigmore may be the next place to go to get more figures to
expand upon this work in the future’
DIFFERENCES NOTICED TO AREAS?
‘Vibrancy of local areas- keep people home longer, retain a workforce and provide good
living wages to local people’
ENOUGH PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SERVICES AVAILABLE AND OTHER
RECOMMENDATIONS TO PASS ON?
‘Try to improve publicity and possible outreach to other providers of care services. This could
be developed via the Highlights magazine and Andy Devlin may be the person to assist here.
Always need more’
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT HIGHLAND HOME CARERS IN THE AREAS?
‘An extensive amount. Lots about Boleskine as I assisted here prior to Highland Home Carers
involvement. I worked with Self Directed Support and assisted in getting the communities
involved and also in the Black Isle and Ullapool areas’
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE?
‘Self-Directed Support/lead set up with NHS and patient flow’
DO MANY OF HIGHLAND HOME CARERS USE YOUR PROVISIONS?
‘Lots’
PROVISIONS OFFERED?
‘Advice and support and using legislation’
ANYTHING WE SHOULD BE PROVIDING?
‘People to make more choices’
HAVE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
IMPROVED FOR LOCAL PEOPLE SINCE HIGHLAND HOME CARERS BEGAN
THIS WORK?
‘In Boleskine definitely!’
DO YOU FEEL WORKING WITH HIGHLAND HOME CARERS HAS MADE
DIFFERENCES?
‘Hugely. Opened door and gave way to creativeness. I’m concerned as a company they may
be stretched too thin and more agencies need to be involved’
DO HIGHLAND HOME CARE STAFF APPEAR TO ENCOURAGE
INVOLVEMENT IN LOCAL EVENTS?
‘Yes’
DOES THE SUPPORT FROM HIGHLAND HOME CARERS MAKE A
DIFFERENCE TO YOUR INITIATIVE?
‘Absolutely!’
HAVE HIGHLAND HOME CARERS COLLABERATED WELL WITH YOU TO
FULFIL UNMET NEEDS/PROVISION IN THE AREA?
‘Yes. Continually’
WOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO RECOMMEND HIGLAND HOME CARERS TO
OTHERS?
‘Yes’
DO YOU SEE A REDUCTION IN THE AMOUNT OF PEOPLE GOING INTO CARE
HOMES IN THE AREA?
‘Yes, I believe we are beginning to see a reduction’
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

DO YOU SEE ANY GAPS IN PROVISION THAT WE COULD BE FILLING?
‘I think Highland Home Carers have been very proactive in developing this innovative
approach, ideally I would like them to support other care at home providers across Highland
to develop similar approaches so we can widen opportunities’
WHAT IMPACT/DIFFERENCE DO YOU THINK HIGHLAND HOME CARERS IS
MAKING TO ISOLATED COMMUNITIES?
‘Highland Home Carers working in partnership with local communities means that older
people have the opportunity to remain within their local communities where they are valued
individuals and undoubtedly receive informed support from neighbours’ family and friends
who also live close by’
DO YOU FEEL HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS HAVE BEEN REDUCED? DO YOU
KNOW ANY STATISTICS THAT COULD BACK THIS?
‘My understanding is that they have been although I don’t have evidence to support this’
DO YOU FEEL HIGHLAND HOME CARE STAFF ARE TRAINED TO HIGH
STANDARDS TO MEET SERVICE USER NEEDS?
‘Yes’
HOW IS HIGHLAND HOME CARERS AFFECTING THE JOB YOU DO IN THESE
OUTLYING COMUNITIES?
‘As part of the initial development of the remote and rural approach to Option 2, Highland
Home Carers have ensured that local infrastructures have been developed and that care at
home provision can be local and tailored to meet individuals needs which has greatly assisted
me in my role to develop Self Directed Support across Highlands’
DO SERVICES PROVIDED MEET THE REQUIRED OUTCOMES?
‘On the whole I believe they do’
DO YOU FEEL WE ARE PROVIDING A WIDE ENOUGH RANGE OF SERVICES
TO THESE COMMUNITIES?
‘Yes, although there is always room for creativity and further development’
HAS THERE BEEN A BIG INCREASE IN USE OF PROVIDED CARE SERVICES?
DO YOU THINK THIS WILL GROW IN THE FUTURE?
‘With an ageing population, there is going to be an increased demand on services and
therefore we have to be creative around who we deliver services to’
HAS HIGHLAND HOME CARERS COLLABERATED WELL TO FULFIL UNMET
NEEDS IN THE AREAS?
‘Yes’
WOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO RECOMMEND OUR SERVICES TO OTHERS?
‘Yes, I actively promote Highland Home Carers in my current role for their innovative and
creative approach to deliver care at home in remote and rural areas’

*This information was gained upon meetings with an experienced Social Worker who previously ran and
managed Self Directed Support in the Highland area.
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CASE STUDY SUMMARY (SHOWING POSITIVES & NEGATIVES)
Actions/recommendations arising came from the negatives noted

All areas show more positive than negative impacts to the local authorities at present.
As certain areas are starting out there is a lot less to note on, as they progress such as Pultney Town,
Wick and Boleskine a difference can be seen. This shows it would be worth re-investigating these
areas at future points to see any changes and how the process is working over extended time periods.
It has been hoped that more statistical information could be gathered but it proved difficult for the
team to be able to get this information.
The team had hoped to create a more interactive version of case study work but due to lack of time,
lack of staff to assist and knowledge on how to do this it was unachievable, we do hope for assistance
to improve upon this in the future.
There were attempts to research Service Users in Inverness and Bettyhill. In Inverness, limited
feedback was received and no feedback was gathered from Bettyhill. The evidence we received has
been retained but the team felt there was a need to gain more information before a full write-up could
be achieved in these areas.
NOTE: “Obj (no.)” shows these teams are effectively working to standardised and acceptable manner
in line with Highland Home Carers mission, values and objectives
PultneyTown
Positives
Negatives
▪ Provision of many services in this area
▪ Not facilitated by
▪ NHS passing hours on to maintain
Highland Home Carers
service
to meet with all other
▪ Effective training provided by Highland
case study areas in
Home Carers
outlying communities, if
▪ Service available where previously none
done at least once every
▪ All services continue to re-invest profits
6 months this would
back to sustain themselves effectively
benefit all concerned and
▪ Keep young in area via job provision
allow for shared ideas,
▪ Those receiving care remain at home
knowledge and
where may not have done
experiences
▪ Provide care and facilities in high need
area
▪ Smaller teams make for more effective
running of services and easier to manage
▪ Service is now a registered charity who
also provide facilities and work with
other charitable groups/organisations to
ensure individual access to facilities to
meet their needs
▪ Meet Objective 1 making differences to
the area
▪ Highland Home Carers meet (Obj
2,2.2,4.4) by being fair employers who
adequately train staff
▪ Highland Home Carers meet (Obj 2.5)
with a supportive culture and by being
family friendly
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Boleskine
Family

Management

Highland Home Carers meet (Obj 2.8,
2.9) Supported by management and
involved in decisions made
Highland Home Carers meet (Obj 2.11)
Open and honest communication
between all staff
No improvements needed from staff
perspective
Highland Home Carers meet (Obj 4.2,
4.3) Work is done with charitable groups,
organisations and helps in isolated area
Highland Home Carers meet (Obj 4.5)
money is kept in local area as much as
possible
Good provision of employee ownership
meeting (Obj 4.6)
Improved job prospects and training op’s
for locals meeting (Obj 4)
Involvement in local events for Service
Users meeting (Obj 4)
Well publicised lots of knowledge
All training was received under Highland
Home Carers as expected meeting (Obj
2)
Daily running and team work successful
meeting (Obj 2)
People are inclined to recommend
services of Highland Home Carers to
others since collaboration occurred

Positives
▪ A professional friendly service is
provided in line with Highland Home
Carers values
▪ No improvements are needed
▪ Highland Home Carers is open and
approachable
▪ Staff are respectful and caring
▪ The services allow otherwise housebound
people a degree of freedom and help with
everyday basics
▪ Keep providing care, it is indispensable
▪ Staff are adequately trained
▪ The service is efficient and helpful
▪ All people asked are inclined to
recommend Highland Home Carers
services
▪ Aim to reach people in a staggered
community at risk of isolation with
weekly events aiming to tackle this
▪ It has made a difference providing care
where there otherwise was none

Negatives
▪ Service Users have little
knowledge of Highland
Home Carers
▪ Service users believe
Highland Home Carers
only provide home care
▪ Training issues as
training has often been
to capacity
▪ Public knowledge needs
to continue of services
▪ Need to continue to
expand
▪ Public knowledge must
always continue and be
further promoted
▪ Staff lack enough
knowledge of Employer
Ownership under (Obj
4.6)
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▪
Service Users

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Community

▪
▪
▪

Community
Groups

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Staff

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Jobs have been created locally to local
people
Staff helpful, kind, friendly and offer an
excellent range of help under (Obj 1)
Staff are trained and trustworthy under
(Obj 1.2)
Services meet expected outcomes under
(Obj 1.3)
Services support and increase
independence under (Obj 1.5)
Activities are provided that may
otherwise not have been under (Obj 1)
It makes a difference knowing care can/is
provided
Local provision of jobs
Positive difference to the area made since
collaborative work began
It appears to have boosted local economy
People with care can now get out more
Lunch club provision that caters for these
people on a monthly basis which would
not be achievable without collaboration
Home care provided where none prior
Staff support Service Users to attend
events locally they otherwise might not
have
Collaboration led to all staff who are
enthusiastic and support and encourage
local initiatives
Highland Home Carers have made
positive difference to people’s lives
Highland Home Carers fair employers
and provide adequate training meeting
(Obj 2,22,4.4)
Meeting (Obj 1) Care prevents people
going into homes in Inverness out with
locality
Managers involve and support well under
(Obj 2.8,2.9)
A supportive, family friendly work
environment offered meeting (Obj 2.5)
Open and honest communication between
all staff under (Obj 2.11)
Money is kept as much as possible locally
meeting (Obj 4.5)
Work is encouraged with charitable
groups/organisations under (Obj 4.2, 4.3)
Daily running and team work effective
meeting (Obj 2)
Sufficient training provided under (Obj 2)
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Black Isle Cares
Family

Service Users

Community
Involve Groups
Staff

Positives
▪ A professional, flexible, friendly service
is provided
▪ It is an open and approachable company
which is easy to contact
▪ Service Users are top priority with
respected rights and equality to all
▪ Under (Obj 1) Extremely good care
provision
▪ Under (Obj 1.4, 1.6) People are
supported to retain independence and
remain at home
▪ Staff adequately trained meeting (Obj 2)
▪ Staff work well as a team and
collaboratively with others such as NHS
nurses in area, meeting (Obj 2)
▪ Services are very good meeting (Obj 1)
▪ Provided services meet required
outcomes under (Obj 1.3)
▪ Supported to retain and increase
independence under (Obj 1.4)
▪ Effective out-of-hours emergency callout provided meeting (Obj 1.5)
▪ Services helped people remain in area
under (Obj 1.6)
▪ Provision of activities otherwise that
may not have been, meeting (Obj 1)
▪ Team work and running very good
▪ Would recommend Highland Home
Carers services
▪ Meals on Wheels Service available by
people collaboratively working together
in the area to benefit individuals
▪ More people remain at home keeping
local people in the community under
(Obj 1)
▪ Highland Home Carers fair employers
providing adequate training, meeting
(Obj 2,2.2,2.4)
▪ Staff feel supported and family friendly
work environment under (Obj 2.5)
▪ Staff feel involved in decisions made,
meeting (Obj 2.8, 2.9)
▪ Communication is open and honest
under (Obj 2.11)
▪ Money kept in local area mostly,
meeting (Obj 4.5)
▪ Encouragement and involvement in local
groups for Service Users is encouraged
under (Obj 4)
▪ Team communication is good and better
than previously under (Obj 2)

Negatives
▪ Highland Home Carers is
seen as just carers, lack of
knowledge to be
addressed
▪ Highland Home Carers is
the only known care
company in the area, little
knowledge from family
and Service Users new to
care what should be
expected from care
services
▪ Possible shortage of home
care staff especially
difficult when more
care/higher needs to meet
▪ May need to set up a
separate research project
to attain more statistical
evidence to back up
evidences already found
from case study work by
Highland Home Carers
Social Accounting team.
This may need to be done
collaboratively with NHS
and other relevant bodies
who may have systems
handling appropriate
information
▪ Employee Ownership is
not promoted or
understood enough
▪ More staff needed
▪ Need more care hours for
staff during the day so not
all just on the bed run
▪ More freedom with
clients would be good and
more time to be able to do
more things
▪ Some training such as
first aid was expected but
not received
▪ Public knowledge is
beginning but could be
improved upon
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Ullapool /
Gairloch
Management

Positives

Negatives

▪

▪

▪

Community
Groups

Family

Staff

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Increase hours of care/support provided
using Self-Directed Service funds has
been positive for Service Users
Service Users get more experience by
using this method, it is more flexible for
needs, they go swimming and attend the
candle shop to participate in work here
and attend college and an attached social
group; without Highland Home Carers
help and collaboration wouldn’t have
been possible
Funds enabling attendance to candle
shop to join more activities which
benefits Service Users and community
as goods sold and funds made go back to
Service users also allowing them further
activities and thus life improvements
Very pleased with provided services
Had Highland Home Carers not
collaborated in area, no services were
available prior and Service Users
wouldn’t have remained at home or with
family were it not for these services
Money is kept in local area meeting (Obj
4.5)
Team work is effective under (Obj 2)
Service Users are encouraged to be
involved in local events, they were also
witnessed by Social Accounts Team to
sell candles at the Black Isle Show
meeting (Obj 4)
Would be inclined to recommend
Highland Home Carers services to
others
Promotion of Employer Ownership is
good under (Obj 4.6)
Work with charitable groups effective
here as the candle shop is a Social
Enterprise Liaison, meeting (Obj 4.34.4) which benefits local area
Communication is honest and open
meeting (Obj 2.11)
Decision making is simple, free rein and
no issues in the area under (Obj 2.8, 2.9)
There is supportive and family friendly
work culture under (Obj 2.5)
Fair employers, meeting (Obj 2.2, 2, 4.4)
People would have had nothing aids in
independence, provides respite for
families, provides supported
employment and housing aspect
provides supported living under (Obj 1)

▪

▪

▪
▪

Training distance too far
and unavailable as let
Service Users down and
personal circumstances
don’t allow. Some
localised training may
help
Possibility of lunch
reimbursements for
Service Users’ lunch visit
would be beneficial as
things like this not
covered under SelfDirected Service funding
Employment and training
Op’s (Obj 4) not really
improved much and not
many Service Users and
training
Some training expected
but not received such as
medication under (Obj 2)
Inadequate training as too
far to travel under (Obj 2,
2.2, 4.4)
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Social Work
Views all

Positives

Negatives

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Provision has boosted local economy
Vibrancy now present in these areas,
people are kept home longer, a workforce
is retained and good living standards for
longer are provided to local people
Highland Home Carers staff encourage
Service User involvement in local events
Highland Home Care has opened the door
gave ability to creativeness
In Boleskine employees’ prospects and
training opportunities definitely improved
for locals since collaboration began
Support from Highland Home Carers has
definitely made difference to initiative in
all areas concerned
Highland Home Carers have continually
collaborated with Service User services to
fulfil unmet needs in Highland area
Highland Home Carers have been very
proactive in adapting this initiative
approach
As far as I’m aware hospital admissions
have reduced due to this process
I believe we are beginning to see a
reduction to care home admissions due to
these collaborations
Highland Home Carers doing this has
allowed individual’s opportunity to
remain in local communities where they
are valued individuals with resources
close by to meet their needs
Highland Home Carers staff are trained to
high standard to meet individual’s needs
Highland Home Carers have ensured
local infrastructures have been developed
and that Care at Home provision can be
local and tailored to meet individual
needs which has greatly assisted me in
my role to develop Self-Directed Support
across Highland
Services provided meet required
outcomes
I actively promote Highland Home Carers
in my current role for their innovative and
creative approach to deliver Care at Home
in remote and rural areas.

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

May need to contact
finance Department at
Raigmore in future to gain
an idea of positive
economic impact this
work in areas has had
Try to improve public
knowledge
Possible outreach to other
providers of care services
which could be developed
via the Highlights
magazine and Andy
Devlin may be the person
to assist
Provide people to make
more choices
Concerned as a company
may be stretched too thin
and more agencies need to
be involved
Ideally, I would like to
support other care
providers in Highland to
achieve the sense as
Highland Home Carers so
as to reach more carers
and individuals.
Lack of evidence to show
hospital admission
reduction through such
projects
Although wide range of
services is provided, there
is always room for
creativity and further
development to these
communities
With an ageing
population, there will be
an increase in demand for
services so we must be
creative around who we
deliver services to
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Strathdearn
(Moy/Tomatin)
Management

Positives

Negatives

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
Family

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Service Users

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Under (Obj 1) massive difference made
to the area since Highland Home Carers
No improvements needed at present
Provided care allowing people remain at
home under (Obj 1.6)
Supported people to retain independence
under (Obj 1.4)
Open and honest communication to all
staff under (Obj 2.11)
Local groups’ events promoted liaison
with council meetings under (Obj 4)
Collaborate work very positive, families
very happy
Improved employee and training Op’s
since Highland Home Carers under (Obj
4)
Staff involve with local groups and
Service Users under (Obj 4)
Training received as expected under
(Obj 2)
Good team work and daily running
under (Obj 2)
Professional, flexible service provided
Service Users well looked after
Open and approachable company
Staff respect rights and promote equality
to individuals
Difference in area in getting people out
of hospital and into own homes (Obj 1)
People supported retain independence
meeting (Obj 1.4)
People enabled remain home meeting
(Obj 1.6)
Employee and training improved since
Highland Home Carers, meeting (Obj 4)
All staff adequately trained under (Obj
2)
Team work and daily running good
under (Obj 2)
Likely to recommend Highland Home
Carers services
Friendly, helpful services under (Obj 1)
Staff trained and trustworthy under (Obj
1.2)
Services met all outcomes under (Obj
1.3)
Services increase independence under
(Obj 1.4)
More carers means service developed
area to allow people to remain under
(Obj 1.6)

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Decrease in Service
Users, hope more will
join may need to look at
how to assist here if
possible
More public knowledge
would be good
May need more staff
Not much known about
Highland Home Carers
as an organisation
Service Users don’t
know about out-of-hours
contact number under
(Obj 1.5)
Improvements needed to
equipment maintenance
for Service users through
external companies but
not a Highland Home
Carers issue
Staff unsure about
Employer Ownership
and how connection to
Highland Home Carers
continue for them as
company separates and
run themselves in future,
this is common in all
areas visited under (Obj
4.6)
Sometimes hours are
unequally distributed to
staff
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▪
▪
▪
Staff

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Cromarty
Management

Service Users

Provided care enables access to
activities/events in remote area may
otherwise not have
Daily running is good
Would recommend Highland Home
Carers to others
Great difference to area since no services
prior under (Obj 1)
Fair employer with good training under
(Obj 2, 2.2, 4.4)
Involved in decision making meeting
(Obj 2.8, 2.9)
Supportive and family friendly work
culture meeting (Obj 2.5)
Open and honest communication to all
staff under (Obj 2.1)
Work with charitable
groups/organisations helps keep people
working locally which can benefit
people who have children in respect of
improved family life under (Obj 4)
Lots of public knowledge
All training received meeting (Obj 2)
Inclined to recommend Highland Home
Carers services

Positives
▪ Document recording, continuity of care
second to none under (Obj 1)
▪ Training better than past providers under
(Obj 1)
▪ Local staff kept area and meet Service
users’ needs under (Obj 1.6) and
improved as staff can meet families’
requirement of extra support better and so
improve continuity of care
▪ Services support increase and retain
independence under (Obj 1.4)
▪ Meeting (Obj 2.11) open and honest
communication to staff
▪ Improvements in training for community
since collaboration and training praised
greatly under (Obj 4)
▪ Increased care services allowing remain
within areas
▪ Lots of public knowledge
▪ Happy with services under (Obj 1)
▪ Trained and trustworthy staff meeting
(Obj 1.2)
▪ Services met expected outcomes under
(Obj 1.3)
▪ Services support to retain and increase
independence meeting (Obj 1.4)

Negatives
▪ Training not provided
externally to new
Highland Home Carers
employees under (Obj 4)
▪ Try to pass on
understanding to small
communities that it is not
Highland Home Carers
fault that staff cannot
always be found
▪ Too much pressure from
NHS to Highland Home
Carers and small
communities to take over
their services as capacity
and completion of
Personal Outcome plans
thus hard to do quickly,
time needed
▪ At interviews
employment can be
unrealistic (e.g. 1 hour to
support a Service User
work)
▪ There can be lack of
commitment from staff
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▪
▪
▪
▪
Staff

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Aviemore
Service Users

Effective out-of-hours employees contact
provision under (Obj 1.5)
Service enables remain at home under
(Obj 1.6)
Good running and team work
Would recommend Highland Home
Carers
Enormous difference made to area,
changed lives and people get more care
for needs under (Obj 1)
Staff involved decisions and supported by
management under (Obj 2.8, 2.9)
Supportive culture and family friendly
environment under (Obj 4.2, 4.3)
First rate and very good training under
(Obj 2, 2.2, 4.4)
Open and honest communication to all
staff meeting (Obj 2.11)
Work with groups/organisations helps
Service Users in remote areas under (Obj
4.2, 4.3)
Lots of public knowledge
Money kept in local area meeting (Obj
4.5)
Employee Ownership Promoted
effectively and workers treat very well
under (Obj 4.6)
Employment and training prospects
improved for locals in areas under (Obj
4)
All training received as expected under
(Obj 2)
Daily running effective under (Obj 2)
Would recommend Highland Home
Carers

Positives
▪ Friendly services under (Obj 1)
▪ No improvement needed
▪ Under (Obj 2) staff well trained and
trustworthy
▪ Provided services met outcomes under
(Obj 1.3)
▪ Services retain and increase independence
meeting (Obj 1.4)
▪ Effective emergency contact available
meeting (Obj 1.5)
▪ Team work/running good, runs itself

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

and no repercussions if
staff repeatedly let
people down, Highland
Home Carers as an
Employee Owned
company technically lose
money on this
Not always encouraging
involve local
groups/events for Service
Users can be improved
under (Obj 4)
Little knowledge of
Highland Home Carers
Service User would like
to know who to expect to
visits with more
advanced notice
Services don’t always
give provision of
activities that may not
have had before
Highland Home Carers
care provision is only
option, this limits Service
Users choices
Ensure high standards
staff monitored to
prevent poor work
culture appearing
Ensure staff do not let
down Service users
Distance management
can be difficult for all
concerned under
(Obj 2)

Negatives
▪ Difficulty gaining
feedback from Service
Users, medical
practitioners, GPs
▪ Small case study as only
1 Service User to gather
evidence from
▪ Highland Home Carers
not much known
▪ Many staff still need
training especially First
Aid
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▪
▪

▪

Family

▪
▪
▪

Staff

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Professional, sensitive, flexible service
provided
Payroll service is good
Open and approachable company where
staff definitely respect rights and promote
Service User equality
Open and honest communication under
(Obj 2.11) all problems discussed
together
Area has care now which made difference
to area under (Obj 1)
Fair and good training under (Obj 2, 2.2,
4.4)
Close group of carers with support culture
and family friendly environment meeting
(Obj 2.5)
Good promotion of Employee Ownership
meeting (Obj 4.6)
Money kept local area under (Obj 4.5)
Work with charitable
groups/organisations to ensure Service
Users’ facilities to meet needs in remoter
area such as service user Disability
organisation under (Obj 4.2, 4.3)
Service Users encouraged to be involved
groups/events locally under (Obj 4)
Team work friendly, supportive, perfectly
organised under (Obj 2)
Would recommend Highland Home
Carers services

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

SVQ not being given as
expected
Highland Home Carers
contact could be
improved – all goes via
one manager but if
unavailable on one to call
who can directly answer
question here, few know
what care packages entail
Training, communication
and information issues
from Highland Home
Carers
Give more training –
especially in this case,
Moving & Handling is
very complicated

Staff not really involved
with Highland Home
Carers or managers
through choice or no
necessity under (Obj 2.8,
2.9)
Didn’t receive any
training even when asked
few times under (Obj 2,
2.2, 4.4)
Improvements to be made
in receiving training need.
As for some this has not
improved things for local
people since collaboration
began under (Obj 4) and
expected training hasn’t
been received under (Obj
2)
Public knowledge about
available services could
be improved
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SECTION 7.2
PARTNER (STAFF) QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The partner questionnaire was run via Survey Monkey which was a new approach in response to
panel feedback last year, paper copies and assistance were both offered should people need this. The
Social Accounts team sent out 385 partner letters to explain the process, put 3 Facebook notices to ask
for Partner participation on our closed Facebook page, put the reminder into 2 newsletters. We
received only 70 responses from partners. The response rates were however similar to that given in
previous years.
Each question asked relates to our company mission, values and objectives as a way to ensure these
are achieved. The questions asked relate broadly to objective 2 and refer to objective 4 and 5 as well
as the overall Mission, Values and objectives of Highland Home Carers. Further detail can be found
by viewing appendice 8 (Partner Questionnaire) and appendice 11 (Staff Questionnaire Comments).

We analysed the results to create easy to read pie charts. The initial graph it was felt was important to
analyse question 1 and 3 combined to show Partner satisfaction in all areas of the company. Although
reported on this wasn’t a major focus of this years Social Accounting process. It would be of
importance to note also that it is unknown how much of a morale issue is Highland Home Carer
specific and how much could be sector generic without carrying out a larger report on the industry as
a whole.

Are staff in each area
happy and feeling valued?

Q1. What Sector within
HHC do you work in?

25

Other
5%

20
15

Office
19%

Support
32%

10
5
0
Office

Care

Support

Care
44%

Other

HAPPY

UNHAPPY

DON'T KNOW

SKIPPED QUESTION

Office

Care

Support

Other
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Q2-Do you understand
the aspects of being
employee owned?
Don't
Know
3%

No
9%

Yes
88%

Yes

No

Invernes
s
40%

Leachki
n/Lomo
nd
22%

Don't
Know
9%

No
30%

Yes
61%

Yes

Don't Know

Q4-What area do you
work in?
Other
Outlying
area
22%

Q3-Are you happy with
your employment and
feel your work is valued?

Invergor
don
16%

Inverness

Invergordon

Leachkin/Lomond

Other Outlying area

Q6-Are you aware of any
work progression
opportunities within
HHC?
Don't
Know
8%

No

Don't Know

Q5-Do you feel morale
is good within HHC?
Don't
Know
21%

Yes
38%

No
41%

Yes

No

Don't Know

Q7-Do you feel HHC
supports the local and
wider community?
Don't
Know
20%

Yes
73%

No
19%

No
15%

Yes

No

Don't Know

Yes
65%

Yes

No

Don't Know
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Q8-Do you find the
newsletter is helpful, do
you read this?
Don't
Know
8%

Know
11%

No
19%

Yes
73%

Yes

Q9-Are you aware of
what differences and
impact HHC has as a
major provider in the
Don't Highlands?

No

Yes
69%

Don't Know

Q10-Do you
understand differences
HHC makes to service
users in wider/outlying
communities?
Don't
Know
8%

No
10%

No
20%

Yes

No

Don't Know

Q11-Do you feel you
know enough about the
current performance of
HHC?
Don't
Know
12%
Yes
52%
No
36%

Yes
82%
Yes

No

Don't Know

Yes

No

Don't Know
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Q12-Are we doing well
with new ways of working
such as zones in Home
Care, small teams in
outlying areas and how
they run?

Q13-Do you
understand what HHC
does for its local
economy?
Don't
Know
16%

Yes
48%

Yes
41%

Don't
Know
41%

No
18%
Yes

No

Don't Know

No
36%
Yes

No

Don't Know

In conclusion, the results show:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most office Partners are happy and feel valued; roughly half of the care Partners are happy,
half unhappy; this is also almost equal for support Partners. In other areas, there are more
people unhappy than happy.
Most people who responded were care and support Partners.
Most people understand aspects of employee ownership.
Almost half partners are happy and feel their work to be valued but almost half do not.
Looking at results morale seems to be something of an issue
Most people are aware there are partner progression opportunities
Over half asked feel Highland Home Carers supports local and wider community
Most agree the newsletter is helpful and read this
Over half are aware of the impact the company has as a major provider in the Highlands
Most understand differences made to wider/outlying communities
Roughly half asked feel they know enough about company performance, just over ¼ feel they
do not and estimated 1/8 don’t know
Equal amounts don’t know or agree we are doing well with new ways of working such as
zones or small teams, an estimated 1/8 do not think this is effective
Just under 50% understand what is done for the local economy, roughly 25% do not and the
remainder don’t know.

It can be also concluded that in relation to given results management will be likely to follow up
morale issues within Highland Home Carers where solutions lie within Highland Home Carers
control. It could also be concluded that due to the timing of the questionnaire Partners were within the
process of reallocation of runs for both themselves and Individuals (Service Users) and also that
Partner supervision patterns were undergoing changes to be adapted to. Given the low return rate of
Partner Questionnaires, the absolute number of people reporting low morale is small.
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Summary of conclusions:
In summary, the conclusions show only a snapshot view of how partners feel, they do however raise
certain issues such as that of Partner morale. Some issues related to Partner morale may be specific to
Highland Home Carers but could also be considered generic to the sector related to pay, hours
worked, lack of time spent carrying out services for example. It is also shown that Highland Home
Carers are providing many positives for Partners such as understanding of employee ownership,
various areas to work within the company, available progression opportunities, support to their wider
community, helpful newsletters as well as many more. Also within appendice 8 and 10 as previously
noted, questions asked refer to objectives and actions arise from these findings.
Summary of comments received:
SECTOR

Q2

Care

POSITIVE

NEUTRAL

NEGATIVE

1

TOTAL
COMMENTS
RECEIVED
1

Q3

2

3

5

Q5

3

2

5

Q6

2

2

Q7

4
2

2

1

6

Q8

4

1

Q9

1

1

2

Q10

1

1

2

Q11
Q2

Support

2

2

1

1

Q3

1

3

5

9

Q5

1

2

3

6

Q6

2

4

1

7

1

1

2

5

Q7
Q8

1

2

Q9

2

Q11

1

4

5

Q12

6

1

7

Q13

1

1

2

Q2
Q5

Office

1

1

3

Q8
Q12

2

1

1

4

2

2

1

2
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Q13
Q2

1
Other

1

1

1

Q3

1

1

1

2

Q9

1

1

Q11

1

1

Q12

1

1

Q5

TOTAL OF
EACH
COMMENT
TYPE

1

20

35

36

91

This shows that there were limited responses from partners but some wished to tell us their views.
Most comments came from Support and Care partners. The number of positive comments received
overall were lowest, the negative and neutral comments were a predominant amount. This shows that
there are clearly some issues that need to be rectified regarding partners.
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SECTION 7.3
PARTNER TRAINING AND HIGHLIGHTS FOR PERIOD 1ST JULY 2015-31ST JULY 2016
E LEARNING
This period we have begun a new e learning system (July 2016) known as a learning management
system (LMS) with many of the training courses, this gives automatic feedback and digitally transmits
this to the training department which gives Highland Home Carers a more proficient evaluation and
recording process. The system shows when courses are completed, the percentage gained, if a pass or
fail was awarded and how long it took staff members to complete. This system saves time, it saves
time management for staff completing this as they can do flexibly around other commitments and
work, it also saves costs of staffing who would have had to carry out the training. This system could
be evaluated further in the next period.
QUALIFIED FIRST AID TRAINER
David Holland a member of staff from Easter Ross did the required training to enable him to become
a new First Aid trainer within Highland Home Carers, he was due to take on this role in July 2016 to
enable this to be done internally.
SQA APPROVED CENTRE
As of December 2015, Highland Home Carers became an SVQ approved centre. Due to demand for
that there will be future need to increase the number of assessors within the business. Also on the 3 rd
June 2016 after being granted official approval Highland Home Carers have recruited and commenced
a first assessor-candidate. We expect a future visit from SQA on August 3 rd 2016 for a ‘trial’ External
Verification (EV) visit which can be reported further in the next period.

COST COMPARISONS BETWEEN HIGHLAND HOME CARE INTERNAL SVQ
PROVISION AND PREVIOUS FROM NORTH HIGHLAND COLLEGE

Previous costs North Highland College
£696
£1,024

SVQ level 3 total costs with assessor
(college)
SVQ level 2 total costs with assessor
(college)
SVQ level 2 total costs without
assessor (work based)

£522

SVQ level 3 total costs without
assessor (work based)
£768
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Centre costs SVQ levels

SVQ level 2 total costs per person

£95

£114.60

SVQ level 3 total costs per person

These internal differences are estimated and do not include wages for staff which where money is
saved is re-invested into Highland Home Carers as profit and so having a positive financial impact by
training internally compared to externally.
CURRENT STAFF QUALIFICATION RECORDS

CURRENT STAFF QUALIFICATION RECORDS
OFFICE (38)

SOCIAL WORK TRAINEE

SDS (17)
Cromarty (8)

SVQ LEVEL 2

Black Isle Carers (25)
Aviemore (13)

SVQ LEVEL 3

Nairn (19)
Leachkin (54)

SVQ LEVEL 4

Lomond (67)
Rural (7)

HNC SOCIAL CARE

Ross-shire (31)
Easter Ross (53)

WORKING TOWARDS SVQ

Support Team (17)
FAILED

West Inverness (48)
Mid-East Inverness (39)
East Inverness (5)
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

NO QUALIFICATION (OUT OF TOTAL
NUMBER OF STAFF IN EACH AREA)

TRAINING EVALUATION COMMENTS
A list of comments received during the training evaluation can be found at www.highland-homecarers.co.uk within appendice 23 (Comments from Partners relating to Training Evaluations).
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Within the Training Evaluation comments all comments were taken from a random selection for
fairness purposes. There were no negatives to report. All individuals trained were pleased from
Moving and Handling, Epilepsy & Midazolam and Adult Support and Protection training courses.
OVERALL TRAINING EVALUATION DETAILS
Over the period 354 Partners attended a form of classroom based training covering 24 separate
subjects. 18 of those were covered by the in-house team.
The classroom based training amounted to 927 hours delivered.
In terms of staff time there were a recorded 7015.5 hours.
The majority of training covered the core mandatory subjects which continued to run once every 2
weeks.
Mandatory subjects:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Care about Rights’- a brief introduction to the company and how Human Rights Legislation
sits at the core of our work. We also introduce the Scottish Social Services Council and the
Care Inspectorate in this section. 162 Partners attended this.
‘Dementia-informed level’- an introduction to Dementia and the ‘Promoting Excellence in
Dementia Framework’. 176 Partners attended this.
‘Health and Safety’-this training is specific to domiciliary care and includes segments on
Infection Control, Food Hygiene and Fluids and Nutrition. 182 Partners attended this.
‘Organisational Awareness’- this was attended by 176 Partners.
‘Adult Support and Protection’- this training was attended by 193 Partners for internal
sessions. There were also 8 senior Partners who attended this course for managers at an
external training provider.
‘Record Keeping’- this was delivered to 181 Partners.
‘Dignity in Homecare’-this was delivered to 181 Partners.
‘Care Essentials’ – this includes catheter care and pressure area care, this was delivered to
194 Partners.
‘Medication’ – this was attended by 203 Partners
‘First Aid’ – this was attended by 75 Partners.
‘Moving and Assisting’ – this was attended by 204 Partners.
Average attendance for the mandatory subjects was 9 Partners per session

Other specialist courses delivered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Epilepsy and Rescue Medication’ – 44 Partners attended this.
‘Management of Actual and Potential Aggression’ (MAPA) – 56 Partners attended this.
‘Effective Communications for People with Learning Disabilities’ – 12 Partners attended this.
‘Understanding Diabetes’ – 13 Partners attended this.
‘Stoma Care’ – 9 Partners attended this.
‘Catheter Care’ – 4 Partners attended this.
‘Pressure Area Care’ – 12 Partners attended this.

Service Specific Training from NHS staff:
•
•

‘Dementia’ – 6 Partners attended this.
‘Improving Practice’ – 6 Partners attended this and it included a brief introduction to Positive
Behavioural Support.
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•
•
•

‘Suction Therapy’ – 12 Partners attended this and this was service user specific and delivered
in external premises.
‘Multiple Sclerosis’ – 3 Partners attended this and this was service user specific and delivered
in external premises.
‘Autism’ – 21 Partners attended this.

Further external training was provided from private providers which included 4 Partners attending
MOVE: http://www.move-international.org/what-is-move/
MOVE is ‘an activity based programme to help individuals improve their mobility skills of sitting,
standing, walking and transitioning’ this was used in Highland Home Carer Complex Needs Services.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
We have during 1st July 2015-31st July 2016 a new e learning system to improve how our training is
delivered to staff; to also improve the training given, a new qualified first aid trainer was appointed. It
is also shown money has been saved in how our training has been delivered since becoming an SQA
approved centre able to deliver much of the training needed ourselves as a business and so saving
money.
Partner comments show all were pleased with received internal training enabling them to carry out
their roles.
There were mandatory subject trainings delivered to staff as well as specialist courses, some specialist
training delivered by NHS staff and one external course to improve how complex needs services were
delivered.
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SECTION 7.4
STAFF JOURNEY
We wanted to include a piece about at least one Partner within Highland Home Carers who could give
us some insight as to what it is like to be a part of an Employee owned company during the years
Social Accounts.
My name is Adam Cowan, I have worked at Highland
Home Carers for almost 7 years now and I am currently
studying towards a Social Work degree.
I am not sure I would describe it as a journey, but I
became employed by Highland Home Carers when they
took over the service I was working at. I was pleased
when Highland Home Carers took over as they are a local
company and Employee owned which I was very
impressed with. I have now been employed by Highland
Home Carers for almost 5 years and have remained in
The Leachkin service the whole time. I am pleased
Highland Home Carers could offer the chance to continue
the work I do with my Service Users and I feel that their
presence at the service has been a positive one.
I think the fact that Highland Home Carers is Employee
owned and that the staff have shares in the company and
can hold a position on the board is a positive feature of
the company, and one that sets them apart from other care
providers.
In line with their Mission, Values and aims as a company, I believe that Highland Home Carers seek
to provide a level of care fitting of the highest standards whilst also enabling Service Users to be as
involved as possible. I also believe that they seek to provide their staff with the best training and
financial benefits that they can offer. Of course, I must agree that this is highly commendable and
something that at the heart of the company they really try to do. I do worry though that with the
company expanding so quickly and with current financial climate, this may prove difficult to achieve.
I was asked for my opinion on the Self-Directed Support that Highland Home Carers is involved with
in remote areas, I don’t really know much about these packages but I know about Self Directed
Support as a concept. From what I know, I believe this is a great way to offer personalised care and
give the Service User more control and more of a voice in their level of care. I would say that in
theory, it is a very empowering service and that I hope the reality lives up to the potential that has
been promoted.
To any staff thinking of joining Highland Home Carers I would tell them that in comparison, they are
a good company to work for. I can only relate from working at The Leachkin service but I would say
that it isn’t an easy job but the benefits far outweigh the negatives.
I don’t work in Care at Home and I am unfortunately fairly ignorant to the service provided by
Highland Home Carers on a personal level, but if anybody asked me, I would definitely recommend
that they get in touch with the company to discuss the possibility of working together with Highland
Home Carers.
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I’m not really sure what the future holds for Highland Home Carers. I would hope that they would be
able to further expand without sacrificing their level of service and also provide a more attractive
financial package to current and future employees.
I have found that Highland Home Carers are very supportive of their staff. I know that I and many
others have undertaken training such as further education out with the company and that they have
always been very supportive of this and of other employees wishing to do the same.
I have had many training opportunities which have proved useful in enhancing the service I provide to
my service users. The type of training I have been involved with include first aid training so that I
know what to do in a medical emergency, moving and handling so that I can ensure that both me and
my service user are as safe as possible in the workplace, epilepsy training as I work with a service
user with epilepsy and can provide them with the correct level of care, medication training which
enables me to be confident when dispensing medication and various other training courses relevant to
my day to day role within Highland Home Carers.
Finally, I have as previously mentioned worked only within The Leachkin service but have found
within this that my best working memories have involved having fun with my service users and other
staff members during my working role.

The Social Accounts Team wish to thank Adam for his insight into Highland Home Carers which was
an interesting account to have been involved in and gives a snap shot as to the level of care given both
to Partners and Service Users within this Employee owned Care provider in the Highlands area.
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SECTION 7.5
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY, ECONOMIC IMPACT AND EXPENDITURE
Introduction
This section relates to objective 5 from Highland Home Carers objectives, all aspects here relate to
objective 5 in its entirety.
Economic impacts can be viewed in terms of business output (sales, volume), value added (or gross
regional product), wealth (incorporating property values), personal income or jobs. Any of these
measures can be indicators or improvements or otherwise of the economic wellbeing of local
communities.
It is important to measure economic impact to:
•
•
•

Reinforce the commercial importance and social importance of Highland Home Carers within
Highland
Measure the importance of Highland Home Carers as a key company in the sustainability of
the local economy
Measure our performance better, plan more effectively and contribute to national data sets.

Generally, the types of economic impact can be classified as:
•
•
•

Direct effect – from Highland Home Carers and its Partner spending in first-line businesses
Indirect effect – from first-line businesses buying from their suppliers and so on down the
supply chain
Induced effect – from the wages earned in other businesses in direct and indirect receipt of
Highland Home Carers and its Partner spending

A) HIGHLAND HOME CARERS SPEND IN THE LAST ACCOUNTING YEAR FROM JULY
2015-JUNE 2016 WAS AS FOLLOWS:

ALL WAGES (including indirect and direct
wages) – specifically wages and salaries,
Directors remuneration.

£6,301,348

OFFICE COSTS (including Health and safety
costs; Rent, rates and property costs; Repairs
and maintenance; Cleaning; Refreshments;
Printing, postage and stationery; Computer
running costs; Telephone; Sundry expenses)

£339,644

TRAVEL AND OTHER EXPENSES (motor
travel and subsidence, Client expenses and
Vehicle expenses included)

£62,689

TRAINING (staff training)

£21,143

OTHER OVERHEADS (includes Insurance;
Advertising; Consultancy fees; SIP/EBT
Professional fees, Legal and professional fees;

£152,688
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Bookkeeping and payroll services; Audit fees;
Bank charges; Bad and Doubtful debts;
Donations and sponsorship; Subscriptions;
Depreciation on fixed assets)
EMPLOYEE COSTS (includes Recruitment
expenses; Clothing)
TOTAL SPEND

£32,806
£6,910,318

The annual expenditure is presented in the following pie chart:

HIGHLAND HOME CARERS ANNUAL SPEND 2015/2016

Office costs
5%

Travel and Other
expenses
1%

Employee costs
1%

Training
0%
Other Overheads
2%

Travel and Other expenses
Training
Other Overheads
Wages and salaries
Employee costs
Office costs

Wages and salaries
91%

B) HIGHLAND HOME CARERS INCOME IN THE LAST ACCOUNTING YEAR FROM JULY
2015-JUNE 2016 WAS AS FOLLOWS:
CARE (including Private care; Domestic;
NHS care)
SELF DIRECTED SUPPORT
HOUSING SUPPORT (including travel
invoiced)
SUPPORT (including support work NHS;
Support work private; Support work Lomond
and Chanonry; Support work Leachkin)
OTHER INCOME
TOTAL INCOME

£3,668,118
£733,991
£347,109
£2,220,180

£19,600
£6,989,001
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HIGHLAND HOME CARERS ANNUAL INCOME 2015/2016
OTHER INCOME
1%
SUPPORT
32%
CARE
CARE
52%

SELF DIRECTED SUPPORT
HOUSING SUPPORT
SUPPORT

OTHER INCOME

HOUSING SUPPORT
5%

SELF DIRECTED
SUPPORT
10%

C) Local Economic Impact
For this year of study, we have, as in previous years again commandeered the entire Highland area as
our local area and hence our area of focus. This is because our business has economic impact
throughout the region.
Highland Home Carers impact on the local community is calculated using the actual spend on local
goods and services throughout the Highland area and on the number of jobs created. However, it is
recognised that the effects, both socially and culturally, will be far greater than just the actual spend
and job creation. While we have been working to improve the data collection that informs this study
there continues to be limitations to identifying the real impact our spending has on remote
communities but we have tried to look at these areas more closely in case studies and we have tried to
extract a number of conclusions from the available evidence.

There are 7 areas that can be attributed to Highland Home Carers having an economic impact on the
local economy:
B1) Highland Home Carers expenditure with local suppliers
B2) Partner spending in the local economy
B3) Benefits due to the company’s training
B4) Fundraising
B5) Wider issues such as contribution to regional and local strategy
B6) Shares/dividend and bonus payments to Partners
B7) Savings to the NHS
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B1) Highland Home Carers expenditure with local suppliers
While there is no formal policy on procurement of goods and service, the spirit of Highland Home
Carers is to source as many of our needs locally. Clearly this is not possible as we continue to grow
and as some of our hardware is not available locally and is only available from larger national retail
outlets. As we grow too we have needed to identify cost effectiveness in our purchasing. While this
may mean that we sometimes need to purchase from larger national companies it does support the
local jobs of employees in these companies. We do however try to avoid league of investment outside
Highlands by identifying companies that do not have a national structure but who operate exclusively
in Highland. This makes good business sense as it encourages infrastructure that is essential to our
business, reduces delivery times and we can negotiate discounts more effectively.
Supporting Local Business
One of the activities of objective 4.5 is keeping money in the local area by using local facilities and
suppliers where possible. One way to do this is by trading with local companies. We have local
company connections of trade with Dows, Macgregors, Norscot, SFG, Velocity, Highland Office
Equipment and others as listed in the table below who supply £216,116 per year of various types of
goods. This is a local spend figure reflecting our dedication to our local area and income retained
here.
Local Expenditure
LOCAL SUPPLIERS

(1ST JULY 2015-30TH JUNE
2016)

YEARLY EXPENDITURE

Rent

Morrich House; Shepherds

£98,192

Rates

Highland Council

Printing

For The Right Reasons; A4
Design; Highland Office
Equipment; Lyreco; Velocity

Uniforms

Macgregor Industrial

Computer/IT costs

SFG

Catering – food/drink

Grahams; Red Pepper; water from
Norscott; Crown Deli; James Dow

Room Hire

Kingsmills Hotel; Merkinch
Community Centre; Black Isle
Leisure Centre; in business

Bicycles

Highland Bikes

£1694

Repairs/electrical

Daryll Fraser Lee Contractors;
Logic Alarms; Brandon

£7479

Vehicle Hire

Lombard; Focus Vehicle Rental

£9388

Office Equipment and Stationery

James Dow; Lyreco

£9105

Health and safety supplies and
equipment

Macgregor Industrial Supplies

£5,500
£13,542

£856
£31,823
£3,706
£768

£13,385
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Advertising

Velocity; Compass; Inverness
Courier

Cleaning

Neil Forbes cleaning; Magic
Windows; Streets Ahead Cleaning

GRAND TOTAL

£16,957
£3721
£216,116

The bulk of Highland Home Carers expenditure goes on wages to Partners, approximately 89%. We
would expect that much of this gained income is spent on local goods and services though we have
not conducted studies to ascertain the extent of this. In terms of direct spending on local goods and
services Highland Home Carers spends approximately 6% of the income locally by supporting local
suppliers.
B2) Partner spending in the local economy
In addition to direct company spending on local goods and services will be the spend of company
employees in the local area. Our Partner numbers continue to increase and this year we employ
approximately 504 Partners. Although the remote location means leakage due to spends online which
spread to other parts of the UK and spends to large companies such as Aldi and Tesco which has
similar leakage, money spent here does create local jobs which has a desired knock on effect.
With the development of care in remote areas as seen in this years case study work, jobs are created in
rural areas, this supports local shops and communities and enables people to remain at home. This
also reduces carbon footprint as locals do not have to travel far to see family and friends.
B3) Benefits due to the company’s training
Highland Home Carers provides free training to its employees to ensure they have the knowledge and
skills to be able to deliver care effectively. This provides a marketable skill to employees who would
most likely come from an unskilled or semi-skilled group within the community. This has often led to
Partners, who may not have reached a high level of training and qualification in secondary education,
the chance to achieve professional status in their area of work. This has a positive effect because skills
that are gained in the local area are retained for the benefit of the community as a whole. While there
will be some leakage if Partners move to other locations within the UK or further afield, usually
employees who develop their skills in this way tend to have strong roots in the local area and so are
more likely to continue to live in those areas and hence offer their skills locally.
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Training costs as a % of turnover
14%
12%
10%
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0%
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2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

Training costs as a % of turnover

There is shown here a low percentage spent on training in this year due to SQA accreditation meaning
much of the training in now delivered in-house and so saves on costs to the business.
B4) Fundraising
Highland Home Carers takes part in a number of fundraising events. We have a relatively large
workforce so this can be particularly effective where it involves Partners in terms of the amount of
money raised. There have been a number of events where Highland Home Carers as accompany have
helped raise funds to have benefitted the local community, not just in the primary care sector but also
in leisure and education. This has included in aid of Highland Hospice: Run For Colour, Maggie’s
Highland, Macmillan Cancer and The Highlands Support Refugees.
The amount of direct charitable donations made by the company for the year 2015-2016 was £1403.
B5) Wider issues such as contribution to regional and local strategy
The company has very effective links with our main partner NHS Highland, not just in the
procurement of services but also in development at a strategy level. This is primarily via our
Managing Director, Stephen Pennington, who works with and leads on many innovative strategies
that have benefitted the local community in the delivery of care. Stephen facilitates and attends a
variety of meetings which include Self Directed Support and Care Strategy and Development
meetings. Stephen is committing 20% of his working time for these activities. In addition, we have
also supported the NHS at service delivery level through secondments of staff to NHS. These
activities benefit Highland Home Carers through the additional work it creates and benefits NHS to
finding solutions for their challenges.
B6) Shares/dividend and bonus payments to Partners
The issuing of shares and bonus payments to Partners can lead to increased spend on services within
the Highland region. The additional pay that is received via bonus payments to Partners at times of the
year when money is often “tight” leads to increased spend in any local markets which has a multiplier
effect on the economy. That shares are issued and bonuses paid means Highland Home Carers is
better able to retain Partners in what is a low paid sector by effectively increasing rewards. The
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retention of Partners means better quality care delivery having a knock-on effect for the cost of
primary health care in the region effectively reducing cost for NHS.
During 2015/16 the company recovered from the losses made in 2014/15 that were the result of
increased investment in its infrastructure. This was supported by a higher rate paid for our Care at
Home work from NHS (Highland). However, this increase in our sales was offset somewhat by the
payment of bonuses in the year that were the same as the profit-making year of 2013/14, £300/full
time Partner, and the need to increase the hourly rate of carers to be over the living wage. The issue of
payment of bonuses or a higher valuation for shares is currently under discussion within the company
as clearly higher bonus means less profit and therefore a lower share valuation.

B7) Savings to the NHS
As the care and support services we deliver are at a lower cost than NHS in house services there is
multiplier effect on the money saved being transferred to other areas of expenditure. This means that
more services can be procured with the money saved hence sustaining more business. This can be
seen in the conclusions at the end of this section.
Comments, summary and recommendations for this section
Highland Home Carers is an employee owned company and all profits not required to fund future
growth are paid out to all staff, known as Partners, in bonuses, dividends or wage increases. This
year’s bonuses were £300 for each full-time Partner. The following table shows details of these
payments:
(WAGES)

2015/
2016

£6,301,348

(AVERAGE
SHARES
HELD)

(SHARE
ISSUE)

(STAFF
BONUSES)

(TRAINING
COSTS)

(LOCAL
SPENDING)

2482

£50,000

£114,450

£21,143

£216,116

(CHARITY
FUNDS
RAISED

£1403

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ECONOMIC IMPACT AND EXPENDITURE
Summary:
•

•
•

•

Highland Home Carers delivers significant savings to the NHS Highland budget
(approximately 2.2m) enabling these funds to be reallocated to the benefit of the Highland
Community generally in improved healthcare. The savings are calculated on the difference
between the £18.99/hour payment to independent providers as opposed to £29 average cost
per hour of NHS own in-house Care at Home service (these costs are taken from the NHS
own figures).
Approximately 3% of Highland Home Carers’ expenditure is on the local economy
The biggest contribution Highland Home Carers makes to local economy is the payment of
£6m in wages which will be spent by Partners. Not all of this will be spent locally but it
represents a significant boost to the Highland economy.
Based on our management accounts our turnover this year was just less than £7 million at
£6,989,001. This is less than budgeted due mainly to lower than predicted private sales and
several vacancies at our Leachkin and Lomond Complex Needs Support units that resulted in
lower sales.
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SECTION 8
COMPLIANCE
Policy manuals are reviewed by executive Directors annually. Staff are informed about the policies at
induction process and a policy file is available in the office as well as digital copies available on the
Highland Home Carers systems accessible within the office.
This year there has been mandatory registration under SSSC of all supervisors. There have also been
changes to contract monitoring processes with the NHSH. The NHSH introduced quarterly contract
monitoring meetings, the intention is to assist Highland Home Carers to improve quality of services
delivered. Tariff rate for Care at Home was uplifted in April 2016 to ensure providers were able to
pay National Living Wage as set by the Living Wage Foundation. Highland Home Carers has ensured
all staff are paid living wage as minimum.
HHC complies with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Independent Financial Audit
Data Protection Registration
Public Liability Insurance
The Care Inspectorate Report. The Care Inspectorate regulates and inspects care services in
Scotland to make sure that they meet the right standards.
Contracts with NHS Highland
Employees checked by Disclosure Scotland
Health and Safety Executive.
P32 monthly report and RTI Information to Inland Revenue

We also have a Policy Manual Governing Home Care and Support Services which includes:
CORPORATE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complaints policy
Anti-Bribery policy
Equal opportunities
Whistleblowing policy
Environmental policy
Periodic Audit policy
Telephone and Internet policy
Confidentiality policy
Emergency policy
Challenging Behaviour policy
Record Keeping policy
Codes of Practice
Quality Assurance policy
Social Media policy
Data Protection policy
Secure Handling of Disclosure Information policy
Fair Trade policy
Pool Car policy
Mobile Phone policy

PERSONNEL
•
•

Occupational Health policy
Employment of Care Staff
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support Staff Placement policy
Training and Support policy
Disciplinary policy
Grievance Procedure
Drugs and Alcohol policy
Bullying and Harassment policy
Induction Training policy
Maternity policy
Expenses policy
Smoke Free policy
Dignity at Work
Absence Management policy
Recruitment and Selection policy
Stress policy
Shared Parental leave policy
Recruitment of Ex-Offenders policy
Disclosure policy

OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service User Enablement, Empowerment and Advocacy
Sources of Referral policy
Assessment of Service User Need policy
Termination of Service
Medication policy
Adult Support and Protection policy
Handling Service User Finances policy
Restraint policy
Meeting Clients needs

FINANCE
•
•
•

Risk Strategy
Financial Regulations
Debtor Control Strategy

HEALTH AND SAFETY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health and Safety Risk Assessment Policy
Health and Safety policy
Moving and Handling policy
Lone Working policy
HIV and AIDS policy
MRSA policy
Infection Control Policy
Display Screen Equipment Policy
Fire Safety policy
Food Hygiene

Codes of practice pertinent to Highland Home Carers:
•

The National Care Standards for Care at Home and Housing Support services come from The
Care Inspectorate and Scottish Government.

•

Highland Home Carers has contracts with NHS Highland Contracts Team to provide care at
home, social work support, housing support and independent living services. We must abide by
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the conditions within the contracts if we are to continue being used by the Social Work Service.
HHC is monitored by the contracts team in relation to these contracts.
•

The Registration requirements as laid down by the Scottish Commission for the Regulation of
Care; Highland Home Carers is inspected annually and must submit a self-evaluation and an
annual return. The Inspection report is a public document and is made available to all service
users and on our website. All staff are provided with the Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC)
Codes of Conduct with which they must comply.

The Laws which impact on Highland Home Carers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Work Scotland Act 1968
Chronically Sick & Disabled Persons (Scotland) Act 1972
Disabled Persons (Services, Consultation and Representatives) Act 1986
Community Care (Direct Payments) Act 1996
Data Protection Act 1998
Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001
Community Care & Health (Scotland) Act 2002
Mental Health (Care & Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003
Adult Support & Protection (Scotland) Act 2007
The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007
Equal Pay Act 1970
Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 1974
Sex Discrimination Act 1975
Race Relations Act 1976
Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Employment Rights Act 1996
National Minimum Wage Act 1998
Human Rights Act 1998
The Working Time Regulations 1999
Self-Directed Support Act 2014

Care Inspectorate Report 2016 Feedback
The Care Inspectorate Report included here is a summary and not the full published report.
The latest Care Inspectorate report was completed on 17 th March 2016. There was a low intensity
inspection-this is done when there is satisfaction services are working hard to provide consistently
high standards of care. During the inspection views were sought from Individuals (service users),
partners, lead carers, managing director, director of operations, two service managers, NHS Highland
contracts officer, assistant managers, training and development manager and from various
documentations.
The overall grading had fallen from a 5 in the previous year to a 4 in the current year. The grading
system rates from a 6 (high) to a 1 (low). Areas of assessment were:
Quality of care and support

4

good

Quality of staffing

4

good

Quality of management and leadership 4

good
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Management views:
Management views on the Care Inspectorate were that the Care Inspectorate stated that the allocated
grades following the inspection were being reduced from 5 (very good) to 4 (good) because of the
large-scale investigations that had occurred in the Complex needs services and the presence of an
office base in a service users home. Because Highland Home Carers were inspected as a single
organisation, issues in one service impact across the whole company.
What the service does well (strengths)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide support to Individuals (service users) to enable them to remain in their own homes –
this is person-centred.
Obtained the views of Individuals (service users) to develop their Social Accounts and
prepare an action plan to address issues
Individuals (Service users) could express their views and feel they were listened to
Individuals (Service users) and their families were involved in the development of their
support plans which were developed after a few weeks to enable the Individuals (service
user’s) routine to become evident. Also, a six-week review takes place.
Improved consistency of carers
Encouraging carers to report any changes to lead carers or senior Partners
Improved support plans
Good links with healthcare professionals
Generally, very helpful and supporting carers
Skilled Partners able to provide support in a professional and competent manner
Development of policies such as Equality and Diversity policy
Partners with English as second language supported to develop language skills
Larger training team with new training options available and all Partners receiving
compulsory training
Records of accidents, incidents and actions taken
Listen to complaints and have a complaints log with how things are addressed and any
changes in practice
Provide regular action plans which are ongoing via Social Accounting
Regular Partner supervision and team meetings, more specific to areas and with improved
Partner attendance
Lead carers take more responsibility and assist with practical observations to ensure carers
safely and competently support Individuals (service users)
Improved management training
Became an SVQ accredited centre

What the service could do better (Areas for improvement)
•

•
•
•

Ensure Partners are trained and knowledgeable regarding the rights and values of the service,
ensure support plans provide detailed information about the needs of the Individuals (service
users)
Consider the management structure which would be applicable to the Individual (service user)
groups and geographical areas
Continue to involve Individuals (service users) in development of support plans and continue
enabling Individuals (service users) to express their views about the service
If changes made to carers notify the Individuals (service users) of this change
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistency throughout support plans; ensuring risk assessment match with details in care
plans, visit times match times on system, improved terminology, better catheter care
information and guidance, clarity on medication to be given or prompted
Include offers of employment, contracts within Partner personnel files
Ensure Individual (service user) dignity and respect maintained by Partners always
Consider how to reinforce complaints procedure to Individuals (service users)
Ensure Partners facilities are separate to Individuals (service users) homes
Try to keep registered management in contact with Individuals (service users)
Service structure and possible division into smaller separate registrable services related to
geographic areas and Individual (service user) needs

What the service has done since the last inspection to meet requirements
•
•

•

Implement the role of lead carers to provide additional support structure to Partners and
improve observed practice opportunities
Requirement:
1. Improved compliance with reviews held on a six-monthly basis and a computer based
system now in place to record compliance for Individual (service user) reviews
Recommendations:
1. Improved clarity of information in the support plans although some additional
clarification still required
2. Improved Partner supervisions on a six-month basis for care Partners and more
frequently for complex needs services

Recommendations before next inspection
•

•

Service to ensure support plans include accurate information about the support that is to be
provided (in line with the National Care Standards for Care at Home –Standard 3: Your
Personal Plan)
Service must consider the structure of the service and the options to divide into a number of
smaller registerable services

Requirements before next inspection
•

Service provider must ensure services are supported in a manner that maintains their safety
and that they are respected within their dignity and privacy maintained. To achieve this the
service provider must; A) demonstrate how they plan to ensure that all Partners are aware of
the rights and values of the service, B) Ensure all Partners have attended Adult Support and
Protection training, C) Ensure that Partners are aware of the services’ whistleblowing policy

This is to comply with SSI 2011/210 Regulation 4 (1) (a) (b) (c) –Welfare of Users- A provider
must (a) Make proper provision for the health, welfare and safety of service users; (b) Provide
services in a manner which respects the privacy and dignity of service users; (c) Ensure that no
service user is subject to restraint, unless it is the only practicable means of securing the welfare
and safety of that or any other service user and there are exceptional circumstances
•

Service provider must ensure that they comply with their conditions of registration. This is in
relation to having an office within a service user’s home. This was in breach of condition 8 of
the Conditions of Registration for the Support Service (Care at Home) element of the
combined registration. The condition states:
- Staff will not use a service user’s home as an office base or as a venue for
supervision/appraisal or other staff meetings
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To achieve this, the service provider must ensure the homes of the people that they support
are not used as an office base. This is to comply with: The Public Services Reform (Scotland)
Act 2010, Section 45, The Support Service – Care at Home, Certificate of Registration.

Conclusion
There were no upheld or partially upheld complaints since the last inspection. There was no
enforcement action taken against this care service since the last inspection.
The service continues to provide a good level of support to people, enabling them to remain at home and also to
complex needs Individuals (service users) to be part of the community.

The full Care Inspectorate report from 2016 can be found at http://www.careinspectorate.com/index.php/careservices?detail=cs2004077123&q=highland%20home%20carers&fq=&message=
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SECTION 9:
ISSUES FOR ACTION AND RECOMENDATIONS
Issues for action and recommendations arising from the 2015-16 Accounts, following a series of
meetings with the Managing Director, Board, Trustees, Director of Finance and Administration,
Human Resources, Operations Team and Management, Training Department and consultations into
other stakeholders are presented by the Social Accounts Team. The action plans and
recommendations are intended to result in more satisfied Service Users and Partners and enhance
Highland Home Carers performance.

Upon considering the results gained from Private Interviews with Service Users, Partner Focus
Groups, Partners, family and Service User Questionnaires, Case Study research, the following are
suggested as key areas for improvements and recommendations and are for management to decide
upon a set of actions which will be carried into future work and monitored:
GROUPS CONCERNED
Family and Individuals
(Service Users)

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

•

•

Partners (staff)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Investigate the negative questionnaire comments received
from Individuals and how as a company providing personcentred care this can be improved upon (objective 1)
Carry out as recommended before the next care inspection
improvement to support plans as indicated in the Care
Inspectorate report (objective 1)
Work hard to improve grades given by Care Inspectorate to
attempt to rectify any issues listed in the Care Inspectorate
report to achieve highest possible standards as one of the
main care/support providers in the Highlands area (objective
1), this includes consideration of service structure into
smaller services as recommended.
Increase in number of internal assessors within Highland
Home Carers to keep up with necessity for training large staff
numbers (objective 1 and 2)
Evaluate how the training department visit from SQA which
occurred 3rd August 2016 for ‘trial’ External Verification
(EV) went and check on progress regarding this (objective 2)
To investigate why so many care and support partners were
unhappy and didn’t feel valued compared to office partners
(objective 2)
To investigate why as high as 41% of Partners who
responded to questionnaires felt that morale within Highland
Home Carers was poor (objective 2)
Improve involvement of Partners within all aspects of
Highland Home Carers. Engagement at Social Accounts was
low and this needs to be improved upon if possible in the
next period (objective 2)
Better systems and access to collated yearly information from
all departments to improve the speed and ease at which
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•

•

•

•

•

Others

•

Social Accounts Team and other Individuals can access
necessary information and accurately (objective 2)
Try to get more feedback from Partners in all areas of
Highland Home Carers such as The Leachkin, Lomond
Gardens and other areas as well as just Inverness (objective
2)
Review of comments received from Social Accounting
Partner questionnaires to establish why 71 out of 91
comments received were neutral or negative compared to
only 20 received being positive (objective 2)
Try to raise awareness of Partners regarding current
performance of Highland Home Carers as a company,
possibly by monthly additions to the newsletter sent to all
Partners (objective 2, 3, 4 and 5)
Finance department to try to improve data collection to allow
us as a company to calculate more effectively impact on the
local community in respect of actual spend on local goods
and services throughout the Highland area and on the number
of jobs created especially regarding impact spending has on
remote communities (objective 1, 2, 4 and 5) to also improve
data collection for future Social Accounting
To monitor how the new learning management system
implemented in July 2016 works, is this effective in
automatic feedback given and does it make the evaluation
process more proficient? (objective 1, 2 and 5)
To ensure as an employee owned company we are
maintaining steady growth and providing a high living wage
income to help Partners also contribute to the local economy
(objective 3 and 4)

ISSUES FOR ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING FROM CASE STUDY
AREAS
ALL AREAS
•

•

•

•
•

To attempt either alone or collaboratively with other groups/organisations such as NHS to
gather more statistical information to back up points made in this year’s case study areas
(objective 1.4 and 1.7)
To try to make Social Accounting a more interactive/digital process in the future, this will be
more economical for Highland Home Carers as printing costs may be reduced (objective 4
and 5)
As an umbrella organisation in line with case study areas we should try to facilitate staff from
each area to meet with all other outlying area staff at least once every 6 months (objective
2.11)
Improve training which has often been at capacity and ensure expected training is received by
Partners in all areas, distance can cause issues with training based in Inverness (objective 2.2)
In areas where Highland Home Carers is the only known company Individuals have little
knowledge of what to expect from services this must be addressed (objective 1.3)
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Shortages of staff can mean it’s hard to meet individual needs especially in complex cases,
this needs to be addressed and possibly improve recruitment process especially in remoter
areas (objective 1.3, 4.3 and 4.4)
Try to gather evidence related to decrease in hospital admissions in all areas when a large
amount of care and support is provided by Highland Home Carers to see what difference we
really do make to the Highlands areas (objective 1.4 and 1.7)
Explain how employee ownership works for all Partners and how connections to Highland
Home Carers continue for Partners in remoter areas as they begin to run themselves (objective
2.7 and 4.6)
Ensure high standards of staff are maintained in line with Highland Home Carers to avoid
poor work culture emerging (objective 1.2 and 2.2)
Try to improve distance management as this can be difficult for Individuals (objective 4.2 and
4.3)
Try to gain feedback from Social Work, Medical Practitioners regarding care in all outlying
areas to back up results found in this year’s Social Accounting (objective 1.4 and 1.7)
Try to improve Partner involvement with Highland Home Carers (objective 2,8 and 2.9)
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SECTION 10:
PLANS FOR DIALOGUE
The finalised full and Audited Social Accounts will be available for all who have an interest to see it
on Highland Home Carers’ website and a hard copy available on request at Highland Home Care
offices. As well as being presented to the Board of Directors, they will be presented at the Highland
Home Carers AGM in November 2016 as part of the annual report.
In addition to this we intend to produce a summary accounts which will be sent out to current and
prospective Service Users, Partners, The Care Inspectorate and NHS Social Work Service as well as
those involved in Case Studies this year. The summary accounts will provide those looking to use a
Home Care/ Support agency and those seeking employment with a comprehensive guide to Highland
Home Carers, its values and performance as a company. Any feedback on the accounts from anyone
with an interest would be encouraged and welcomed as to the opinions and perspectives of others help
us to provide the best service we can.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT SOCIAL ACCOUNTING CYCLE
Highland Home Carers remains committed to Social Accounts as a method of measuring how we are
perceived by our Stakeholders, our impact in the wider community and to identify areas where we can
improve.
For the 2016-2017 accounting period, Stephen Pennington has invited Tanya Coffey to lead the team
and produce the final report Stephen Pennington will identify other Partners who will be available to
advise and assist as required. Continuations will include improvements to the quality of the Social
Accounts and work on recommendations from Audit Panel this period and from 2014-2015
recommendations that were to be monitored at a later date, this includes a need to report against the
difference Highland Home Carers makes.

APPENDICES
All appendices can be viewed at www.highland-home-carers.co.uk
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Minutes from Social Accounts Meeting with Alan Kay 9/2/16

Present: Jocelyn Mitchell – JM
Jurgita Skleinek – JS
John Stewart – JS2
Tanya Coffey – TC
Alan Kay – AK
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Introductions, AK asking what know about Social Accounts
Expectations explained by AK-clarification - cut down –keen to improve HHC – how
to contribute –concentrate on service users and partners
AK, JM, JS explained Social Accounting and audit in general: how it looks at
differences made, helps with strategic planning based on reflected facts and so on,
how we learn about the organisation and how it’s developing
AK, JM, JS said we should concentrate on changes happening because of the process
as a whole, and explained how it can help with investment and funding coming in,
how it helps with regulators and contracts as proves able to do good work
AK explained Prove! Improve! Account! Booklet and copies handed out
Procedure and key aspects checklist explained by AK step 1, p.38. Talked about HR,
Surplus (what do with?), and Governed how? Financial Sustainability, Environmental
Sustainability, Local economic.
AK explained HHC is good at explaining service users and partner changes but not
concentrating enough on wider local aspects (e.g. charitable, big employer, training),
also talked of quantifying (i.e. number of people in outreach areas) and number of
trained staff and so on. Talked of Objective 3 – economic benefits, environmental
benefits, other use of our training facilities, page 105 of prove! Improve! Account!
And local economic impact discussed.
AK suggested using one or two case studies for Inverness, Invergordon, Fortrose,
Cromarty, Boleskine, Aviemore, Grantown-on-Spey services to look into the above
ideas closer. All agreed this was good idea and discussed.
Discussed step 1. Need to ask differences made to individuals and what would they do
without HHC
Think about setting targets for next set of Social Accounts
AK discussed with team how to make this Social Accounts shorter, more concise, and
useable, suggestions to do this were to change the scope and look at less objectives for
example. Look to p39-43 on Prove! Improve! Account!
AK recommended using uniformity of terms throughout documents produced
AK and team had lengthy discussion on how to cut down by using separate
appendices documents and to use maps to pinpoint operation areas and could add
employees here and expand to website, suggestion to discuss with managers. Website
could contain full Social Account document and anything not putting into end printed
product
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•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

AK, JM, JS discussed with team page 1 of full document could contain story of
founders and company. Page 2 could explain employee ownership, page 3 could hold
abbreviations and acronyms
AK explained emphasis on what we are doing about the negatives and how important
this is to the company and how it makes us look to outsiders, employee emphasis not
good enough, partners need explained
Discussed together roles of team: TC lead, JS2 and RR alongside, JS and JM in
support capacity alongside this.
To do reviewing of mission, values and objectives initially – p10-21 of Prove!
Improve! Account!
Discussion from now relates to laying out product for this term.
1. New developments p11-21 could be changed and put elsewhere (web?)
2. P 22-32 recommendations and what’s been done could be put into appendix to
reduce size in book when print or summarise
3. P 32-35 maybe put in appendix or web link to these under objective 1 and 2?
P 36-38 – maybe reduce, number of objectives to carry out, under each objective,
don’t need to report on each
- New objective to address the employee ownership aspect and promotion and
understanding of this
- Do people feel valued as employee owned company?
- keep simple, ask in this area at review meetings
4. Review stakeholders – attach this to web/appendix? Concentrate on stakeholder
map p 43, use darker or colours, ones consult with can be a hover and expand idea?
Make sure stakeholders use same names throughout
Scope and methodology discussed by all. What will be covered/ looked at? What did?
Period from July 2015- June 2016, stick to set number of people for each to base
analysis on as will be easier. Diagram given to explain stakeholder who are they?
What consult on? How consulted? When by? Results?
P 50-101 (section 7) report on performance and impact. Mission, values, objective
p70-85 examples, comments, commentary and conclusion and case studies brought in.
Other stakeholder views discussed p102-103, drop some? Under objective 1?
Economic impact p104-110
Table and pie are the same don’t need both p104-105
P107 suggested project for JS2 and RR to sum up total and say % of total income
spent in local area as sentence rather than table, explain we are stimulating the local
economy, staff spend locally, trained people, employer in local areas, volunteers in
local community (see also p109), positives and negatives of 0 hour contracts, use this
within our area case study?
Compliance discussed pp111-112
Other discussed: Environmental –green office checklist, low carbon footprint (zones,
bikes), bikes as separate issue? Maybe ask David Brookfield and Stephen Pennington
about targets?

Thanks given by team to AK, meeting closed at 3.50p
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ACTION PLAN SOCIAL ACCOUNTS 2014/15
Key areas for
improvement
Objective 1. Service
Users

Recommendations

Action plan

Desirable
Outcomes

Gaps in the rotas

It has been identified
that the current
system isn’t working.
Practice has to be
based around Service
User’s needs.

To introduce a new
database, Staff Plan,
to enable better
management of rotas.
Esther Harding,
Director of
Operations.
End of March 2015.

Great reduction
of gaps in the
rotas. Less
confusion and
frustration for
Service Users.

Lack of
communication from
the Operational
Team when the rotas
change

To improve the
communication
between the office,
Service Users and
Partners.

Social Accounts
Happier Service
Team (SAT) to have a Users, families
meeting with the
and Partners.
Operational Team and
relevant managers in
December 2014.
Meeting to be held
with the Operational
team to discuss the
expectations of the
Staff Plan. Esther
Harding. March
2015.

Too many carers
involved in their
care

To ensure
consistency of carers
for Service Users.

Social Accounts
Team to have a
meeting with the
Operational Team and
relevant managers to
present the comments
made by Service
Users and to discuss
how to resolve this
issue. December
2014.

Better working
relationships
between HHC
and Service
Users.

Training to be held
with those developing
rotas. January,
February and March
2015.
Esther Harding will
be reviewing Staff
Plan once a month.
Operational Team to
log all calls regarding
Service Users. Esther
7|P age

Harding and service
manager will be
monitoring this.
Lack of visual ID

To remind all Partners
the importance of
carrying a visual ID.
New ID badges to be
provided to all
Partners.

To remind all Partners
to carry visual ID via
induction,
Newsletters, Staff
Meetings and
Facebook. Ongoing.

All Partners
carrying ID
whilst on duty.
Service Users
feeling safe.

New ID badges must
be provided to all
Partners. Ongoing.
Johanna Wright, HR
Administrator

Objective 2. Partners
Working conditions
(Based on response
received from
Partners - this is the
area that HHC is
failing in)

To improve working
conditions to Partners.

SAT to discuss this
issue with the Board
in November 2014.
To introduce more
guaranteed hour
contracts. This is the
responsibility of the
Board. To be
implemented by the
Board by November
2015.

Satisfactory
working
conditions –
happy work
force. Stability.

To encourage more
Partners to attend
staff meetings and
support them to
communicate issues
surrounding working
conditions and to be
more explicit about it.
To be implemented by
Esther Harding.
Include a question
about working
conditions in the
Supervision.
Operational
Managers.
Employee Saving
Scheme

Enable Partners to
help to save.

Stop promoting the
Employee Saving
Scheme.

Partners having
an opportunity
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Direct Partners to
Credit Union.

to save if they
wish to do so.

Promote it in the
Newsletters and
Facebook page.
Induction Team.
Information about the
Credit Union can be
included in new
Information Pack
given to all new
Partners, so every
Partner would have a
copy of it. Induction
Team.
Communication

To improve
communication
between office and
field workers.
To work with all office
staff and Partners
towards finding ways
to improving
communication.

The new iconnect
computer system will
improve
communication on a
day to day basis.
Staff Meetings.
Esther Harding will
continue to allocate
them in the rotas.

Improved
communication.
Partners feeling
valued,
involved and
listened to.

During staff meetings
and supervision to
have discussions to
find clear causes of
this dissatisfaction.
Ongoing.
To organise Focus
groups with Managing
Director. Stephen
Pennington, the
Managing Director
will allocate this in the
rotas.
Supervision

To improve
supervision process
by adapting the same
process/form
throughout the
company.

To make sure every
manager carrying
supervision is giving
constructive feedback
and a copy of
supervision notes.
Colin Campbell,
Training Manager
and Esther Harding
to advise and help
with this process.
January 2014 –

Partners being
able to reflect,
develop and
improve their
practice.
Partners feeling
supported.
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March 2015.
Esther Harding to
delegate Partners to
carry practical
Supervisions. March
2015.
Share allocation
process

To continue to provide
information about
share allocation to all
Partners.

Trustees to provide
more information
about share allocation
in Newsletters, Staff
Meetings and
Facebook. Ongoing.

Partners having
a clear
understanding
about share
allocation.

Environmentally
friendly
Organisation

To nominate a Green
Champion.

Stephen Pennington
will select people to
take these
responsibilities.
January 2015.

Partners being
responsible for
their own
actions.

Support for local
communities

All Partners to
continue to promote
the importance of this
objective.

Partners to promote
the importance of
supporting local
communities via Staff
Meetings, News
Letters, Facebook.
Ongoing.

Keeping local
facilities/commu
nity centres
open.

Objective3

Bike scheme

To promote the
benefits of using the
bike scheme.

During their induction
Partners to be
introduced to the bike
scheme and benefits
of using it. Induction
team. Ongoing.

Continue using local
facilities and
suppliers.

Encourage Partners
to share their ideas
how we could better
support local
communities – staff
meetings, Facebook
page. Colin
Campbell and
Stephen Pennington
during the induction
process. Ongoing.

Contributing to
local
employment.
Benefits to the
environment
and benefits to
the Partners.
Giving Partners
a choice.

Objective 4
Continued
commitment to
supporting local
communities and
local suppliers.

Promote Objective 4
more.

Partners more
aware about
supporting local
communities.
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Objective 5
SAT engagement
with NHS managers

SAT to look at
different ways to
engage with NHS
managers.
Stephen Pennington
to record how much
time he spends not
directly on Highland
Home Carers.

SAT to consider
different methods of
consultation.
To continue to commit
5% of Stephen
Pennington’s time to
social care policy
development.

Better
communication
between care
providers and
NHS.

Objective 6
Need of other
revenue streams.

The Board need to
identify opportunities
for business growth.

Strengthen the
section on Objective
6 within SA Report.

Implementation of the
new computer system
should aid and
strengthen the data
collection.

Improved data
collection and
analysis.

To review what has
been achieved within
a year. David
Brookfield.
Other
Recommendations
to be completed for
the Next Cycle of
Social Accounts
Mission, Values,
Objectives and
Activities

To revise these to
keep up to date as
HHC grows and
evolves.

To have consultation
groups with Service
Users and Partners to
achieve this process.
SAT February –
March 2015.

Service Users
and Partners
feeling
included.

Charitable Deeds

To ask Partners if
they take unpaid
leave for charitable
work.

To include a question
in the Partners
questionnaire about
unpaid leave for
charitable work.

Being able to
report on
Partners time
given to
charities.

National Statistics

To consider including
targets and National
averages in the Social
Accounts Report.

Social Accounts Team
to research for
National averages.

HHC Policy Manual

To update HHC’s
Policy Manual.

Social Accounts Team
to provide updated
Mission, Values and
Objectives.

Being able to
compare and
report against
National
averages.
Updated Policy
Manual.
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Information Pack for
New Partners

To produce a short
Information Pack for
new Partners.

To include every
Partner in this
process.

Partners having
all relevant
information.

Magic Moment Book
(To capture
achievements and
positive feedback
from Service Users
and Partners)

To develop a Magic
Moment Book.

To dedicate a Partner
to take this
responsibility.

Being able to
reflect on
activities and
achievements.

The future of PRC
(Partner
Representative
Council)

To clarify the future of
PRC.

SAT to discus with the
Board the future of
PRC. January 2015.

To have it
reinstated.

The PRC lost a
number of members
from the few who
were regularly
attending, and those
sections of the
Partners who had no
representation did not
show any interest in
nominating someone
to join. Two separate
attempts were made
to invite people to
revive the PRC but
only 3 Partners
attended. The
Managing Director
took the decision not
to continue, but to
consider other ways
of engaging with the
workforce.
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19 March 2016

Dear Sir/Madam,
As part of our commitment to Social Accounts, Highland Home Care would be delighted if you could
complete the attached questionnaire (Or a family member/friend/carer assist on your behalf who will
be happy to help), so that we can gather valuable feedback on our service provision.
We hope to match or even improve on the feedback received last year. Your views on the quality of
service are valuable and help to influence the positive development and improvement of our services.
We would greatly appreciate time taken in completing and returning the questionnaire to us in the prepaid envelope. It is important that the completed questionnaire be returned to Highland Home Care by
the end of April at the latest. All results of questionnaires are entirely confidential.
If you feel you would like a private interview please fill in the attached form and return along with the
questionnaire in the envelope provided.

We hope greatly that you are able to assist us. Please contact the Highland Home Care office and ask
for the Social Accounts team with any queries on 01463 241196.
Thank you for your co-operation
Yours Sincerely,
Tanya Coffey, John Stewart and Ralf Ross (The Social Accounts Team)

Please fill out the slip and return it with your completed questionnaire.

I am interested in attending a private interview (please circle appropriately):
YES

NO

Name:

Family members/carers welcome. Please return with the questionnaire in the envelope provided.
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Questionnaires
Hi all,
As some of you may be aware Social Accounting is a process allowing us to monitor progress
within our company. We will soon be sending questionnaires out to service users, it is
important that these be completed and returned to us by the end of April and would be
appreciated if partners could assist here. Also a staff questionnaire will be available on
Survey Monkey, to access this the type the following link into search bar on your computers
internet browser: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/socialaccount2016 .
Please be aware this is completely confidential. Also for any issues please contact Tanya
Coffey, Ralf Ross, John Stewart or your line manager who can assist this process or print
out a questionnaire that can be returned to the office on request. We are more than
willing to complete this anonymously by telephone or assist within the office if required.
Co-operation is much appreciated.
Thankyou in anticipation.
Social Accounts Team 2016
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Dear Partner,
Social Accounting and Audit process is essential to drive HHC forward and to enable and
monitor our performance and identify where improvements can be made and where things go
well. Our company is continuing to grow and we are the biggest home care provider in the
Highlands. Your feedback is vital to ensuring our values, objectives and the working
conditions are meeting the standards we aim for.
As a part of our commitment to Social Accounts, we would ask you to please complete a
questionnaire available on survey monkey to gather your valuable feedback on our service
provision. We hope to improve on last year’s given responses. Your views on the quality of
service are very valuable and help to influence the positive development and further
improvement in our services. The survey Monkey is available at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/socialaccount2016 , if you struggle with this please
call your line manager or Social Accounts team who will be happy to assist and anonymously
fill out for you if necessary via a phone call or assist you within the office to complete this.
We would greatly appreciate your time in completing this. It is important that you fill in the
questionnaire by the end of April 2016. The results will be entirely confidential.
It is your company and you need to have a say.
Please contact for any queries or if you need us to print a copy and mail to you.
Tanya Coffey: 07891723993. Email:social.accounts@highlandhomecarers.co.uk
John Stewart, Ralf Ross on 01463 241196.

Thank you for your co-operation
The Social Accounts Team
Tanya Coffey, Ralf Ross and John Stewart
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Partner questionnaire
1. What sector within HHC do you work in, please circle:
Office

Care

Support

Other

2. Do you understand the aspects of being employee owned?
Yes

Don’t Know

No

Comments:

3. Are you happy with the quality of your employment and feel your work is
valued within HHC?
Yes

Don’t Know

No

Comments:
4. What area do you work? Please circle main area if you work in more than
one location
Inverness

Invergordon

Leachkin/Lomond

Other outlying area
5. Do you feel morale is good within HHC?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
6. Are you aware of any development opportunities within HHC?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
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7. Do you feel HHC supports the local and wider community?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
8. Do you find the newsletter is helpful?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
9. Are you aware of what differences and impact HHC has as a major
provider in the Highlands?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
10. Do you understand differences HHC makes to service users’ in
wider/outlying communities?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
11. Do you feel you know enough about the current performance of HHC?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
12. Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones in Home
Care, small teams in outlying areas and in how they run?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
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13. Do you understand what HHC does for its’ local economy?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
14. Do you understand what HHC does for the environment?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
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19th March 2016
Service user questionnaire
Please circle appropriate answer and note down comments if necessary.

1.

Do you feel HHC service allows you the independence to remain in your own home?
Yes

No

Don’t know

Comments:

2.

Are you happy with care consistency?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

3.

Are you satisfied you receive a private and confidential service?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

4.

Do you know that HHC has a formal complaints procedure and policy?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

5.

Has the received support allowed you to remain in your own home and/or area?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

6.

Does the received support still allow you to make your own choices?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

7.

Does the received support enable you to be in control of your care plan?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
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8.

Please comment on the difference HHC has made to your life quality:

9.

What do you especially like/dislike about the service you receive?

10. Are you aware of what differences and impact HHC has as a major provider in the Highlands?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

11. Do you understand the differences HHC makes to service users in wider/outlying communities?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

12. Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones/small teams in outlying areas and how
they run?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

13. Do you understand what HHC does for its’ local economy?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:

14. Do you understand what HHC does for the environment?
Yes

No

Don’t Know

Comments:
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Service User Comments from Questionnaires
Question 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

She couldn’t have stayed at home without you
All very helpful and kind
Very happy
Extra lovely carers
We consider ** to be ** own home now
Not sure at the moment
I’m not confined to my home at present
Yes though somewhat restricted
Up to Dec ’15, no longer relevant
I appreciate the care I receive
Couldn’t cope without them
Live with my daughter. Allows my daughter to leave for work knowing carer will be in
Gives my husband piece of mind that I get hot soup at lunch as he is away then
I use this service for holiday cover for my daughter who is my regular carer
Has allowed up to now – poor mobility means I will not be able to live independently now
Staff are very helpful
Thanks to HHC
A couple of years ago I was going into a care home and my name is still on their waiting list.
But I have no wish to go now
Very pleased
Regular checks means less to worry about something happening and having no way of getting
help
To a fraction
Need further care in the evenings to feed and put to bed (promised 7 months ago!!) URGENT
Does not apply
Lately have not had very good sight and they help me very much
As without this care Mrs ** would need to go into full time care

Question 2:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Not always
There is no consistency because it’s easy for office staff to put staff elsewhere
Only complaint is sometimes not being told of time changes
I only like a regular shower person to come in as it’s a personal thing
Unhappy with the time changes also aware normal carer will be on holiday but no regular
cover, different people daily
It is all lovely
Different carers all the time also complaints are seen as a nuisance as opposed to dealing with
More than happy
Yes-few times every day; no-consistency to the actual carers –to date we have had over 40.
No one knows what to do and no sooner do they find out they do not return. POOR
organisation. The carers themselves are mostly very good. Friendly, capable, caring but as
they don’t get sufficient hours they sadly leave.
Up to now
But it wasn’t always so! I feel it’s impossible, illness and holidays excepted, consistency is
very important
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Yes, very
Have asked for 10am calls in the mornings not always happens
Quite happy with them
Not sure what this is
Always ready to help with anything I need
Only when carers she doesn’t know, as she always refuses help and carers believe and take
her on her word. Regular carers are excellent
Too many different carers
It’s very unsettling when carers and times keep changing
Varied times are awkward
Times are erratic, personnel experienced changed without notification and shortage of staff =
short visit or no visit at all
Feels she requires more care
However sometimes I am unallocated and then someone will turn up but later than arranged
Most of the time
Recently due to **’s absence and other carers on holiday I have had a lot of changes but I’m
sure will soon be back to normal
Very happy with some carers
Happy with times allocated
Not always, times keep changing
When it’s the same carers
Recently fewer changes
And hopefully will continue
Not really
Unhappy with the continual changes of personnel
Too many different carers when the regular carer off
Yes most of the time
It’s better now. However 8 carers have left HHC in the last few months or moved to different
areas by the office
I appreciate the help you give
HHC are unable to consistently provide 2 carers which is what patient requires
No. Issues with people not turning up for **’s care, not easy for HHC I’m sure
Certainly
Up to Dec ’15, no longer relevant
Extremely happy
Always make sure I have everything before they leave
More carers required & when this happens I’m sure there will be more consistency
I do have a part5icular preference for one specific carer **. She has been with me since
October 2014 and knew my wife ** whilst she still lived at home. I am willing to accept
alternative carer if ** can’t attend.
Yes, first class
Some carers do more than others, however at times, different carers visit who don’t know
client & little things not done i.e. giving fortisips drinks twice daily
Just

Question 3:
•
•

50-50
Phoned to make a private observation which was passed to carer!
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Certainly all satisfied with this
The girls who attend to me are a delight to know
But I’d like to know beforehand who it would be
I’m very lucky with my carers they are all so kind and thoughtful
Very much
This I don’t know
The service is excellent
No concerns about this aspect of the service
Very much

Question 4:
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I do now
The only carer I’m not happy with is **, not as thorough as the others
Wasn’t explained properly or didn’t hear when explained
I would just ring the office
Assumed it would have
If I have any complaints I just phone the office
Anything that happens, is dealt with promptly over the telephone
Hopefully, won’t ever require this, but I do know it’s there
Not been required
Have never had to use it
We are now aware
Not very sure what it entails at this time it is very stressful having to complain
Do they ever do it
Assumed they had

Question 5:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definitely
Prefer to be at home
Close enough
Not sure at the moment
Not relevant as I live with my parents
The staff always make sure you are comfortable
No allowance
Without a question of a doubt!!
Not all down to them, rely on friends and family to help me at home
It certainly makes life easier
I am 93 now and am praying that HHC will not put me in another zone
So far
Essential
Does not apply
Definitely, ** would have to leave and give up her home if it was not for HHC service

Question 6:
•
•
•

Yes, very much so, whether it be meals, clothes and/or the option of going out for meals with
the family when they are up
Not always
To a point
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My wife deals with all of these
Times change and not informed, my choice would have been for the time not to change
The hours allotted to me don’t always suit my personal life. I like afternoons free to do own
thing (like having friends round etc.)
Client is bed bound and communication is difficult. But daughter is able to make (hopefully)
correct choices
Not sure as we have been happy with the support HHC give in the morning
Sometimes I feel I’m made to when I don’t want to
Yes, but always listen to professional advice
I have a lot of help from family (home help and decisions)
So-so
HHC have recently taken over my evening care but, at this time, are not able to give me a slot
appropriate to my needs. Hopefully this will change
Except I still can’t make hot drinks so the only time is when they come in
** has alzheimers; so is unable to make her own important choices
Don’t get choice of carers
I always make my own choices
With the aid of enablement care
I am tired doing what some carer?? says

Question 7:
•
•
•
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I am pleased with the help I receive
Parents involved in care plan
Can still speak for myself
He is unable to make these decisions
Again my wife deals with this
Care plan was put together by office managers I didn’t feel involved
As above don’t always have control, otherwise I can decide what I need to be done in my own
home
But daughter/husband part of review process and in control of any changes to plan
I do get to be in control but I don’t get my choice for my care plan swimming or gym or even
if I want to get dressed
Certainly
Not always
Can’t comment on behalf of mam. Care plan is ever-changing and I think due to be updated
Even if a review happens my care plan isn’t updated
Unaware of any care plan
As long as I remain with HHC
Would ask my carer if not sure
So-so
Reviewed from time-to-time
With friends help
Would be pleased to have my visits 10am latest as I hope to get out and about more now that I
feel a bit better
Mum unable to control care plan due to dementia
Don’t have a care plan as far as I know
I have very shaky hands and sometimes they help to feed me
As the family have to do this for Mrs **
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There is no flexibility in the care plan also I should be receiving a carer at night ( to
administer medication) but that is still not in place
This is my life, I am angry I have been told that ** is going to send a psychiatrist to me
because I am going to leave money to the girls who have been good to me

•
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Initially considerable
As a parent, I can relax knowing my son is being looked after as though it was myself being
with him, brilliant team
Make you more independent
The care I receive from HHC is similar to what I had from NHS
I am very fit and active 90 year old pensioner with a very active and sound mind. However,
having help to do general household chores relieves me of that burden and allows me to visit
my wife in a nursing home. My wife suffers from loss of memory and following a hip
fracture in January 2015, remained in hospital until August 2015 when she was admitted to a
nursing home where she still is.
A great deal
A great difference, couldn’t manage without them
They shower me twice a week that’s all they do
I can do many of the basic things HHC stop me falling behind with some of the essential
tasks
A help in the mornings
Good to see a friendly face x3 daily; someone to speak to
Prior to HHC being involved, mam had all but ‘given up’ for a variety of reasons. Feeling
sore due to arthritis, perhaps depression on loss of her son (my brother) in 2009. The help
has given her a much needed boost in her life.
It’s a care company, it’s being done what it’s being paid to. When I get the right carers
suited to my needs my care quality is great
I look forward to the girls coming in and our chats
Without the team I would feel very alone with nothing to look forward to
I am able to have help with a shower which I am pleased about
Safe control over medication
The difference and care the girls make every morning is wonderful
Knowing that I get a half hour visit once a day gives me confidence and breaks up the day
It has allowed me to remain independent, when I get my regular carers it makes my life
easier. We’ve got our own work routine together
Very good care, willing to do anything. Lifts to appointment. Invaluable
I only get temporary cover, but for my daughter it is essential
Enables me to get ready for bed without worrying and know that someone is visiting me
every evening
Made it possible to stay at home and keep some independence
I look forward to their visits. Happy to stay in my own home & have someone to confide in
Wonderful! I feel in charge of my daily life. And yet knowing that if anything goes wrong
my carers can help
It has helped me with my personal care + the administration of my medication although I
still require a carer at night
Office terrible, all carers are marvellous
Able to get out of the house for my shopping, also to do different things i.e. fishing and day
trips when wanted
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Peace of mind
It is a good help in a way
Regulated and improved
Does things I can’t physically do for myself
Assured of a daily visit
HHC has made a great difference to my being able to stay comfortable in my own home
Nice to have help showering and dressing
Helps me get dressed, showered late morning and meal at 1pm (mon-fri for meals)
Due to support from HHC I am able to relax while on my own during the day, assured that a
known face will visit at an agreed time & see to my meds appropriately
Mum now eats more often due to prompting visits daily also ensure safety, girls liaise with
family
Allows me to stay at home. I couldn’t manage the cleaning myself
Your carer (**) was most helpful at ***
It is so pleasing to see them to know you are able to be showered, creamed and helped being
dressed + stockings on. It means a hot drink
The security it gives. The social chats and the friendliness of all the carers makes the day
shorter and more meaningful. The carers are like an extended family to **
I feel cared for and I appreciate the help
Made it easier for me to be clean
Without the help from HHC I would not be able to stay in my own home. I cannot speak too
highly of all my wonderful carers!
Enabled me to stay at home
** looks forward to the weekly visit
Gives the help I need
Know I will get fed and washed and help in dressing
Confidence in knowing support is at hand
They have made things better and easier
Allows me to stay in my own home and be happy
Enjoy seeing the girls
Allows me to remain in in own home
Big difference and am able to eat + don’t have to worry any more
The care and confidence has helped me be more confident and less worry
The carers are nice to me
Maintain social interaction skills
To remain in my own home in final stages of illness to provide familiar carers to help me
Has allowed me to stay in my own home and have a good care practice, I still have activities
and a good bunch of carers
Not much
Great
More consistency. Less stress
Not on my own have company through the day
Good relationship through continuity of worker
A lot of difference to how I feel, knowing someone is going to come in and do the things I
am having difficulty doing is really good for my morale. They are very caring
HHC has enabled me to stay in my own home
Able to get around. Independence
A lot easier
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Allowed me to stay in my own home
I feel my life now is in my hands & not some strangers
A great help but still allows my independence
It gets me started in the morning every day. Not sure I could manage otherwise. They are all
such a help and so cheerful
Husband remains clean longer and we meet other people
It has helped me go out again after spending months indoors
Allows me to be independent and do my own thing
Increased life quality as I can now manage the eye drops myself
I depend totally on the care for my husband
Improves my living space
I would be unable to shower myself
Company, support and help around the home
More independence
Just have tea and toast made for me. But as my mobility is not very good A.M it’s a big help
that I don’t have to get moving so early
Improved quality of life
More independent
Personal care most helpful
I feel better
A great deal of difference
The fact they come in every day at the same time
Makes me feel safe and the support enables me to be in my own home
The home help helps greatly with the housework
Don’t have to try and do anything myself
I like knowing my carers, they are all local and look after me very well
Helps with my care, I can’t do so helps keep my independence
Allows me to have smart appearance, someone in to feed me and address issues I may have
I am happy to know that the carers will always be there to help
Uplifting
I can still do quite a bit myself but changing and making a bed are difficult
if ** had not had the care of HHC and in particular his special carer ** I am sure he would
not be here today
The service from HHC is perfect for our circumstances, they carer is a great fit, lives locally,
is energetic and flexible and very reliable, the whole thing feels natural and ** remains part
of the community
HHC has given me a new zest for life. My carers are young like me and we do fun things
together they are really also my true friends
Would not be able to have mum still at home without this support
It enabled me to return home
It has helped me to retain my independence
It has enabled me to be in my own home
Gives respite
The care received has given me more freedom and security
More at ease knowing someone is there to give meds when I forget, also to remind me to
shower and wash clothes. Have someone to talk to
Getting my hoovering done, dusting, ironing etc.
Independence and help
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No worries about cleaning
Helps me to keep clean and comfortable at home
Enables house to be kept clean and tidy
“I can live in my own home” and depend on help with the jobs that I am unable to do myself
at times
It’s good for my family not worrying about me getting up in the morning and getting ready
for bed
Because of circumstances they have taken the physical burden of my wife, who is getting on
in years
Highland Home Carers has enabled me to remain in my own home and enjoy being looked
after with good care and confidence in my carers
It has made a big difference
It gives me freedom to live in my own home and it gives me new friends and company
I am quite happy
Made new friends, enables me to stay at home
The care my mother receives has lifted an enormous burden from my shoulders
It has given a degree of confidence to live alone
Remain in my home
All perfection, everything HHC does is to my liking
Safe & effective
Keeps house clean and tidy and attends to functions that I am no longer able to do
Enables me to be independent
I find the attention I get is excellent and the carers go out of their way to help you in any
way
I am able to work around HHC time of care
Cannot put on socks and shoes they provide the service to enable me to be properly dressed
for the day
HHC helps me with things I can’t do but still lets me do what I can
My son is taken places which I could not take him, he is able to meet and make new friends
Dada has now been able to live alone at home, where I know had that not been possible, he
would have given up on life
Made me feel safe in my own home i.e. having a shower unless somebody is around or
coming shortly. Gives you confidence
I could not manage without them
No further comment
Able to have more comfort
It has allowed me to maintain a reasonable level of independence
Peace of mind
Peace of mind
Made it better and easier
The help and support gives great peace of mind
Friendly group
It enables me to get dressed/washed/showered safely and also to get prepared for bed in the
evenings
Made a big difference especially knowing my girls are coming in, even just the chat
Gives ** a safe, secure home that is quiet and not too busy where he can live independently
I can be at home with family in familiar surroundings
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Client was unable to perform basic personal care and HHC has enabled this when patient
was still mobile and also now that she is in bed all the time. It has ensured client can remain
at home and not in care home or hospital
Goes out often several times daily to enjoy the walks he loves. Taken out into community
and shares time with neighbours. The style of care, I’m sure, must improve his life quality
It has supported the discipline of living i.e. getting up in the morning, eating at regular times
etc.
Being able to remain in my own home is very important to me
HHC has allowed me freedom to stay at home and to have a safe environment
Help invaluable to wife who would not manage the same care alone
It has allowed me to remain in my own home despite my disabilities
My mother’s carer’s always cheery and they look after my mum really well – they care
Help with things I cannot do myself
No change from last service
It relieves my wife of all the personal care, it has made a difference to my mother’s life

Question 9:
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Initially consistency and capability of carers hard act to follow
Our team are like our extended family, which makes life so much easier for my son and
myself
Nothing
I could not say I dislike any of the staff
The changes made after the rotas are given out. I don’t like the unallocated slots
In the view of my present circumstances I find the help received from yourselves very
beneficial
Like
Like the friendliness of the carers and they are exemplary at their job
Nice, friendly lady who showers me
I particularly appreciate the flexibility. I am frequently asked if there are any particular things
needing done at particular points
Having the same 2 or 3 carers for most of the time and timing of visits I like
Regular contact, someone coming in to see that the client is safe & not at harm
Changing times and not informing me
As regular visits made, I (daughter) feel that mam is now eating regularly, skin is monitored
as is general health. Any “issues” can no longer be hidden in a telephone call – as prior to
HHC
Continuity of carers is terrible, as they are often swapped. Spoken to management numerous
times for several years, nothing gets done
I like that for the most point it is the same people I see each time
When they send different people to shower me instead of a regular one. Consistency (when
carer visit times remain the same, i.e. out with the holiday times)
Confident in the care they do
I like the cheeriness of the carers
I like when it’s my regular carer (as very dependable) when you get different carers when
regular off. When you complain you feel as if you are a nuisance
Good to see different people, but sometimes feels invasive. Used to more privacy
Nothing
Friendliness and caring and consistency of carer
Nothing
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They all treat me with respect and dignity & are so cheerful they make my day
The girls are so friendly and kind. Always helpful
The short time allowed at lunch and tea time
Very happy
The constant changing carers. In a year and 3 months there have been at least 40 different
people here
Carers brilliant, ones answering phone not good
Nothing to dislike all to like!
Dislike change in times that I get carers
Enjoy chats. Too many faces
It’s alright
Sometimes lack of flexibility
The cheerfulness of the person who makes the visit
I like having the carers’ company, they are always cheery. I know I can’t physically do what
they can for me but they never make me feel “useless”. I look forward to their visits
Good service
All good. Fantastic
Very reliable and kind
I like the hot meal I get at lunchtime which I would never manage to do on my own
The cheerfulness of my carers, they are so helpful
It’s individual, you are not rushed into things
I know how much they care about me
The company and the chats
Don’t dislike anything
Like the same person week and week
Get on well with carers
Feeding especially & carers do little jobs I’m unable to do
The good service
Likes to have the girl care workers they are very good to me
Like a considerate carer taking the needs of the patient into consideration
Like the rapport with my carers, dislike it when they leave
Staff are very pleasant and helpful
Very poor
Carers pleasant, pity so many don’t know routine
Like the company
Like-company and cheerfulness; dislike-different carers arriving
Like-very caring staff who treat ** as a person and seem to know his special requirements;
dislike-communication. Room for improvement in
The carers are very pleasant and understanding of ** needs
The carers are really wonderful to mum, treat her with care and respect and genuine love, they
do a brilliant job despite interference in their compassionate care by their office staff
Dislike different carers coming in
Like as his only relative I appreciate the regular contact made by his carers to me & often
being asked my opinion regarding his care
Dislike the continual change of carers
Like-it is really important that I get regular carers who know me and I know them. Dislikechanges being made and not being involved
Your early to bed policy-totally out of sync with my wishes
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Helpful, friendly, staff reliable
Staff very friendly
Dislike having different carers all the time
The carers were great, reliable, cheery
I like the company and help. I dislike when one says you can only use diprobase as a cream
when the doctor says you can use it as a soap as well
Would prefer to have a set pattern of carers
*like the team are friendly #dislike leaving wet and soaking towels in bathroom and bedroom
Sometimes carers arrive and they are not sure what to do as they haven’t done that particular
call before
Very friendly staff, ** very happy with care plus they have time for a chat
Like-staff; dislike-randomness of visits
I like the carers but still feel I need help/calls especially in the morning, as this is my worst
time
Especially like the service because it keeps me relatively independent in my home
Helps me stay clean and properly dressed
Like-look after all his needs; dislike-his carers changing a lot
He likes his two carers and the fact they are back to back cover. He is not so keen on when
they are on hols or off sick!! The carers are very caring and polite and always put him and his
needs first
You have a link with the outside world and it’s nice to know how your neighbours are without
being intrusive and chatting about the world as a whole
Changing the ladies too often
Like-friendly; dislike-not on time
I enjoy a very close relationship with both my carers
Peace of mind
Peace of mind
Everything ok
Like everything
Not early enough
Irregularity of time keeping
I enjoy my carers visits. They are friendly and efficient and brighten up my day
All the carers put the dishes in different places it is frustrating, I tell them to leave them in the
rack
The very personal attention he receives
Nothing to dislike! Flexibility and personalised care is the way to a good quality of life!
Continuity of carer. Confidence
Like that my carers are young like me and they like loud pop music in the car and at home
Frequency and extent of carer
Most of the carers
Kindness of staff
I especially like getting the same carer, there is nothing I dislike about the service
The carers are very helpful
I can talk to the carers as a friend
All our dealings with HHC have been very good
The care is very satisfactory
Have someone to talk to, I feel less alone. No dislikes, like all carers. Quite happy
Getting my vegetables cut and knowing I can get anything done in the hour I receive
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Continuity of care with same carers
Like-friendly staff
Like routine and prompt attention
“I prefer a regular carer”
It gives me confidence
It’s great still to feel I have my independence
Don’t dislike anything about the service
We like when we get the same carers. We appreciate carers change with holidays and illness
We receive a very good service
I like the company and I don’t need to go into a home as the carers do a lot for me such as
personal and domestic care
Independence. Taken out shopping, going to the bingo
I am quite happy
Continuity of carers I like. Having different carers I dislike
The carers make sure my mother receives her daily pills. They also report rashes and other
ailments
Like the friendliness
Great personnel. Take time to talk or help move about
What I like is that I have a regular carer and know who is coming when she is away
Like company
Knowing people around you
Like all aspects of service, plus look forward to weekly visit as don’t have a great deal of
communication with outside world. No dislikes
Like always know carers
I prefer to have “consistent” carers i.e. the same ones and not a string of different ones,
allowing of course for holidays etc.
Dislike getting different carers to what I usually have
You employ such nice girls. They never complain about the early hours
Dislike not knowing when my carer gets changed
Like the girls company and chat
Regular and the same team members take care of us
All ok
Look forward to the visit from my carers
The friendly carers
Girls really nice
Like the time it saves me
Like my carer is really kind and helpful person **
Friendliness of carers
Friendly staff
No complaints. Want to keep my carers
N/A
Like the help I get from my carers
The care I receive
The carers are all so helpful, no complaints
The staff are so helpful and friendly
Hoovering. It’s good having the home help
Like to know when carer is coming
My carers ensure that I always have a happy social life
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No problem
I like the friendliness of the carers
** & ** are cheery and very good
Comments from carers telling me do this do the next
Pleasant, very helpful staff
If I say I like something it shall probably be removed
The stress and pressure you put carers under at the weekend
The carers are very good
I don’t dislike the service
Would appreciate my help no later than 10am
Would like an earlier start in the morning
Like! Continuity of the same carers, receiving a rota in advance so aware of changes
The company
Very nice girls that come in
All systems “go”
The fact that we are very lucky to have them
Mrs ** enjoys the social aspect of the visits. Also the extra security she feels with people
coming to visit
The confidentiality
On the whole the service is good but there are times when communication between me/carers
& the office is not good. There should be masks provided for the carers when they have a cold
etc. so that germs are not spread to the vulnerable
Dislike-varied times; like-friendly staff

Question 10:
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Perhaps when more carers are employed to cover things will improve. I do realise it is not an
easy task
Huge impact in my view
Prevents social admissions to hospital
Don’t care
I know that several friends use HHC and this has made a difference to them
Much less bed blocking
Keeping people out of care homes etc.
HHC provides a service in my own area. I’m not sure about elsewhere
Having reached the age of 90 I remember when there was no care at all
Not in touch with anyone else who has care visits
Never heard of company as was healthy before
A very commendable service
I listen to the views of other users
Gives confidence
Yes if they make the same difference as they make to us
I would imagine HHC has made a significant positive impact on the local community
It is a very important service
No way of knowing wider impact
None
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I would hope the differences are the same all over the areas
I am not aware of this
Fully aware of this
Don’t care
From our own experience and local friends
When having a wee chat with carers I often pick up how busy they are out and about
Could do better on this one
It’s a real life-line in Moy and carers
I am one
This service is very beneficial to my husband
Have heard this happens
Have not been told what goes on in rural areas
I do not know how the HHC users I wider/outlying communities manage
I think so
Yes very much
Not affected by area work
Having a friendly face coming in each day makes a world of difference
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Don’t know but I think you’re on a winner!
Not affected by knowledge of outlying areas
I have no complaints
Have been told and read about the “zones” but have no idea how it’s working?
Don’t know but works well for me personally
Small teams suit my mother: her dementia prevents her from remembering carers’ names
Have not heard anything about the zones/teams
So far
I would definitely say “yes” and agree with this
It’s a good idea poorly implemented. Staff are often tied up in zones that don’t work for any
care needs
Yes, appreciate all the help they give
Very nice team
As I have not so far been put in a different zone I could not comment – hope I remain as I am
Not so far that we have noticed
Don’t know yet
More common sense required
Not sure of any difference/change
Yes they are doing very well
But try to keep to the same carers please
New system doesn’t work, no staff, changes all time, office rude and no cover
These are better than bigger teams
Just maybe worth an emergency backup list to cover for hols or sickness. People that you can
guarantee would cover or have even an emergency carer rota especially covering weekends
More relief workers needed
The idea of zoning is excellent but HHC have as yet been unable to fully implement the
change & carers are still having long, stressful trips across town between clients
Different carers and turning up late
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If it’s changed, the change was transparent to me
Zoning has made a good impact but has taken too long to sort out
NO INFORMATION AT ALL!!
Not sure I understand, what exactly are considered as outlying?
No experience so don’t know
You are not doing well here
Definitely
Small units give people confidence, and security
Have no information on this
Know nothing about this. Does not affect me

Question 13:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Rotas need to change so that carers are not travelling back and forward. Mileage is a big
issue. On paper it looks as though clients have ½ hour visit until you discover that the ½ hour
includes getting to the next client
I am not aware of this
Am aware of this
My needs are basically domestic chores but I know that more wide ranging help is available
if required
Keeps people living locally
To some extent
No more cut backs
It appears to pay its carers consistently less than carers employed by nhs
It buys locally as much as possible I think
Nothing
I don’t need to know
All I know there is too many cut backs
Going by personal experience it does good
Not fully
I think so! I can’t see how the complete sense and logic of attending to peoples’ needs in
tailor made way can’t impact families/communities, it’s a brilliant service and I am very
happy to have received care and support this way
I take it it’s what’s asked in questions 1-11

Question 14:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Since HHC commenced in Oct 2015 there have been several changes to rotas and personnel.
These changes must be difficult for people with dementia – they require consistency of carers.
The change from NHS to private sector was perhaps a little early – not enough carers to cover
clients
I have no idea
Wouldn’t expect anything else from such a professional service
Prevents hospital/social admissions by allowing the client to stay at home
Because zoning doesn’t work, staff are often consuming petrol anyway
Can’t put into words, not quite sure what is meant
Probably I ought to know but my memory is not so good now
Probably ‘very little’
Look after people who need your help
Not all
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

But don’t need more information
I did not know it affected the environment
When two carers are on call one of them should be experienced
Not good at recycling house waste, cardboard/paper put in general bin, food put in general bin
Doing a good job
But I’d like to hear more
I take it is what’s asked in questions 1-11
Don’t understand the question exactly
None

Extra received comments:
•

•

•

From email/telephone correspondence: After initial review I have praised HHC in all the hard
work and effort they have made to make ** safe at home. A letter from her GP was read also
and again good praise for all front line staff. Well done HHC.
Noted on questionnaire feedback:
1. The carers I have are excellent I am a committed Christian and I value the caring
attitude they show
2. The “girls” have become personal friends and make me feel I am still “in charge” of
my life, although they do the work, to me that is important. Thankyou
3. I like things to stay the same. At 89 my memory is not good but I feel I am being kept
in touch with what happens in the community and I am pleased with that
4. Personal comments about how good certain staff members were to service users
which were also passed on to staff mentioned by operations team at request
From Private interview questions:
1. Reasons for interview requests:
a. Late hour for shower and long wait to change
b. Urgent help needed
c. Too many carers
d. Concerns over care organisation and provision, too many carers, concern
over staff not getting enough hours and so leaving
2. Comments/queries to bring to attention:
a. No specifics
b. Carers good when had ill health but have had issues being left in bath and
front door left open
3. Are we fulfilling expectations you have from us? :
a. Very pleased with carers
b. Yes, quite happy, very hard workers
c. Nervous carers not used to routines, communication needs improved
d. Zoning still involves lots of travelling + takes valuable time away, need to
sort out weekends
4. Any suggestions on where we could improve your service? :
a. Quite pleased
b. Just more support. Desperation
c. Regularity especially at weekends needs improving, communication needs
improving between office, carers and service user, family. Make carers more
aware of a family member helping.
5. Do you wish this to remain confidential or pass to management? :
a. Pass on: 4 people
b. Keep confidential: 0 people
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There was an individual that we couldn’t get in touch with to carry out the private interview that they
requested.
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Staff questionnaire comments received
Comments from Care staff relating to each question:
Q1 What sector within HHC do you work in?
•

All care staff

Q2 Do you understand the aspects of being employee owned?
•

Yes-would like to know more please

Q3 Are you happy with the quality of your employment and feel your work is valued within
HHC?
•

•
•

•

•

Yes-at the moment I don’t know what is going on as a lot of change and I don’t know where I
am to be moved to which is annoying as I need minimum hours every week and while these
changes take place I am not getting these hours.
Yes-sometimes
No-over the last two years, working at HHC has gradually turned from I job I liked going in
to a job I just do. Office staff are very unappreciative, carers in the field are often two faced
and clingy to certain service users and the management changes hands every year at this rate I
don’t even know who the manager is for my sector at the moment.
No-a zero hour contract doesn’t promote loyalty I haven’t had any opportunities for further
training I also feel we are very much left alone to just get on with the work, however I feel
this could be better with a coordinator is knows how to communicate more effectively. I also
absolutely feel we should all be given double time on public holidays if worked.
Carers are pressurised into covering calls on holidays and days off as HHC totally inflexible
regarding employing relief staff

Q5 Do you feel morale is good within HHC?
•

•

•
•
•

No-absolutely not. It’s been low for years now that it’s become apparent that employees are
no longer valued and are just a cog in the machine. I’ve worked for the company for 7 years
and this is the worst it’s been. I dread going into meetings now due to the clique atmosphere
being perpetrated by a number of carers on the West side.
Once again no, as we are left to our own devices, I really feel a good management, keeps their
staff and supports them, answers texts within the day, keeps in touch with everyone that is
needed to complete a rota, builds relationships, not b*****s behind backs. Sorry I’m just
saying as I see it from all that have left and feel unsupported as I’m sure nobody else will
have the guts to say.
Don’t know-not worked for long enough to comment
Don’t know-sometimes yes sometimes no
Don’t know-I’m very happy with my job but have noticed a lot of people don’t seem to focus
on the positives

Q6 Are you aware of any work progression opportunities within HHC?
•
•
•
•

Yes-well it was mentioned at the training but after not a peep
Yes-I have just had the opportunity to become a lead carer
Don’t know-not looking for any yet
Don’t know-I’m not aware of any that still involve being in the field. The team leader
positions do not appeal to me and it seems to be a female only position anyway
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Q7 Do you feel HHC supports the local and wider community?
•
•

No-very much not
Don’t know-I don’t care

Q8 Do you find the newsletter is helpful, do you read this?
•
•
•
•
•
•

yes-normally good communication and can find out what’s happening in the company
yes-prefer to get it by email as feel it’s a waste of money by post
yes-sometimes it is but it tends to be the same people mentioned and I feel more Inverness is
mentioned were other areas and staff are not
I always read it, but feel it is heavily Inverness based
No-absolutely not. Haven’t read it in years, it was always 2 small sections that would be
useful information and a number of pages of unnecessary information
Don’t know-sometimes

Q9 Are you aware of what differences and impact HHC has as a major provider in the
Highlands?
•
•

Yes- I know my service users …I have four and two like the service the other two would
probably find fault with anyone
Don’t know-from speaking to families they seem to begrudgingly accept HHC as their new
care provider

Q10 Do you understand differences HHC makes to service users in wider/outlying
communities?
•

No-not applicable to my work in Inverness

Q11 Do you feel you know enough about the current performance of HHC?
•
•
•

Yes-but could be given more information, for example in the newsletter
No-feedback from clients is completely different from newsletter and other HHC paperwork
Don’t know-there seems to be a lot of unnecessary spending going on with new computer
system and phones that were supposed to solve every problem brought up in the past 2 years,
but just seem to be creating new problems

Q12 Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones in Home Care, small teams in
outlying areas and in how they run?
•
•
•
•

•

Yes-getting much better
No-I believe it’s not good enough as feedback from clients is different as they think that
teams are far too big and they change far too often
No-hours have been reduced dramatically. Always told more will be available but never are.
Lost on average 15hours per week. It’s disgusting
No-at the moment there is a lot of changes at the moment which is hard for service users and
staff who have been working together long periods of time. It’s all up in the air as I said I still
don’t know where I am going to be working yet or with what service users. Disappointed I
will be leaving my current ones though
No-working in an outlying area we have been promised extra clients and they never happen.
Have had to go to another team to get my hours as there’s just not enough and they are very
spread out. Communication with our coordinators has been poor recently as she is
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•
•

•
•

concentrating on the new NHS runs and we feel very out of the loop. We never get meetings
anymore and there is lack of morale within our own team
Don’t know-but struggles at times, mostly when high levels of holidays or sickness
Don’t know-I wouldn’t know I’m not interested in further reducing my hours to fit a zone.
There’s a distinct lack of male service users as it is without cutting down the available ones
for me to go to
Don’t know-don’t entirely agree with zoning as I think it affects the clients
Don’t know-look I don’t know…however I feel from my experience they are left to
practically run themselves, I really feel more input from Inverness would be reassuring
especially when relationships are difficult

Q13 Do you understand what HHC does for its local economy?
•
•
•

No-I’m not interested, at least anymore. HHC is just a company I work for now
No-I would like to feel more supported in my caring role
Don’t know-could do with more information

Comments from office staff relating to each question:
Q2 Do you understand the aspects of being employee owned?
•

Yes-I am aware it is just not a case of having the benefits but putting the effort in, in the first
instance, not something that is shared with all the so called partners

Q5 Do you feel morale is good within HHC?
•
•
•
•

Yes-there are moans from some staff at times, but basically I would say morale is good
Yes-when people are getting their own way of course the morale is good!
Yes-I would like to say that mostly yes. But there are loads of issues which should be
addressed and acted upon
No-relationship between carer and office can often be negative

Q8 Do you find the newsletter is helpful, do you read this?
•

Don’t know-would like to see it emailed out rather than posted

Q12 Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones in Home Care, small teams in
outlying areas and in how they run?
•
•

Yes-but everybody needs to be on board. We have grown and cannot be set in the ways of
HHC was when it was much smaller
Don’t know-doing well for who? Maybe the clients but unclear about staff requirements

Q13 Do you understand what HHC does for its local economy?
•

No-just to add that it was a waste of money posting out the survey letter to all staff. An email
could have been sent to staff who have work email address, and the remainder could have
been sent out with staff rotas
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Comments from other staff relating to each question:
Q2 Do you understand the aspects of being employee owned?
•

Yes-only after continuous employment for 5 years

Q3 Are you happy with the quality of your employment and feel your work is valued within
HHC?
•

No-management infrastructure is weak at best

Q5 Do you feel morale is good within HHC?
•
•

No-absurd management decisions and employee gravitas
Don’t know-has been better and room for improvement

Q9 Are you aware of what differences and impact HHC has as a major provider in the
Highlands?
•

Yes-HHC has expanded to quickly and staff are pushed to the limit

Q11 Do you feel you know enough about the current performance of HHC?
•

Not always

Q12 Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones in Home Care, small teams in
outlying areas and in how they run?
•

No-lack of quality care. As explained in the papers of late

Comments from support staff relating to each question:
Q2 Do you understand the aspects of being employee owned?
•

Yes-but I don’t feel I have got any rights

Q3 Are you happy with the quality of your employment and feel your work is valued within
HHC?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes-I haven’t been actively working for HHC for around 1 and half now due to being on
maternity leave and personal issues but I always feel and have felt that I am a valued staff
member within HHC
No-not for a while
No-not for a while
No-managers do not listen and no progression
Don’t know-not always
Don’t know-occasionally
Don’t know-the whole sector is underpaid but that’s not HHCs fault
Don’t know-never get told
Don’t know-morale is low seemingly because we only hear from managers or ops team when
something has gone wrong or they need a favour. This has been 2 years solid now and has
been brought up numerous times in staff meetings and even last year’s social accounts, yet
nothing has changed
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Q5 Do you feel morale is good within HHC?
•
•
•

•
•

•

Yes-only sometimes
No-no respect
No-I’ve lost so far 2 employees I enjoyed working with due to job appreciation being nonexistent, and a further 3 are talking of leaving because of concerns with hours and the back to
back shifts not working
Don’t know-it would be unfair for me to comment given the time I have been away
Don’t know-there is a lot of staff shortages and the resulting pressure of having to make sure
services are covered which adds stress to the workload and working over contracted hours to
ensure services are safe-this can increase morale by everyone pulling together can boost
morale but not sustainable long term-yes I think morale can be affected good and bad as a
result
Don’t know-it is mixed

Q6 Are you aware of any work progression opportunities within HHC?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Yes-I have seen on social media that there are opportunities/job advertisements for assistant
manager posts
Yes-I have been offered nutrition training but had to pay for the svq myself
No-very little information on the svq
No-there is none
No-except svq don’t think there is another opportunity to progress
No-I’ve been asked before and was told any progression would be near impossible as it would
involve going to the management side of things. Lead carer “opportunities” are not
progression-it is a sideways movement, and definitely not worth the hassle
Don’t know-never had the chance

Q7 Do you feel HHC supports the local and wider community?
•

Don’t know-if I’m understanding this question correctly, I couldn’t care less and I don’t see
how this is relevant as a company. We’re not a charity and it’s not our obligation to support
any one but our service users, in fact, splitting attention is frivolous

Q8 Do you find the newsletter is helpful, do you read this?
•
•
•

•
•

Yes-but don’t get it often enough…used to get with every monthly pay but not now
No-having dyslexia struggle with reading and understanding
No-It’s full of fluff, frankly. I haven’t read one since it stopped containing just the important
details and started telling me the editors’ thoughts on the Philippines. I hope it’s turned
around, but I generally get any relevant information through Facebook or partners as the
newsletter is pretty c**p
Don’t know-sometimes but it’s mainly about home care
Don’t know-sometimes but it’s mainly about home care

Q9 Are you aware of what differences and impact HHC has as a major provider in the
Highlands?
•

Don’t know-to some extent. Question not specific enough
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•

Don’t know-I’m aware that the company’s reputation has actually dropped amongst NHS
carers, other than that, I rarely hear HHC mentioned in everyday life

Q11 Do you feel you know enough about the current performance of HHC?
•
•
•
•

•

No-not really
No-not really
No-this is only due to the time I have been away from the service
No-honestly, no. As far as I know profits are down, flimsy reasons are passed on as to
why this is, and any attempt to express criticism is usually shot down with “we’ll fix
it with the new system”. Well the new system is in place, the phones freeze all the
time, and the same problems seem to be occurring. It seems like a colossal waste of
money.
Don’t know-operations/plans can be somewhat opaque and overly secretive

Q12 Are we doing well with new ways of working such as zones in Home Care, small teams in
outlying areas and in how they run?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t know-not in homecare
Don’t know-not in home care
Don’t know-it would be unfair for me to comment given the time I have been away
Don’t know-have some understanding
Don’t know-advantages and disadvantages in zoning
Don’t know-not my area
Don’t know-runs and zoning seem to be becoming a mess when service users are put in to
hospital, or runs don’t sync up with those not in runs. It’s too early to tell but it seems to be
going the same way the runs went the last two times did

Q13 Do you understand what HHC does for its local economy?
•
•

No-not sure the meaning of the question
No-don’t care
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Confidentiality form
Social Accounting is an important method of collecting and analysing data and various types of
information to tell Highland Home Carers how they are doing as a business, it tells of areas doing well
and areas where improvements could be made, Social Accounting is beneficial to all involved with
Highland Home Carers.
Any information collected for use of Social Accounting – unless a risk or danger is posed to
individual(s) – will remain confidential unless otherwise agreed.
This form allows Social Accounting staff to publish collected information for the use of a Social
Accounts Document produced at the end of the term. Some interviews, comments, video, audio,
photographic material may be used and/or securely added to the Highland Home Carers web site.

If for any reason you do not wish us to identify you/relatives please sign below:

Name:

(Please print in block capitals)

Date:
Signature (or that of relevant person):
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*New Services Consultation Documents are on each of the pages following

Service User views relating to objective 1
What do you know about Highland Home Carers as an organisation? (Possible action point)

What do you like about the services received? (Objective 1)

Can you see where any improvements could be made? (Relates to actions for future)

Do you find staff are trained well and trustworthy? (Objective 1.2)

Do provided services meet any outcomes you may require from them? (Objective 1.3)

In your area do the services support you to retain and increase your independence? (Objective
1.4)

Is an effective out-of-hours emergency contact provided to you? (Objective 1.5)

How has the service been developed in your area to enable you to remain here? (Objective 1.6)

As you are in isolated areas does this service allow you provision of activities you may not
otherwise have? Can you give any examples? (Objective 1?)
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How do you find team work and day-to-day running of staff in your area? (Possible future
actions)

Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
(Possible future actions)
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Management Questions (relating to various objectives)
Can you tell me how many staff and service users are in your area?

Does/have Highland Home Carers provided training to others in the area not employed by the
company? (Objective 4, 4.4)

Do you think Highland Home Carers has made a difference to the area? Can you expand?
(Objective 1)

Are there any areas to be improved upon? Ideas here? (Future actions)

How has the service been developed to allow people to remain in the area? (Objective 1.6)

Do you feel provided services support people to retain independence? (Objective 1.4)

Do you find there is open and honest communication to all staff? (Objective 2.11)

Do you promote/facilitate work with charitable organisations or groups in the community to
ensure service users access to facilities to meet their needs? (Objective 4.3) Does this help in an
isolated area?
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What are your overall views on the area you work? (May lead to actions and show positives)

Can you give an idea of some staff roles within the area? (eg. Office, manager, support)

Have employment prospects and training opportunities improved for local people since
Highland Home Carers began work here? (Objective 4)

Has there been a big increase in use of provided care services? Do you think this will grow in the
future? (Objective?, future action point)

Do the staff working in the area encourage involvement in local events, with local groups and
organisations? Expand? (Objective 4?)

Is there enough public knowledge about available services or would you like to see more?
(Future action)

Is there any training you would have expected but didn’t receive? (Objective 2)

How do you find team work and day-to-day running in your area? (Objective 2)
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Staff views (relating to all objectives)
What difference do you feel Highland Home Carers has made to the area you work? (Objective
1)

Do you feel we are fair employers who provide adequate training to facilitate your role in the
community? (Relates to objective 2, 2.2, 4.4)

In your area do you feel a supportive culture and family friendly environment? (Objective 2.5)

Do you feel in your area you are involved in decisions made regards work do? Do managers
support you well? (Objective 2.8, 2.9)

Do you find in your area there is open and honest communication to all staff? (Objective 2.11)

Are there any improvements you would like to see made? (Action point)

Do you work with any charitable groups/organisations to ensure service users have access to
facilities to meet their needs? (Objective 4.3) Does this help in the isolated area? (Objective 4.2)

Do you try to keep money in your local area by using local facilities/ suppliers where possible?
(Objective 4.5)
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Is employee ownership at Highland Home Carers promoted to you enough? (Objective 4.6)

Have employment prospects and training opportunities improved for local people since
Highland Home Carers began work here? (Objective 4)

Do you encourage involvement in local events, with local groups and organisations for your
service users? Expand? (Objective 4)

Is there enough public knowledge about available services or would you like to see more?
(Future action)

Is there any training you would have expected but didn’t receive? (Objective 2?)

How do you find team work and day-to-day running in your area? (Objective 2)

Would you be inclined to recommend Highland Home Carers services to others? Explain?
(Future action)
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Family Questions (relating to mission, values and objective 1)
Do you think a professional, flexible, sensitive service is provided? (Relates values)

What do you like about received services? (Relates values)

Can you see any areas improvements could be made? (Can take actions from this)

Do you find as a company we are open and approachable? (Relates to values)

Do staff respect rights and promote equality to service users? (Relates to values)

What difference do we make with care provision in the area? (Relates to objective 1)

Do you feel provided services support people to retain independence? (Objective 1.4)

Have our services enabled your family to remain at home where they may otherwise not have?
(Objective 1.6)
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Have employment prospects and training opportunities improved for local people since
Highland Home Carers began work here? (Objective 4)

What do you know about Highland Home Carers as an organisation? (Possible future action)

Were staff adequately trained? (Objective 2)

How do you find team work and day-to-day running of staff in your area? (Objective 2)

Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
(Future action)
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Dr/Nurse Questions (relating to values, mission, objectives and future actions)
What differences do you see Highland Home Carers has made by creating care provision in the
isolated area?
DR:

NURSE:

Do you feel Highland Home Carers has provided an essential service effectively? (Objective?)
DR:

NURSE:

Has the provision of care services had any impact in people needing doctor and nurses less?
(Future action or met action)
DR:

NURSE:

Do you know if services provided have allowed people to remain at home who otherwise may
not have?
DR:

NURSE:

Do you feel hospital admissions have been reduced? Do you know any statistics that could back
this claim?
DR:

NURSE:
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What differences/impact do you feel provided services have had on the local community?
DR:

NURSE:

Has there been a big increase in use of services provided? Do you think this will grow in the
future?
DR:

NURSE:

Is there enough public knowledge about services available or would you like to see more?
DR:

NURSE:

What do you know about Highland Home Carers as an organisation?
DR:

NURSE:

Have we worked in collaboration with you well in fulfilling unmet need in the area?
DR:

NURSE:
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Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
DR:

NURSE:
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Community Involvement Groups
What do you know about Highland Home Carers in the area?

What kind of group/project do you run?

Do many of our service users use your provisions?

What provisions do you offer?

Could we be of any further assistance in a collaborative way? (Actions)

Do you feel working in the area that Highland Home Carers has made differences? Can you
explain?

Is there anything more you would like to see us providing?

Have employment prospects and training opportunities improved for local people since
Highland Home Carers began work here?

Do Highland Home Care staff appear to encourage involvement in local events, with local
groups and organisations? Can you expand?

Is there enough public knowledge about services available or would you like to see more?
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Have Highland Home Carers collaborated with you well to fulfil unmet need/provision in the
area?

Has the support from Highland Home Carers made a difference to your community initiative?

Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
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Community Views (relate to actions and objectives)
As a member of the same community what do you know of services Highland Home Carers
provides?

Do you see any difference made to your local community?

Do you feel we are providing work to local people where they may otherwise be unemployed or
leave the area for jobs?

Do you think Highland Home Carers provision in the area has helped boost local economy at
all? Explain?

What differences do you see have been/are being made to the area?

Do you see differences in how care is provided? Explain?

Are there any future recommendations you would like to pass on?

Do Highland Home Carers staff encourage involvement in local events, with local groups and
organisations? Expand?

Is there enough pubic knowledge about available services or would you like to see more?
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Has Highland Home Carers collaborated well with other groups/professionals/organisations to
fulfil unmet needs in the area?

Has the support from Highland Home Carers made a difference to your community?

Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
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Care Inspector Views (related to objectives and action points)
Do you feel we are fulfilling our duties as a care provider in these areas? (All mission, values
and objectives)

Do you believe there are things we may improve upon? (Action point)

What difference and impact do you believe Highland Home Carers has made to the areas?

What are your views on provision of services to the area?

Do you believe we are following our mission, values and objectives within these new areas of
work?

What kind of impact are we creating when we keep providing new services to outlying areas?

Do you feel staff are working to a high enough standard?

Has there been a big increase in use of services provided? Do you think this will grow in the
future?

Is there enough public knowledge about available services or would you like to see more?

Would you be inclined to recommend services of Highland Home Carers to others? Explain?
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Background Questions for area managers
What is the service provided?

Why was it set up?

When was it set up?

How long has it been run for?

What locations are covered?

Any area and historical background that can be given?
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STAFF JOURNEY QUESTIONS
1. Can you give us some background information aboutourself and your connections to
highland home carers?

2. What do you think about our mission, values and objectives as a company?

3. We will be looking at our new areas (s.d.s) this term, can you give us some insight as to what
you think of the projects we are beginning here?

4. What things do you like most about highland home carers as a company?

5. Where would you like to see Highland Home Carers in the future?

6. What have the opportunities you have had connected to Highland Home Carers meant to
you?

7. Can you provide a snapshot of zero hour contracts and any views here? How does this affect
us as a company and how does it affect what we do/try to do?

8. Finally are we still doing a good job providing essential things as the main care provider in
the Highlands?

9. Any other views or comments you would like to pass on?
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Comments from Partners related to Training Evaluation
Moving and Handling Training Course
Things Learned:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to move Service Users in a way that will not hurt them or myself
Learned how to move and assist Service Users safely manually and with hoists and equipment
I have learned to move and assist a Service User with the right technique in accordance with
the law and to ensure that the procedures were safe and comfortable for the client
How to use slings, hoists and slide sheets. How to stand a person up from their bed and from
other chair
Moving and lifting safely
Safe use of hoists and remainder of techniques
How to properly use the equipment

Other Comments:
•
•
•
•

I really enjoyed the course and was able to learn the right way to moving and handling
** put across the course really well. Learned a lot and enjoyed the pace, info and
communication with the group
** is a very good teacher
Interesting and geared to the Home Care situation. Very well presented. Up to date info

Epilepsy and midazolam Training Course:
Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Very informative and very worthwhile there is lots of jargon but when broken down into
easier bites begins to sink in. Overall very good
Extremely informative and well put together
A great deal of information presented very clearly
Completely happy to have this training. Good. More knowledge and the trainer was very
friendly and polite
Very informative!!

Adult Support & Protection:
Comments:
•
•
•
•

I found this training very good and feel I have a better understanding of Adult Support and
Protection
I found it interesting and learned more
Very informative, easy to understand & thorough, was very interactive as well
Had done the exercises, watch video, have a very clear understanding of what harm is
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Key Aspects Checklist
Dates: 30/6/15-31/6/16

1

1.1

Human Resources

Number of employees:

Full-time

Part-time

Number

Date/Details/Comment

490

*discrepancy arises between numbers in
this and full document as these numbers
show where recently partners have left
employment

44 male,
140 female

25 male,
269 female

Occasional

HHC provides various contracts

Volunteer

HHC doesn’t have any volunteers

1.2

Number of members

1.3

Policies and Procedures
in place:

Y

a. employee contracts

X

b. employee job
descriptions

X

c. staff appraisals

N

NA
HHC provides full-time, part-time, 0 hour
and various fixed hour contracts for
Partners holding SVQ 2/3

X

All staff receive supervision every 6
months or sooner if required

d. grievance procedures

X

HHC policy manual

e. disciplinary procedures

X

HHC policy manual

f. equality and diversity
policies

X

HHC policy manual

g. equal opportunities

X

HHC policy manual
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h. pay differentials
between the highest paid
and the lowest paid

X

There are different levels of pay and we
do not publicise peoples earnings,
however the differentiation between
highest and lowest paid is 3.6:1

i. other, such as family
friendly policy:

X

Independent voice for Service Users and
their families

1.4

Investors in People

1.5

Consultations:
a. with paid employees

X

X

b. with volunteers

c. other

As an Employee owned company we
satisfy most criteria as do the Investors
in People

Included in the consultations under
Social Accounts
X

X

Family members. Included in the
consultations under the Social Accounts

Additional information

2

Good Governance and Accountability

Y
2.1

Legal form of organization:

N

NA Date/Details/Comment
HHC is an Employee Owned
Company

Constitution (tick
appropriate):
Sole trader

Association

Partnership

Company limited by shares


X
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Company limited by guarantee

Industrial and Provident Society

Credit Union

Community Interest Company

Workers Co-operative

Charitable status

Housing Association

Other
What?..................................

2.2

Appropriate annual return
filed

X

Companies House 13/12/16

2.3

Annual General Meeting held

X

24th November 2016

2.4

Regular Board/Management
Committee meetings

X

Usually on the last Thursday of
every month

2.5

Annual Report published

X

Last one was 14th May 2016

2.6

Membership
increased/decreased

2.7

Social Accounts prepared

X

It’s the 9th year of HHC preparing
Social Accounts

2.8

Social Accounts verified by
Social Audit Panel

X

Panel meeting held on 25/10/16

2.9

Social Accounts reported to
Stakeholders

X

We do publish a summary of social
report which was reported at the
AGM 24/11/16

X

2.10 Consultations:
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a. with members of the
organisation

X

Partners, Non-Exec Board of
Directors and Trustee, Service
Users and some of their family
members

b. with members of the Board or
Management Committee

X

SAT met the Board at their AGM
on 24th November 2016

c. with Advisory Body members
(if appropriate)

X

2.11 Other quality systems used:

None

Additional information

3

Asset Lock and Use of Surplus

Y
3.1 Asset Lock in
constitution

N

NA Date/Details/Comment

X

HHC is 100% employee owned and
therefore all assets are used for the
benefit of the employees. This is
enshrined in our Memorandum of
Association.

3.2 Use of surplus:
a. no surplus made

X

b. to reserves or reinvestment

X

c. to charitable purposes

d. to employee bonuses

e. to directors’
emoluments

Opening another office – expanding
business
X

X

£73,824.80

X
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f. to other

X

Paying off companies loans and share
repurchasing

Additional information

4

Financial Sustainability

Y
4.1 Annual Accounts
prepared and filed

X

4.2 Balance sheet
strengthened

X

4.3 Profit/loss for year

X

N

NA Date/Details/Comment
Companies House

£10,514

Additional information [a summary of latest audited accounts is available]

5

Environmental Sustainability

Y
5.1 Environmental policy in
place

N

X

NA Date/Details/Comment
Available within policy manual available
in HHC office

5.2 Reports on
environmental practices
available:
a. energy use: heat and
light

X

b. energy use: transport

X
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c. consumption of
materials

X

d. re-use of materials

X

e. recycling of materials

X

f. waste disposal

X

5.3 Carbon footprint
calculated

X

5.4 Other

None

Additional information

6

Economic Impacts

Y

N

6.1 Purchasing policies
defined

X

6.2 Report on effect of
purchasing policies
available

X

6.3 Local multiplier effect of
organization calculated

X

6.4 Savings to public purse
calculated

X

6.5 Value of volunteer
contribution

X

6.6 Total inward investment
attracted

NA Date/Details/Comment
We try to purchase everything in the
Highlands

X
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6.7 Cash and in-kind
contributions to the
community

X

Some charitable work by partners and
organisation

6.8 Other financial and
economic impact
calculations:

X

Fundraising and charitable donations
£1403

Additional information
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